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“Nothing in life is to be feared, 
 it is only to be understood.” 

 
Marie Curie 
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SYNOPSIS  
 

Topoisomerase II often produces DNA knots and catenates when its DNA strand passage 

activity equilibrates the topology of intracellular DNA. However, these DNA 

entanglements are detrimental for the normal development of genomic transactions 

such as replication and transcription. Fortunately, there is a mechanism actively 

removing these unwanted DNA entanglements in vivo. More specifically, previous 

studies performed in our laboratory uncovered that the in vivo correlation between knot 

formation and chromatin length linearly increased up until a length of 5 Kb (about 25 

nucleosomes) but then reached a plateau in larger chromatin domains. This inflection is 

inconsistent with the expected increasing linear correlation between knot formation 

and chain length observed in vitro and in silico. In order to clarify which mechanism is 

actively minimizing the DNA entanglements in intracellular chromatin, three plausible 

mechanisms were proposed and tested in this thesis. 

 

First, the possibility that in vivo DNA supercoiling could bias topoisomerase II activity 

towards untangling the genome was tested. Nevertheless, experimental results 

revealed the opposite effect. Accumulation of positive DNA supercoiling during 

transcription increases the DNA’s knotting probability 25-fold.  

Second, the assumption that topoisomerase II alone is capable of minimizing the overall 

DNA entanglement to values below the thermodynamic equilibrium was tested. The 

experimental results indicate that even though this ability is functioning in vitro, it does 

not minimize the overall entanglement of intracellular chromatin.  

Finally, the possibility that the loop extrusion capacity of SMC (structural maintenance 

of chromosomes) complexes, such as condensin and cohesin could help to disentangle 

the genome was also tested. The loop extrusion process could tighten DNA 

entanglements towards the outside of the loops and consequently enforce their 

removal by topoisomerase II. These experiments uncovered that the activity of 

condensin, but not of cohesin, promotes the resolution of DNA knots formed within 

chromatin fibers both in interphase and mitosis. Moreover, inactivation of condensin 

restores the expected linear correlation between DNA knot formation and chromatin 

length. Condensin is very well known for its role during mitosis, however, its role during 
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interphase remained mostly unknown. The results of this thesis suggest that condensin 

is able to extrude DNA loops in order to minimize DNA entanglements throughout the 

entire cell cycle. This critical role could explain why inactivation of condensin during 

interphase is followed by many genome dysfunctions. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1.  DNA STRUCTURE 
 

The distinctive DNA structure consists of two antiparallel polynucleotide chains that 

wind around each other to form a double helix. The pentose (2'-deoxyribose) and the 

phosphate group of each nucleotide make up the backbone of the chains, while the 

nitrogen bases are found in the center of the helix and hold the two chains together via 

hydrogen bonds. In the backbone of the molecule, each pentose forms a phosphodiester 

bond with the two adjacent phosphates, one through its 3' hydroxyl and the other 

through its 5' hydroxyl group. In the center of the molecule, the nitrogen bases are 

paired in a specific way: Adenine pairing with Thymine, (A = T) and Cytosine pairing with 

Guanine (C≡G) (Figure 1A) (Franklin & Gosling, 1953; Watson & Crick, 1953).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1 – DNA structure (A) Representation of the DNA’s complementary base pairing, held together by 
hydrogen bonds. (B) Dimensions of the double-helical form of the DNA. 
 
 
Due to the stacking of the DNA base pairs (bp), each base rotates about 35 degrees 

counterclockwise relative to the pair below. This rotation allows the assembly of a 

double helix that is dextrogyre or right-handed. In the canonical DNA model, known as 

the B form, each double helix turn includes approximately 10.5 bp within a length of 3.5 

nm and a geometric diameter of approximately 2 nm (Figure 1B) (Lavelle, 2014; Travers 

& Muskhelishvili, 2015; Heinemann & Roske, 2020). However, since the double helix has 
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high helical or twisting flexibility (Figure 2A), these parameters fluctuate based on the 

DNA’s thermodynamic state and vary according to the nucleotide sequence and the 

media surrounding the DNA (ionic force, pH, temperature)  (A. Marko et al., 2011). For 

instance, at room temperature, torsional fluctuations between stacked base pairs can 

usually alter the angle of rotation between ± 5 and 7 degrees. Consequently, rather than 

having a fixed inter-base-pair helical twist of approximately 35 degrees, the actual value 

fluctuates between 28 and 40 degrees, and one third of the time it reaches values 

beyond these limits. These fluctuations occur simultaneously for all base pairs.  

Therefore, the rigid picture of DNA shown in text books is just depicting the archetypical 

configuration of the DNA structure. In reality, the double-helix is vastly more flexible and 

dynamic. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 – DNA Flexibility. (A) Twisting and bending deformations of the DNA double helix. (B) The 
persistence length (PL) of a polymer (such as DNA) is measured by comparing the directions of the 
tangents originating from different points. The length where these directions stop correlating (i.e.,  ≠ )  
determines the PL. 
 

In addition to its high helical or twisting flexibility, the double helix can also undergo 

lateral bending, however, in a more rigid manner (Figure 2A). This bending rigidity is 

mainly a consequence of the repulsion between the negatively-charged adjacent 

phosphates present in the DNA backbone (Peters & Maher, 2010). However, whereas 

the DNA is quite stiff in short length scales (i.e., hundreds base pairs), the flexibility of 

the double helix is quite substantial when considering the full length of the DNA 

molecules which is usually extremely long, often expanding to millions of base pairs. 

Thus, the DNA behaves as a long flexible polymer, with a real contour length (end-to-

A B 
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end distance) that is many orders of magnitude higher (µm to cm) than its effective 

diameter (nm).   

 

The basic parameter quantifying the stiffness or bending flexibility of a long polymer is 

the persistence length (PL) (Figure 2B). To understand this complex concept, we imagine 

a long chord that is slightly flexible. When checking the flexibility of the chord in two 

close points the flexibility will be low, whereas if we check two points that are far apart 

the flexibility will be higher. In order to calculate this parameter, the correlation 

between the directions of the tangents originating from different points of the same 

cord is observed. The PL is the length over which the directions of the tangents stop 

correlating. The PL of double stranded DNA is 50nm, which is roughly equal to 150 bp. In 

the case of single stranded DNA the PL is 4nm, meaning that it is much more flexible 

(Klenin et al., 1988)  

 

One consequence of the bending flexibility of long DNA molecules is that they can follow 

a 3D random path and occupy a space with a smaller radius than their own contour 

length (Bloom, 2008). This notion raises the question of how tight the DNA is packaged 

in the cell nucleus. In textbooks it is often said that genomic DNA undergoes a ‘‘drastic 

condensation’’. But in fact, if we take the whole length of the human genome (2 meters 

of DNA) and allow it to fold spontaneously in free solution, the DNA will follow a random 

path that results in a conformation of only a few hundreds of micrometers in diameter 

(Post & Zimm, 1980). Therefore, packaging 2m of DNA into a nucleus of a few 

micrometers in diameter is not as drastic as one could imagine (Figure 3). Another 

question that arises is how much free space is left in the nucleus after filling it with the 

entire DNA. However, considering the tiny diameter of the DNA, it turns out that 2m of 

DNA will only occupy around the 2% of the nucleus interior volume, leaving plenty of 

room for other nuclear components (Lavelle, 2014). Therefore, DNA condensation is not 

so much a matter of packaging per se. Rather, DNA condensation is a matter of 

functional organization.  
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Figure 3 – The DNA’s spatial path and packaging. The DNA’s flexibility allows very long DNA molecules in 
free solution to fold into an intricate random path. For instance, 2m of DNA will spontaneously fold into 
a volume of about 250 µm. Chromatin contributes in organizing rather than packaging the DNA inside the 
nucleus. 
 

In eukaryotic cells, DNA is mainly organized by means of periodic wrapping around 

histone cores to form nucleosomes which interact with each other and other non-

histone proteins to form chromatin fibers (Zhou & Bai, 2019). Such fibers are 

subsequently folded into loops through the action of SMCs (Structural Maintenance of 

Chromosomes) complexes, which are mainly represented by condensin and cohesin. By 

forming chromatin fibers and loops, cells are capable of organizing the DNA within the 

reduced nucleus space (Davidson & Peters, 2021). This allows the establishment of 

regions of greater and lesser accessibility which regulates the genetic activity; and also 

allows chromosomes to convert into individual entities that are easily segregable during 

cell division. 
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2.  DNA TOPOLOGY 
 

The double-helical structure of the DNA provides a great stability to the molecule, but 

at the same time it entails certain implications, such as the need to unwind the double 

helix to carry out many genomic transactions. Moreover, given that DNA molecules have 

a great length and are folded inside the nucleus, unwinding the double helix during DNA 

replication or transcription immediately provokes helical stress or tension. This helical 

tension cannot dissipate easily because there are few free ends that allow the DNA’s 

free rotation. Additionally, in order to make up chromatin, the DNA associates with 

numerous proteins and macromolecular complexes which cause a huge rotational drag 

that delays the spinning of the DNA. Consequently, intracellular DNA behaves as a 

succession of closed topological domains which undergo different levels of helical stress 

(Mirkin, 2001). The double-helical topology of a closed DNA domain, such as a plasmid 

or a chromatin loop, can be described with 3 parameters: the linking number (Lk), the 

twist (Tw), and the writhe (Wr). 

 

The Lk describes the number of times that two closed curves (i.e., DNA strands) 

intertwine with each other in a three-dimensional space (Figure 4A). The Lk is a 

topological invariant, which means it cannot be altered by any geometric deformation 

of the DNA (Marko & Siggia, 1995). Thus, the Lk can only be altered if one or both DNA 

strands are cut and rejoined again (Bates & Maxwell, 2005). The DNA’s Lk equals N/h, 

where N is the total number of base pairs and h is the average number of base pairs 

required to complete a helical turn. As mentioned before the h value varies according 

to the environment (ionic force, pH, temperature), the nucleotide sequence and 

interactions with other molecules. When DNA adopts its minimum energy conformation 

(i.e., with no tension) in physiological conditions (0.2 M NaCl, pH 7, 37°C), h becomes ho 

and is approximately 10.5 bp (Wang, 1979; Peck & Wang, 1981). However, due to the 

previously mentioned thermodynamic oscillations of the DNA, the h value fluctuates 

and, therefore, not all molecules will have an identical Lk value. Instead, DNA molecules 

present a Gaussian distribution of integer values of Lk centered in Lko (Lk in its minimum 

energy conformation). This thermodynamic distribution of Lk values leads to the 
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formation of a small ladder of topoisomers that can be observed when circular DNA 

molecules are electrophoresed in agarose gels (Figure 4B).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 4 – DNA Linking number (Lk) (A) Depiction of the Lk values between two closed curves. (B) Lk 
values of a circular DNA forming a thermodynamic distribution in an agarose gel. The quantification of the 
intensities of the different Lk topoisomers form a Gaussian distribution centered in Lko (top). 
 
 

In biological systems, the average Lk value of the DNA is generally lower than Lko. The 

difference between Lk and Lko, is called the linking number difference (ΔLk=Lk-Lko). 

Moreover, the ΔLk value relative to Lko is called the superhelical density (σ), such that 

σ=∆Lk/Lko. When ∆Lk is negative (σ<0) or positive (σ>0), we say that DNA acquires 

negative or positive supercoiling, respectively.  Such supercoiling can be constrained by 

proteins or other molecules, or it can be unconstrained and act as free supercoiling 

energy (helical tension). In eukaryotic and eubacterial cells, σ has a mean value of -0.05 

and -0.06, respectively (Anderson & Bauer, 1978), which means that DNA molecules in 

vivo have a deficit of 5-6% in the Lk value relative to their Lko in vitro. 

 

Although the DNA’s Lk value cannot change unless the strands are cut and resealed, the 

Lk is the sum of two complex geometric parameters that can interconvert into each 

other through the deformation of the DNA: the Twist (Tw) and Writhe (Wr), such that 

Lk=Tw+Wr (White, 1969; Fuller, 1978). 

 

 A 

-2  -1   0  +1  +2 
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The Tw measures how each individual strand of the DNA turns around another or, being 

more precise, around the central axis of the DNA helix (Figure 5) (Bates & Maxwell, 

2005). The Wr measures the turns of the helix axis in space (i.e. non-planar deviations 

of the duplex) and it is calculated by averaging the number of (-) and (+) crossings of the 

DNA axis over itself in multiple spatial projections (Figure 5) (Fuller, 1971). Considering 

that Lk=Tw+Wr, any change of Lk translates into changes in Tw and Wr which means 

that: ΔLk=ΔTw+ΔWr. Conversely, when Lk is fixed, Tw and Wr deformations can 

compensate each other by altering the spatial geometry of the DNA (Figure 6A) (Roca, 

2011a).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 - DNA twist (Tw) and writhe (Wr). The Tw measures how individual DNA strands turn around the 
central axis of the duplex. Changes in the Tw value refer to unwinding (∆Tw < 0) or overwinding (∆Tw > 0) 
of the double helix. The Wr measures the turns of the double helix axis in space and its value correlates 
with the number of (-) and (+) crossings of the DNA axis over itself. Right-handed (∆Wr > 0) and left-
handed (∆Wr < 0) turns determine the (+) or (-) sign of the crossings, as indicated. 
 
 

Changes in the form of Tw imply unwinding or overwinding of the double helix, that is, 

an increase or decrease in the number of base pairs per turn. Thus, a negative σ involves 

a negative ∆Tw (unwinding), whereas a positive σ involves a positive ∆Tw (overwinding). 

Conversely, variations in the form of Wr are reflected in the spatial coiling of the DNA, 

which can lead to a solenoidal or to a plectonemic conformation (Figure 6B) (Bates & 

Maxwell, 2005). In the solenoidal conformation, DNA molecules form right-handed or 

left-handed supercoils, depending on whether σ is positive or negative, respectively. The 
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solenoidal fold is usually stabilized by proteins (for instance, with nucleosomes). In the 

plectonemic conformation, DNA folds by mutual interlacing of the two antiparallel 

sections of the duplex forming a super double helix. Depending on whether σ is positive 

or negative, this super double helix or plectoneme will be left-handed or right-handed, 

respectively (note that this is the opposite to a solenoid). In absence of proteins or other 

ligands, a DNA molecule with helical tension (σ ≠ 0) will spontaneously deform by  Tw 

(30%) and Wr (70%) adopting a plectonemic configuration (Boles et al., 1990; Adrian et 

al., 1990).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6 - Tw and Wr conformations. (A) Considering that Lk=Tw+Wr, ∆Tw and ∆Wr deformations can 
interconvert into each other while the value of Lk is fixed.  (B) Changes in Wr can produce solenoids 
(regular coils) or plectonemes (twisted loops). 

 

The Wr value is the main determinant when it comes to the electrophoretic velocity of 

circular DNA molecules. As a circular DNA molecule becomes more positively or 

negatively supercoiled, it increases its absolute Wr (Vinograd et al., 1965; Gray et al., 

1971). This means that the DNA becomes more compacted and consequently can move 

faster during electrophoresis. However, there is a limit of supercoiling compaction 

beyond which the velocity of DNA does not increase. This happens when supercoiled 

DNA adopts such a tight plectonemic conformation that the overall dimension 

(compaction) of the molecule no longer changes with further increases of its absolute 

Wr.  This explains why in relaxed DNA, the equilibrium distribution of Lk topoisomers 

runs as a ladder of bands in an agarose gel (Figure 4B), but this ladder collapses in a 

A B 
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single band in the case of supercoiled DNA (Depew & Wang, 1975; Roca, 2009). Another 

problem regarding electrophoresis is that, since DNA mobility does not depend on the 

sign of Wr, we cannot tell whether the DNA sample is positively or negatively 

supercoiled. 

 

Both problems can be solved by a two-dimensional (2D) gel electrophoresis, in which 

DNA runs in the presence of base-pair intercalators such as chloroquine (Figure 7). The 

intercalator unwinds the double helix and consequently reduces the Tw of the DNA. 

Since the Lk is fixed, this reduction of Tw becomes compensated by an increase of Wr. 

As a result, in the presence of an intercalator, negatively supercoiled DNA molecules 

(with negative Wr) acquire a less negative Wr and run slower in an agarose gel (Hanai & 

Roca, 1999). Conversely, relaxed DNA molecules (i.e., with about zero Wr) acquire 

positive Wr and run faster. Then, by using different concentrations of intercalator during 

the first and second gel dimensions, it is possible to resolve the ladders of Lk 

topoisomers that were completely collapsed due to the high level of compation, and 

also distinguish positive from negatively supercoiled topoisomers (Roca, 2009).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 – Separation of Lk topoisomers by a 2D electrophoresis. (A) Schematic representation of the 
different Lk positions. Apex I indicates the topoisomer with the lowest Wr (less compaction and speed) 
during the first dimension. Upon increasing the concentration of intercalator (depicted as white 
rectangles) in the second dimension, the Wr value of the topoisomer found in Apex I increases and 
consequently has a higher speed during the second dimension, allowing it to separate from the nicked 
rings (N). Apex II indicates the topoisomer with the lowest Wr in the second dimension. This topoisomer 
was negatively supercoiled (Wr < 0) in the first dimension, but upon binding with the intercalator, its Wr 
value increased to ≈ 0. (L) indicates linearized rings. (B) 2D electrophoresis of a DNA plasmid. 
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In addition to the supercoiled DNA conformations that were previously mentioned, DNA 

molecules can also present knots and catenates (Valdes et al., 2018). In contrast to 

helical tension, which depends on the interlinking between the two strands of the 

double helix, knots and catenates reflect the intra- or inter-molecular interlinking of 

entire DNA molecules. As explained later, DNA knots and catenates occur frequently in 

biological systems and have to be removed to permit crucial processes, such as gene 

transcription and chromosome segregation.  

 

 

2.1 DNA topology regulation  
 

The DNA topology, which includes the helical tension of the duplex (supercoiling) and 

the occurrence of knots and catenates, can be constrained or unconstrained (Roca, 

2011). 

The DNA topology is “constrained” when it is stabilized by external factors. For instance, 

the structural components of chromatin (i.e., nucleosomal fibers) which enforce the 

DNA to be folded in specific ways. Consequently, these DNA topology constrainers 

stabilize DNA deformations in the form of Tw and Wr. Likewise, other complexes (i.e., 

SMC complexes) appear to fold DNA into large loops and give a distinctive shape to 

interphase and mitotic chromosomes (J. Dixon et al., 2012).  

 

Conversely, DNA topology is “unconstrained” when it is not stabilized, which results in 

the generation of topological stress. For instance, DNA tracking motors, such as RNA and 

DNA polymerases or DNA helicases, unwind the double helix and enforce the duplex to 

turn around its axis, which consequently generates helical tension (Giaever & Wang, 

1988). In order to remove the DNA’s topological stress, nature has provided a family of 

enzymes called DNA topoisomerases, which transiently cut and reseal DNA strands to 

pass them through one another as if they were phantom chains (Wang, 1998). This 

mechanism allows DNA topoisomerases to modify the DNA’s topology by changing its 

Lk value. 
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2.1.1 Chromatin structure  
 

The fundamental subunit of chromatin is the nucleosome, in which ≈147 bp of DNA wrap 

around eight histone proteins (also known as histone octamer) approximately 1.7 times 

in left-handed manner (Figure 8A) (Richmond et al., 1984; Luger et al., 1997). As a result, 

the nucleosome has a cylindrical shape of about 5 nm high and 11 nm wide. The 

deformation of the DNA around the histone octamer produces marked changes in Tw 

and Wr. The calculation of the nucleosomal Tw and Wr has been a matter of controversy 

for decades, due to contradicting results between data from crystal structures, 

biochemical and topological studies. This problem has recently been solved in our 

laboratory using a new experimental approach by obtaining measurements directly in 

native chromatin. We concluded that the DNA is deformed with approximately +0.2 

units of Tw and -1.45 units of Wr, such that the ∆Lk stabilized by each nucleosome is of 

-1.26 (Figure 8B) (Segura et al., 2018). 

 

Nucleosomes are separated by linker DNA segments, of variable length (30 to 70 bp) 

depending on the organism and/or cell type. Consequently, an array of nucleosomes 

resembles a succession of beads on a string (Li & Zhu, 2015).  Additionally, linker DNA 

segments and nucleosome free regions are occupied by other structural proteins and 

regulatory factors. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Figure 8 – The nucelosome (A) Crystallographic structure of the canonical nucleosome. 147 bp of DNA 
complete 1.7 turns around an octamer of histones H3, H4, H2A and H2B. (Adapted from Davey et al., 
2002). (B) ΔLk, ΔTw and ΔWr values that define the DNA topology in the nucleosome.  
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This first level of DNA folding is known as the basic nucleosomal fiber, it has a thickness 

of 10nm and it is very flexible. Most classic models propose that the 10nm nucleosome 

fiber folds into a structure of higher order known as the 30nm fiber (Figure 9A). 

Experiments based on electron microscopy and X-ray crystallography have led to 

different models which supported the 30nm fiber, such as the solenoidal model 

(Robinson et al., 2006) or the zig-zag pattern model (Song et al., 2014). Moreover, these 

30 nm fibers were also proposed to further fold into helical superstructures (Belmont et 

al., 1989; Belmont & Bruce, 1994).  

However, 30 nm fibers have never been observed in vivo. On the contrary, microscopy 

and staining techniques, such as FISH, provided images of irregular chromatin structures 

which had different dynamics and variable localization (Bronstein et al., 2009; Wiggins 

et al., 2010). More recently, high-resolution nanoscopy allowed the ultrastructure of 

individual chromatin fibers to be visualized in-vivo. In these images, chromatin fibers 

look like disordered granulated chains formed by nucleosome clusters (Figure 9B). Such 

granular chains have different sizes (5 to 24 nm in diameter) and nucleosome densities 

(Ou et al., 2017). 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9 – Chromatin folding (A) The classic hierarchical chromatin folding model found in most text 
books. (B) Nanoscopy imaging reveals that chromatin fibers are disordered granulated chains formed by 
nucleosome clusters (Adapted from Ou et al., 2017). 
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In addition to the methods that visualize chromatin directly, other indirect techniques 

have been developed in the last couple decades to capture chromatin’s 3D conformation 

such as 3C, 4C or Hi-C. These techniques quantitatively measure the frequencies of 

spatial contacts between different genomic sites and allow the generation of spatial 

organization models of chromatin (Dekker et al., 2002; Simonis et al., 2006; Lieberman-

Aiden et al., 2009). Using the Hi-C technique, regions of around 0.1 to 1 mega-bases, 

where local chromatin interactions are more frequent than usual, are detected. These 

regions, which vary depending on the cell type and the stage of the cell cycle, were 

designated as topological associated domains (TADs) (J. Dixon et al., 2012). TADs have 

been proposed as the basic unit in the macro-organization of the genome and play a 

fundamental role in the coordination and regulation of gene expression (Jin et al., 2013).  

  

2.1.2 SMC complexes 
 

SMC (structural maintenance of chromosomes) complexes, which include condensin, 

cohesin and the Smc5/6 complex, are major components of chromosomes in all living 

organisms, from bacteria to humans (Uhlmann, 2016). Typically, these complexes are 

found every 5-10 Kb along the DNA. 

 

SMCs are ring-shaped complexes composed of a trimeric core formed by a heterodimer 

of Smc ATPases and a conserved kleisin, in addition to several other regulatory subunits 

(Figure 10A and 10B). SMCs bind to chromosomes by embracing one or more segments 

of DNA. This embracement is done through the opening and closure of distinct SMC 

compartments via ATP binding and hydrolysis (Hassler et al., 2018; Yatskevich et al., 

2019). 

 

SMCs have several essential and distinctive roles. Cohesin organizes chromatin into 

TADs during interphase and holds sister chromatids together from S-phase until 

metaphase (Onn et al., 2008; Nasmyth & Haering, 2009). Condensin plays a key role in 

the compaction and individualization of chromatids during cell divisions (Hirano, 2012a). 

Lastly, the Smc5/6 complex has been mainly implicated in DNA repair via homologous 

recombination (Aragón, 2018). 
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Recent single-molecule experiments have demonstrated that SMC complexes (mainly 

condensin and cohesin) are able to form DNA loops through a mechanism called loop 

extrusion (Ganji et al., 2018; Davidson et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2019). In this mechanism, 

a small DNA loop is threaded through the SMC ring and then pushed through the ring in 

an ATP-dependent manner. Consequently, the loop extends and DNA sequences that 

were far apart end up converging (Figure 10C) (Wang et al., 2015). This mechanism has 

never been visualized in vivo, however; many hypotheses have been proposed.  In the 

case of cohesin, the loop extrusion mechanism is thought to be responsible for the 

formation of TADs (Sanborn et al., 2015; Fudenberg et al., 2016). In the case of 

condensin, the loop extrusion mechanism is thought to allow the condensation of 

mitotic chromosomes (Banigan et al., 2020). 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10 – SMC (structural maintenance of chromosomes) complexes. (A) Tripartite ring structure 
common in all SMC protein complexes. (B) Subunits that compose condensin and cohesin in 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae. (Adapted from Yatskevich et al., 2019) (C) The loop extrusion mechanism, 
where a small DNA loop is threaded through the SMC ring and then pushed in an ATP-dependent manner, 
allowing it to grow in size. 
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2.1.3 DNA topoisomerases 
 

DNA Topoisomerases are a family of enzymes that transiently cleave DNA strands to 

change their topology. These enzymes are classified into two main types according to 

whether they cleave a single strand of DNA (type-1) or both strands (type-2). They are 

further divided into subfamilies according to their structure and mechanism. The main 

ones are Type-1A, Type-1B, Type-2A and Type-2B. 

 

Type-1A topoisomerases are monomeric enzymes that only act on single stranded DNA, 

forming a covalent intermediate between a tyrosine of the active center of the enzyme 

and the 5'-phosphate end of the cleaved DNA. After the cleavage, they pass another 

single stranded DNA segment through the cut (Figure 11A). To perform this transport 

cycle, they do not consume any energetic cofactor, which means that they can only 

produce topological changes that are energetically favorable. With their mechanism, 

type-1A topoisomerases can perform catenation or decatenation and knotting or 

unknotting of single-stranded DNA molecules (Wang, 1996). However, type-1A 

topoisomerases are best known for their role in relaxing double-stranded DNA 

molecules that have negative helical tension (Lk<Lko) and consequently present single 

stranded regions.  

 

The best characterized enzyme of this subfamily is topoisomerase I present in 

Escherichia coli (E. coli) (Wang, 1971). It has a molecular weight of 97 kDa and its main 

function is to reduce the negative helical tension in bacterial chromosomes (Figure 11B). 

Another enzyme belonging to this subfamily is topoisomerase III, which is present in 

most bacteria and eukaryotic cells (Wallis et al., 1989). Although it is structurally very 

similar to E. coli’s topoisomerase I, its DNA relaxing activity is weak and mainly 

disentangles single-stranded DNA regions generated during recombination or 

replication (Kim & Wang, 1992).  
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Figure 11 – Type-1A topoisomerases. (A) Type-1A topoisomerases relax (-) supercoiling by transiently 
cleaving single-stranded DNA regions and allowing the passage of the complementary DNA strand through 
the cut. Single-stranded regions frequently occur when DNA is unwound by (−) torsional stress. The 
torsional stress is reduced by successive reaction cycles, for as long as the enzyme can find single-stranded 
DNA. (B) Structure of E. coli DNA topoisomerase I. The bound DNA is shown in green.  

 

Type-1B topoisomerases are monomeric enzymes that act on double-stranded DNA and 

cleave one of the two strands, in other words, they produce a transitory nick. The 

covalent intermediary during strand cleavage occurs between a tyrosine of the active 

site of the enzyme and the 3'-phosphate group of the cleaved DNA. The enzyme then 

allows the 5'-end to rotate freely around the uncleaved strand and, following one or 

several rotations, the enzyme re-seals the DNA double helix (Figure 12A) (McCoubrey & 

Champoux, 1986). Similar to type-1A topoisomerases, type-1B do not consume any 

energetic cofactor and consequently can only produce topological changes that are 

energetically favorable. Through their mechanism, type-1B topoisomerases completely 

relax positive and negative DNA helical tension (Figure 12A). Thus, they produce Lk 

distributions centered in Lko (Champoux, 1990).  

 

The most representative enzyme of this group is topoisomerase I, present in all 

eukaryotic cells. Its molecular weight varies from 95 and 135 kDa depending on the 

organism (Figure 12B) (Eng et al., 1989; R. Lynn et al., 1989). Another well-characterized 

enzyme of this group is Vaccinia virus’s topoisomerase I (Shuman & Moss, 1987), which 

contains the minimum domain necessary for its relaxing activity (32 kDa). 
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Figure 12 – Type-1B topoisomerases (A) Type-1B topoisomerases interact with duplex DNA and 
transiently nick one of the two strands. The 5ʹ end of the cleaved strand then becomes free to swivel 
around the uncleaved strand. This rotation mechanism efficiently removes the DNA’s (+) and (−) torsional 
stress. (B) Ribbon representation of the central core of human topoisomerase I bound to DNA (blue and 
green).  

 

Type-2A topoisomerases are homodimeric enzymes that transiently cleave the two DNA 

strands, such that the two tyrosines of the active center of the enzyme are covalently 

linked to each of the 5'-phosphate ends of the DNA (G-segment). Then they pass another 

double-stranded DNA segment (T-segment) through the previously cleaved one in an 

ATP dependent manner (Figure 13A) (T.-S. Hsieh, 1990).  

 

All type-2A topoisomerases present three highly evolutionary conserved domains that 

correspond to 3 gates: the ATPase or N-gate domain, the DNA binding or DNA-gate 

domain and the pivot or C-gate domain (Figure 13B). The first step in the transport cycle 

is the union of the G-segment to the DNA-gate domain. The second step is the binding 

of ATP to the ATPase domain which causes the N-gate to close (Roca & Wang, 1992). 

This closure allows the capture of the T-segment into the enzyme. Then, the T-segment 

is pushed through the transiently cleaved G-segment (Roca & Wang, 1992). Finally, the 

T-segment can exit through the C-gate. With this transport cycle the T-segment 

completely crosses the dimeric interface of the enzyme (Figure 13B) (Roca & Wang, 

1994; Roca et al., 1996). However, after crossing the cleaved G-segment, the T-segment 

can sometimes go back and out again through the N-gate (backtracking). In this case, 

there is no topological change in the DNA (Figure 13B) (Martinez-Garcia et al., 2014). 
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When the G- and T-segments are in the same DNA molecule, the result of the transport 

cycle can either increase or reduce the number of DNA supercoils, or can produce or 

resolve DNA knots (Figure 13C). In either case, the type-2A topoisomerases change the 

value of Lk in +2 or -2 units, depending on whether a negative or positive supercoil is 

inverted, respectively. When the G- and T-segments are on different molecules, the 

result of the reaction cycle is the catenation or decatenation of the two DNA molecules 

(Figure 13C) (Roca, 2011).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13 – Type-2A topoisomerases. (A) Mechanism. The DNA G-segment is transiently cleaved to allow 
the passage of the T-segment in an ATP dependent manner. (B) The three gates. Once the G-segment 
binds to the DNA-gate domain, a T-segment can be captured by the N-gate. The T-segment is then passed 
across the cleaved G-segment and exits the enzyme through the C-gate. Alternatively, the T-segment 
might backtrack and exit through the N-gate. (C) Intra-molecular DNA transport allows the removal of (+) 
and (-) supercoils, as well as formation or resolution of DNA knots. However, DNA gyrase only introduces 
(-) supercoils (red arrow). Inter-molecular DNA transport allows to catenate or decatenate DNA. 
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Within the type-2A enzyme subfamily, we can find topoisomerase II present in all 

eukaryotic cells and topoisomerase IV present in eubacteria (Kato et al., 1990). As 

mentioned before topoisomerases II and IV are proficient in simplifying the DNA’s 

topology: they relax positive and negative supercoils, and remove knots and catenates. 

Moreover, in vitro experiments show that they are even able to simplify the DNA’s 

topology below the thermodynamic equilibrium (Rybenkov et al., 1997). This means that 

they can reduce the variance of Lk thermal distributions, and also reduce the number of 

knots and catenates present in the DNA even when it is prone to be naturally entangled. 

 

Lastly, a special type-2A enzyme of this subfamily is the DNA gyrase, which is present in 

eubacteria (Gellert et al., 1976). Unlike topoisomerases II and IV, DNA gyrase introduces 

negative supercoils into the DNA, a reaction that requires the enzyme to dictate the 

orientation of the T- segment with respect to the G-segment (Figure 13C). To do so, the 

gyrase wraps around 130 bp of DNA in a right-handed sense, to produce a positive 

supercoil between the G- and T-segments. Then, it inverts this crossing to produce a 

negative supercoil (Kampranis et al., 1999). The gyrase is therefore inefficient in relaxing 

negative supercoiling and/or altering the catenated or knotted state of the DNA. 

 

Type-2B topoisomerases are homodimeric enzymes that have many structural and 

mechanistic similarities with the Type-2A family (Figure 14). They both form transient 

covalent bonds with the 5ʹ-phosphate of both strands of the cleaved DNA duplex and 

function via a strand-passage mechanism. Furthermore, they both relax positive and 

negative supercoils, and can decatenate and unknot the DNA in an ATP dependent 

manner. However, Type-2B topoisomerases only have two protein gates or interfaces: 

the N-gate domain and the DNA-gate domain, lacking the C-gate domain (Figure 14). 

The enzyme that represents this group is topoisomerase VI. This enzyme is found 

throughout the archaea kingdom, in a few bacterial species, and in some plants and 

algae (Corbett & Berger, 2003; Wendorff & Berger, 2018). Their functional role is yet 

unclear. Remarkably, topoisomerase VI present analogies with the eukaryotic protein 

Spo11, which produces double-strand DNA breaks during meiotic recombination 

(Vrielynck et al., 2016). 
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Figure 14 – Structural and mechanistic similarities between type-2A and type-2B topoisomerases. Both 
enzymes have an N-gate domain (that closes upon ATP binding) and a DNA-gate domain (that transiently 
cleaves the DNA). However, type-2B topoisomerases lack a C-gate domain (Adapted from Chen et al., 
2013). 
 

 

2.1.4 Main functions of DNA topoisomerases 
  

DNA topological problems are widespread and affect both eukaryotes and prokaryotes 

in very similar ways. That is why, topoisomerases have high resemblances in both type 

of organisms (Champoux, 2001; Wang, 2002). In all cases DNA transcription generates 

(+) and (-) helical stress ahead of and behind the moving RNA polymerases, respectively 

(Figure 15A) (Roca, 2011). Similarly, the process of DNA replication generates (+) helical 

tension ahead of the replication forks (Figure 15B) (Roca, 2011). Relaxation of (+) helical 

tension is essential to allow the progression of transcription and replication. Relaxation 

of excessive (-) helical tension during transcription is also required to prevent the 

formation of R-loops and DNA damage (Wang, 2002). In eubacteria, type-1A 

topoisomerase I relaxes (-) helical tension, gyrase relaxes the (+) one while 

topoisomerase IV relaxes both. In eukaryotic cells, both type-1B topoisomerase I and 
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type-2A topoisomerase II participate in relaxing both (+) and (-) helical tension 

(Champoux, 2001). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 15 – Common topological DNA problems in prokaryotes and eukaryotes. (A) The progression of 
the transcription machinery generates (+) and (-) helical tension in front of and behind the RNA 
polymerase, respectively. (B) The advancement of the replication forks generates (+) helical tension in 
front and causes catenation between the newly replicated duplexes behind the replication fork (Adapted 
from McKie et al., 2021). 
 
 

Another topological problem that arises during DNA replication is the catenation 

between the newly formed double helices which tend to be interweaved behind the 

replication fork (Figure 15B). Topoisomerase IV in eubacteria and topoisomerase II in 

eukaryotes are essential to eliminate these catenates in order to allow chromosome 

segregation during cell division (Cortés et al., 2003; Nitiss, 2009). 

 

In addition to the general roles mentioned above, topoisomerases have been involved 

in other functions. In eukaryotes, topoisomerase II is often found located at promoter 

regions and at TAD boundaries (Uuskula-Reimand et al., 2016; Canela et al., 2017). It is 

unclear whether the enzyme’s activity at these sites is to cleave the DNA, to alter its 

topology, or to perform some structural role. Likewise, experimental data shows that 

topoisomerase II is essential to perform mitotic chromosome condensation and 

decondensation (Antonin & Neumann, 2016; Nielsen et al., 2020). Yet again, the 

mechanism of topoisomerase II that activates these processes is poorly understood.  

 

Regarding the functional roles of eukaryotic topoisomerases, our laboratory has 

pioneered in two lines of research: 1) The interplay of eukaryotic topoisomerases with 
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supercoiled nucleosomal fibers; 2) The DNA knotting-unknotting activity of 

topoisomerase II in vivo.  

 

Specifically, experiments performed in our laboratory uncovered that, while type-1B 

topoisomerase I is more efficient at relaxing naked DNA, type-2A topoisomerase II is 

more efficient at relaxing nucleosome fibers (Salceda et al., 2006). These findings 

indicated that nucleosome fibers make DNA axial rotation difficult and consequently 

hard to relax via topoisomerase I (Figure 16).  Instead, nucleosome fibers facilitate DNA 

segment juxtaposition and allow a very efficient topoisomerase II activity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16 – The conformational response of chromatin is distinct for (+) and (−) helical tension. 
Chromatin under (+) helical tension alters mainly the writhe of the DNA (ΔWr > ΔTw). These Wr 
deformations configure multiple DNA crossovers that are perfect substrates for the DNA cross-inversion 
mechanism of topoisomerase II. Conversely, chromatin under (−) helical tension alters mainly the DNA’s 
twist (ΔTw > ΔWr) which leads towards double-helical unwinding. Consequently, during DNA 
transcription, while the strand-rotation mechanism of topoisomerase I (yellow) relaxes (−) and (+) helical 
at similar rates, the DNA cross-inversion mechanism of topoisomerase II relaxes (+) helical tension quicker 
than the (−) one. As a result, (−) helical tension persists longer than the (+) one (Adapted from Fernández 
et al., 2014).  
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In the same line of research, our laboratory also found that in chromatin fibers, 

topoisomerase II is more proficient at relaxing (+) than (-) helical tension (Figure 16) 

(Salceda et al., 2006). This preference corroborated the knowledge that chromatin fibers 

deform differently as they accommodate (+) or (-) helical tension (Bancaud et al., 2006a).  

 

The different ability of topoisomerases I and II to relax chromatin fibers, and their 

different efficiency to relax (+) vs (-) helical tension, has relevant implications. Whereas 

(+) and (-) helical tension are generated simultaneously and symmetrically during DNA 

transcription in vivo, (+) helical tension is relaxed faster than the (-) one (Figure 16) 

(Fernández et al., 2014). Such an asymmetry in the relaxation process allows 

maintenance of the (-) helical tension for a longer period of time and that could be 

relevant to regulate genomic activities (Fernández et al., 2014). 

 

In contrast with the role of topoisomerases in the modulation of DNA supercoiling, and 

in the resolution of catenates between newly replicated DNA molecules, which have 

been widely studied in a great variety of biological systems, the knotting-unknotting 

activity of topoisomerases has been largely overlooked over the years (Bates & Maxwell, 

2005). Therefore, in addition to the interplay of topoisomerases with supercoiled 

chromatin, in recent years our laboratory has initiated the study of the DNA knotting-

unknotting activity of topoisomerase II in vivo. Before dealing with this new topic, I shall 

first introduce what a knot is, how the DNA becomes knotted, and how DNA knots are 

analyzed. 

 

3. WHAT IS A KNOT? 
 

Mathematically, a knot is defined as a closed curve in space with irreducible 

intersections (crossovers). These intersections cannot be eliminated by deforming the 

curve in any way such as stretching, bending or twisting. The only possible way to reduce 

these crossovers is by cutting the closed curve and passing one segment through 

another and finally connecting the loose ends back together to close the curve 

(Chirikjian, 2013; Michieletto et al., 2017). 
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Knots are classified by their number of irreducible crossovers, each of which can be 

topologically (+) or (-) (Figure 17). The simplest knot of all is the unknotted circle (trivial 

knot), which corresponds to a closed curve that lacks irreducible intersections (01). 

However, the first real knot has 3 irreducible intersections (31) and it is called the trefoil 

knot (note that it is not possible to form a knot with less than 3 intersections). Following 

the trefoil knot, there are knots with 4 intersections (41), two possible knot forms with 

5 intersections (51 and 52), three different possible knot forms with 6 intersections and 

so on (Figure 17A). As you add complexity to knots by adding more crossings the number 

of knots per group keeps increasing exponentially (Ernst & Sumners, 1987). All of these 

knots are known to be distinct. If we made one of them out of string, we would not be 

able to deform it to look like any of the others. We call these types of knots: prime knots. 

Knots that are expressed as the composition of two prime knots, neither of which being 

a trivial knot, are called composite knots (Figure 17B). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17 – Types of knots.  (A) Classification of prime knots by their irreducible number of crossings. 
Knots of the toroidal family (red) and twist family (blue) are indicated. (B) Example of a composite knot 
formed by two primes (trefoils). (C) Example of the two chiral forms (mirror images) of the trefoil knot. 
 
 

Another important fact is that most knots are chiral, which means that they cannot be 

deformed to their mirror image. As mentioned above, each knot crossover can be 

topologically (+) or (-). The trefoil knot, for instance, is a chiral knot and therefore it can 
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be found in two different chiral forms: with all three positive crossings 31 (+) or its 

specular image 31 (-), with all three negative crossings (Figure 17C). However, the knot 

with four crossings 41 is achiral, always having two positive and two negative crossings, 

allowing the 41 knot to be deformed into its mirror image (Fielden et al., 2017). 

 

 

3.1 How do DNA molecules become knotted? 
     

DNA knots can be formed through three mechanisms: upon circularizing a linear DNA 

molecule, through the action of type-2 topoisomerases and through intramolecular 

recombination processes (Figure 18). 

 

The circularization of linear DNA molecules in vitro can lead to the formation of DNA 

knots (Rybenkov et al., 1993; S. Shaw & Wang, 1993). The knotting probability when 

closing a DNA circle in free solution depends on its length and flexibility, which as 

previously mentioned, can vary with the ionic environment (Figure 18A).  

 

The mechanism of type-2A topoisomerases (topoisomerases II and IV), allows the 

formation and resolution of DNA knots. More precisely, they allow the continuous 

passing of DNA segments through one another (Roca & Wang, 1992), which results in an 

equilibrium of knotting and unknotting events (Figure 18B). The equilibrium fractions of 

knotted and unknotted molecules will once again depend on DNA length and flexibility. 

However, other factors that promote the juxtaposition of intra-molecular DNA segments 

will also increase the fraction of knotted molecules by type-2A topoisomerases. These 

factors include supercoiling or the presence of proteins that condense the DNA (Hsieh, 

1983; Wasserman & Cozzarelli, 1991). 

 

Finally, DNA can become knotted as a result of intramolecular recombination processes 

(Figure 18C). These knots are specific depending on the recombinase and the orientation 

of the DNA segments at the time of recombination (Wasserman et al., 1985). DNA knots 

formed during recombination, are usually removed by type-2 topoisomerases without 

affecting the recombination product. 
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Figure 18 – Mechanisms to form DNA knots. (A) Circularization of a linear DNA molecules. (B) DNA 
strand passage activity of type-2A topoisomerases. (C) Recombination processes.  
 

 

3.2 How are DNA knots analyzed? 
 

There are two main approaches for DNA knot characterization: direct visualization of 

knotted DNA molecules via electron microscopy (EM); and DNA electrophoresis in one-

dimensional (1D) or two-dimensional (2D) agarose gels.  

 

In order to be able to visualize DNA knots it is necessary to eliminate all helical tension 

from the DNA molecule. To do this, one strand of the double DNA helix is nicked with an 

endonuclease. By producing this nick, the tension is eliminated but the knot crossovers 

are not altered, which allows knotted molecules to be differentiated from merely 

supercoiled ones (Figure 19) (Levene & Tsen, 1999). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 19 – Effect of nicks on knotted DNA. Nicking removes the DNA’s helical tension. Consequently, the 
DNA crossovers that belonged to supercoiling disappear, but the irreducible crossovers of a knot remain. 
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Following the nicking step, to observe knots by means of EM the DNA sample has to be 

coated with Rec-A protein. This coating makes the DNA contour thicker to the EM 

machine, allowing it to differentiate the DNA segment on top and the one on the bottom 

for each DNA crossover (Figure 20). Through EM, it is thereby possible to draw the path 

of each knotted molecule, which allows the identification of the knot type and its 

chirality (Lynn & Crisona, 1999; Sogo et al., 1999). However, the main limitation of this 

technique is that knots have to be analyzed individually making it hard to get statistics. 

Moreover, this kind of analysis is unviable in biological samples that are extremely 

heterogenous and contain little amounts of knotted DNA forms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 20 – EM images of knotted DNA rings. DNA is nicked and coated with RecA protein (Adapted from 
Kimura et al., 1999). 

 

The most convenient way to characterize DNA knots is by agarose gel electrophoresis. 

Upon nicking the circular DNA to remove any supercoils (Figure 19), the knotted 

molecules will be more compact than the unknotted ones and consequently move faster 

in an agarose gel. Moreover, as the speed of DNA molecules correlates to their 

compaction, the more crossings one knot has, the greater its compaction and speed will 

be. Accordingly, each knot type will have a speed that is nearly proportional to its 

number of irreducible crossings (Figure 21) (G. Buck, 1998; Stasiak et al., 1996). 

 

When knotted molecules are run in 1D gels, their positions can overlap with linear DNA 

fragments, which are especially present in in vivo samples. To solve this problem, our 

laboratory developed a high-resolution 2D electrophoresis method (Figure 21) 

(Trigueros et al., 2001). The first dimension of the electrophoresis allows the knots to be 

separated depending on their irreducible number of crossings. The added second 
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dimension allows knot populations to be separated from linear DNA fragments. 

Moreover, it can also allow knot populations to be separated between primes and 

compounds with the same number of crossings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21 – Mobility of DNA knots in 1D and 2D gel electrophoresis. In 1D gels, the knot speed is 
proportional to its number of irreducible crossings. Adding a second dimension (2D) allows knot 
populations (K) to be separated from linear DNA fragments (L), which are abundant in cellular extractions. 

 

Upon blotting and probing the DNA sequences in 1D or 2D agarose gel electrophoresis, 

DNA knots can be detected even in complex mixtures and in in vivo samples. From the 

intensity of each gel band, the relative abundance of each knot can be calculated. In 

addition, the total fraction of knotted molecules indicates the knotting probability of the 

DNA in a given experimental condition. 

 

One limitation that the agarose gel electrophoresis presents is that it cannot separate 

the two chiral forms of a knot, given that they have identical compaction states. 

However, an earlier observation indicated that the two chiral forms of a purified trefoil 

knot (31(+) and 31(-)) acquire slightly different electrophoretic velocity when the DNA is 

supercoiled (i.e., not nicked) (Shaw & Wang, 1997). Using this knowledge, our laboratory 

has recently developed a 2D electrophoretic technique that can separate the chiral 
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forms of the trefoil knot in complex DNA samples that are largely unknotted (Figure 22) 

(Valdés et al., 2019).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 22 - Separation of the two chiral forms of the trefoil knot. In this 2D-gel technique, given that the 
DNA is not nicked, the Lk topoisomers are resolved as in Figure 7. However, the gel resolution is improved 
allowing to observe a secondary arch of supercoiled-knotted molecules.  

 

 

3.3 Factors determining DNA knotting probability  
 

DNA knotting probability (Pkn) depends on several physical factors such as its: chain 

length, stiffness, thickness, and compaction (Figure 23). The effect of these parameters 

can be analyzed using computer simulations and contrasted with in vitro experiments.  

 

It is quite intuitive to think that the longer a polymer, the higher its Pkn. Computer 

simulations performed with the random walk algorithm have demonstrated the 

correlation between these two parameters (Figure 23A). The random walk algorithm 

provides all possible random paths of a polymer in a 3D space, and then checks which 

paths lead to knot formation and which don’t. These simulations showed an almost 

perfect linear correlation between polymer length and Pkn (Frank-Kamenetskii, 1997). 

Around the same time in vitro experiments were carried out using naked DNA molecules 

with different lengths. Linear DNA molecules were circularized with a ligase and then 

analyzed by agarose electrophoresis, which revealed how many of the formed DNA 
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circles had entrapped a knot. As expected, the higher the DNA length was, the higher 

the Pkn (Rybenkov et al., 1993; Shaw & Wang, 1993).  

 

Similarly, it also follows that, irrespective of its length, a polymer’s stiffness or flexibility 

must also largely affect its Pkn. Polymers with a large persistence length (PL) are more 

rigid and therefore will have lower Pkn. Conversely, very flexible polymers (with a small 

PL) will produce knots more easily and will have a large Pkn. This notion has been 

corroborated by computational simulations using the random walk algorithm, in which 

the PL of the polymers is modeled by the size and orientation of the several steps 

(segments) used to perform the random walk (Figure 23A) (Frank-Kamenetskii, 1997). 

Thus, a very short but highly flexible polymer can have a larger Pkn than a much longer 

one that is more rigid.  

 

Finally, in addition to the stiffness, the thickness or effective diameter of a polymer chain 

also affects its Pkn. Computer simulations demonstrated that, given two polymers of 

identical lengths and flexibility, a thinner one will have a larger Pkn than a much thicker 

one (Figure 23B) (Klenin et al., 1988). 

 

The length, stiffness and thickness can determine the Pkn of any polymer chain in a free 

space. However, in most cases, a polymer chain such as DNA is not found in free solution; 

instead, it is condensed or restricted by biological ensembles. Computer analyses have 

demonstrated through polymer simulations that the Pkn exponentially increases with the 

effect of condensation and confinement (Figure 23C). 

One way to conduct this simulation is by restricting the random paths of a polymer to a 

specific volume (Arsuaga et al., 2002). Another way to do it is by progressively deforming 

a circular chain until it can be fitted inside a desired volume. During this deformation 

process, the chain is allowed to behave as a "phantom chain" such that it can freely pass 

through itself (mimicking what a type-2 topoisomerase would do with the DNA) (Dorier 

& Stasiak, 2009). Thereby, the chain can topologically equilibrate by forming and 

dissolving its entanglements. In this regard, computer simulations have predicted that 

long DNA molecules confined in biological systems (for instance, the cell nucleus) would 
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be massively entangled if type-2A topoisomerases could freely equilibrate their global 

topology (Micheletti et al., 2008; Dorier & Stasiak, 2009). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Figure 23 – Factors determining DNA Knotting probability (Pkn). (A) Plotted results obtained by computer 
simulations of the Pkn of different polymer chains as a function of the chain’s length and flexibility. The 
length and flexibility are modelled using a number of joined segments (N), which length correlates to the 
PL. (B) Plotted results obtained from computer simulations that analyzed the effect of the effective 
diameter on the Pkn. (C) Plotted results from computer simulations that studied the effect of confinement 
on the PKn. The confinement is modelled by restricting the path of a chain within spheres of decreasing 
radius (R).  
 
 

Lastly, the DNA’s condensation is usually a result of its interactions with proteins that 

bring DNA segments to close proximity or due to helical tension that supercoil the DNA 

or chromatin fibers by producing solenoids or plectonemes. In this regard, in vitro 

experiments have shown that, when DNA is condensed by proteins and/or supercoiling, 

knot formation by type-2 topoisomerase largely increases due to a higher juxtaposition 

of the DNA segments. (Hsieh, 1983; Wasserman & Cozzarelli, 1991; Roca et al., 1993). 

 

 

3.4 Why are DNA knots informative? 
 

The analysis of knots that are present in circular DNA molecules provides precious 

information regarding the DNA’s biophysical properties, such as its PL and its effective 

diameter (dE). For example, to obtain the DNA’s PL, the PKn of DNA molecules that had 

been circularized in free solution were compared with the knotting probabilities 
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obtained by computer simulations using polymer chains with increasing flexibility. This 

analysis concluded that the PL of double stranded DNA was 50nm (Klenin et al., 1988). 

 

Similarly, to obtain the dE of the DNA in a physiological environment, the Pkn obtained 

via computer simulations of polymers with increasing diameter were compared to the 

DNA’s Pkn in physiological conditions. This allowed obtaining the dE of the DNA in a 

physiological environment (5nm), which is larger than its geometric diameter (2nm) 

(Rybenkov et al., 1993; Shaw & Wang, 1993). The difference between the two values 

occurs because the dE takes into account the repulsion and attraction of the negatively 

charged DNA segments. Consequently, when the ionic environment of DNA is altered, 

its dE changes and so does its Pkn (Rybenkov et al., 1993; Shaw & Wang, 1993). 

 

Seeing that the Pkn has allowed calculating the stiffness (PL) and diameter (dE) of naked 

DNA, we thought that it could be applied in the same way to DNA folded into 

nucleosomal fibers. As discussed later in this thesis, the Pkn obtained from nucleosomal 

fibers revealed that they are much more flexible than naked DNA (Valdes et al., 2018). 

 

Finally, knots are very informative because they capture the DNA’s spatial path. In other 

words, a knot is a topological invariant that preserves a 3D footprint of the DNA’s 

trajectory. In this regard, computer simulations demonstrated that when DNA (or any 

polymer) follows a random path, the type of knots obtained will also be random. 

However, when a DNA follows a non-random path, it will result in specific types of knots. 

Moreover, when a DNA molecule follows a random path, it will produce knots of any 

chirality. However, if the followed path is chiral (i.e., more (+) crossing than (-), or vice-

versa), then the resulting knots will also have a specific chirality. 

These principles were used to work out several matters such as how different 

recombinases interact with DNA during homologous recombination (Wasserman et al., 

1985). As explained below, in our laboratory, these principles were used to study the 

type of knots formed inside viruses, which allowed us to deduce how DNA is folded in 

viral capsids (Figure 24) (Arsuaga et al., 2005).  
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Lastly, it should be highlighted that the capture and subsequent analysis of DNA knots 

is virtually free of experimental artifacts and can provide reliable conformational 

information of the chromatin’s dynamics and its spatial trajectory in short length scales 

(< 10Kb). These advantages contrast with other more invasive approaches that examine 

the path of intracellular chromatin at a resolution of tens to hundreds of DNA Kb. 

 

 

3.5 Occurrence of DNA knots in biological systems 
 

The first experimental observations of DNA knots in a biological system were made in 

bacteriophages at the beginning of the 1980s (Liu, Davis, et al., 1981; Liu, Perkocha, et 

al., 1981). Most bacteriophages contain linear DNA molecules with sticky ends. For 

example, the bacteriophage P4 genome consists of an 11 Kb linear DNA molecule, with 

16 bp sticky ends. After extracting DNA from the capsid of these viruses, an extremely 

high amount of knotted DNA molecules was observed. Years later, our laboratory 

characterized these knots by means of 1D and 2D gel electrophoresis and compared the 

results with computer simulations that modeled the formation of knots in restricted 

volumes (Trigueros et al. 2001). The results indicated that these knots are formed during 

an accidental circularization of the DNA within the small volume of the phage capsids 

(Arsuaga et al., 2002). Moreover, analyses of the type of knots obtained from these 

analyses revealed an enrichment of chiral and toroidal knot forms. These observations 

demonstrated that the DNA is not randomly packaged inside viral capsids (Figure 24) 

(Arsuaga et al., 2005). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 24 – Knotted DNA in phages. Given that the DNA is highly condensed (500 mg/mL) inside phage 
capsids; its circularization produced abundant and very complex knots. Most of these knots were chiral 
and toroidal, which led computer simulations to propose that the DNA in phages folded like a woolen ball. 
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A few years after the first observation of knots in bacteriophages, knotted DNA was 

found in bacteria (Shishido et al., 1987). These knots were mainly observed in plasmids 

extracted from E. coli strains, in which the activity of DNA topoisomerases, was altered 

(Shishido et al., 1987; Ishii et al., 1991). Remarkably, the spectrum of these knots was 

not random. Most of them presented an odd number of irreducible crossings (i.e., 3, 5, 

7, 9, 11...). Three decades later, the mechanism that produces these knots remains 

unknown. DNA knot formation has also been observed in bacterial plasmids in which the 

replication forks have been hindered, leading to partially replicated molecules. These 

knots were mainly trefoils and were found in the replicated sections. The mechanism 

that drives their formation also remains poorly understood (Sogo et al., 1999; 

Olavarrieta et al., 2002).  

 

In the case of eukaryotic cells, the existence of DNA knots had never been documented 

until recently in our laboratory (Valdes et al., 2018). Up until then, it was generally 

assumed that intracellular DNA was knot-free, since in vitro experiments had shown that 

DNA knots interfere with nucleosome assembly and DNA transcription (Portugal & 

Rodriguez-Campos, 1996; Rodriguez-Campos, 1996). However, given the high 

concentration of DNA in chromatin fibers and the abundance of soluble topoisomerase 

II inside the cell nucleus, it was likely that intracellular DNA could sometimes become 

knotted. 

 

To test this possibility, our laboratory examined the topology of different circular 

minichromosomes in budding yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae). These 

minichromosomes varied in size (1.4 to 13 Kb) and contained different structural and 

functional elements. Upon growing the cells, they were fixed to conserve their DNA 

topology and then the total DNA was extracted. One half of each DNA sample was 

electrophoresed in 2D gels containing chloroquine, which allowed the distribution of Lk 

topoisomers to be displayed (Figure 25). As expected, since each nucleosome restrains 

about one negative supercoil, the minichromosomes presented negative ∆Lk values that 

were proportional to their size (i.e., number of nucleosomes). The other half of each 

DNA sample was nicked with an endonuclease in order to remove the DNA supercoils. 
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The nicked DNA sample was electrophoresed in 2D gels to test the occurrence of DNA 

knots (Figure 25) (Valdes et al. 2018).  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 25 – Experimental outline to study DNA knotting in eukaryotic chromatin. The topology of yeast 

circular minichromosomes of different sizes and containing different elements was fixed in vivo and their 

DNA extracted. 2D gel electrophoresis of Lk topoisomers showed the negative supercoils (Lk) that were 

restrained by nucleosomes in vivo. Upon nicking the DNA, the 2D gels revealed the presence of knotted 

DNA molecules (Kn). N, nicked circles. L, linear DNA. 

 

 

The analysis of the DNA knots found in yeast chromatin provided interesting and striking 

results, as explained below. 

 

First, small amounts of DNA knots were present in most circular minichromosomes 

regardless of their structural and functional elements. Moreover, DNA knots happened 

irrespective of DNA replication and cell proliferation, although their abundance was 

slightly altered during DNA transcription. All these changes occurred in a topoisomerase 

II dependent manner. These observations strongly suggested that steady state fractions 

of DNA knots produced by topoisomerase II are common in eukaryotic chromatin (Figure 

26). 

 

Second, the Pkn of intracellular chromatin correlated linearly with DNA length until 

minichromosomes reached a size of around 5 Kb (i.e., about 25 nucleosomes). For this 
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size, Pkn was close to 0.025. The linear increase and type of knots observed were 

comparable to the knots produced via computer simulations that modeled knot 

formation in phantom chains (Frank-Kamenetskii et al., 1975; Hagerman, 1988; 

Rybenkov et al., 1993). Consequently, from the Pkn values obtained in these analyses the 

apparent PL and dE of nucleosomal fibers in vivo could be calculated. Surprisingly, the 

nucleosomal fibers presented Pkn values comparable to a polymer chain with a PL of  

10±3 nm and an dE ≈ 0. A larger PL value would imply a negative dE value, as if the 

nucleosomes present in the minichromosomes were strongly attracted to each other 

instead of repelled by electrostatic forces. Equally, dE values approaching the 

geometrical diameter of the DNA (2nm) would imply extremely low PL values (< 3 nm). 

In any case, the in vivo DNA knotting data indicated that nucleosomal fibers (PL of 10±3 

nm) are much more flexible than naked DNA (PL = 50 nm) (Figure 26). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 26 – Chromatin Pkn as a function of its length. The Pkn increases linearly up to a DNA length of 
about 25 nucleosomes, irrespective of chromatin elements or cell cycle stage. However, the Pkn of 
chromatin domains with >25 nucleosomes no longer follow the "expected" linear correlation with length. 
Therefore, the Pkn of in vivo chromatin is attenuated by some mechanism.  
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Third, the DNA Pkn was strongly attenuated when the size of the minichromosomes was 

larger than 5 Kb (i.e., more than 25 nucleosomes). The Pkn barely increased in 

nucleosomal fibers spanning from 6 to 13 Kb. This inflection was unexpected because all 

in silico analyses and in vitro studies with naked DNA demonstrated that the Pkn should 

increase proportionally to chain length. These findings indicated that, while high 

flexibility of nucleosomal fibers facilitate DNA knotting in short length scales (<5 Kb), 

some mechanism must minimize the scaling of DNA knot formation throughout 

intracellular chromatin (Figure 26).  

 

One possibility to explain the inflection in the Pkn could be a length-dependent transition 

in the packaging mode of the nucleosomal fibres. For instance, minichromosomes (i.e., 

chromatin domains) containing up to 20-30 nucleosomes might fold into intricate 

disordered structures that can easily be entangled by topoisomerase II. However, larger 

chromatin domains might be able to adopt a more ordered or compacted configuration 

of their nucleosomes. This transition could then avoid random knotting by hindering the 

access of topoisomerase II to entangle the embedded DNA. However, no experimental 

evidence supports such abrupt length-dependent transition of nucleosome arrays 

(Bancaud et al., 2006a; Maeshima et al., 2016). Instead, rather than ordered and regular 

packing models (Dorigo et al., 2004; Song et al., 2014), numerous evidence indicates that 

native nucleosomal fibres present irregular folding in vitro and in vivo (Ricci et al., 2015; 

Grigoryev et al., 2016; Maeshima et al., 2016). Chromatin folding studies and super-

resolution nanoscopy have indicated that chromatin folds into irregular clusters of 10–

50 nucleosomes, termed “nucleosome clutches” (Hsieh et al., 2015; Ricci et al., 2015). 

Moreover, EM tomography has corroborated that intracellular chromatin is a disordered 

5- to 24-nm diameter granular chain (Ou et al., 2017). Therefore, these irregular 

architectures could hardly explain why the Pkn of chromatin is minimized. 

 

The purpose of the present thesis is to uncover the mechanism that is reducing the Pkn 

of chromatin. The existence of this mechanism is likely to be crucial to prevent the 

massive entanglement of intracellular DNA. To this end, we considered 3 hypotheses 

that could be experimentally tested in our laboratory (Figure 27).  
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The first hypothesis is based on the idea that DNA supercoiling drives topoisomerase II 

to unknot the DNA (Burnier et al., 2008; Witz et al., 2011). 

The second hypothesis is based on the in vitro observation that topoisomerase II has an 

intrinsic capacity to reduce the equilibrium fractions of DNA knots (Rybenkov et al., 

1997; Stuchinskaya et al., 2009).  

The third hypothesis is based on computer simulations which suggest that extrusion of 

DNA loops via the activity of SMC complexes favors knot removal by topoisomerase II 

(Goloborodko, Marko, et al., 2016; Orlandini et al., 2019a). These three hypotheses are 

detailed below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 27 – Three hypothetical mechanisms that could minimize the Pkn of intracellular DNA. (A) 
Tightening of DNA knots by means of supercoiling. (B) Intrinsic capacity of topoisomerase II to reduce the 
equilibrium fraction of knotted DNA. (C) Tightening of DNA knots by means of loop extrusion.  
 
 
 

3.5.1 Supercoiling as a way to reduce knotting 
 

The idea that DNA supercoiling can alter DNA knotting has been tested by computer 

simulations (Podtelezhnikov et al., 1999; Burnier et al., 2008). These in silico studies 

showed that supercoiling could provoke the tightening of knotted regions (Buck & Lynn 

Zechiedrich, 2004; Witz et al., 2011) and confine them over biologically relevant 

timescales (Coronel et al., 2018). Such tightening would then facilitate the removal of 

knots by topoisomerase II (Figure 27A).  
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To test whether DNA supercoiling can promote the minimization of DNA knotting in vivo, 

we used yeast strains in which (+) or (-) supercoiling can be accumulated in circular 

minichromosomes. Using these strains, we could then check the Pkn of such 

minichromosomes by analyzing their DNA via high definition 2D electrophoresis gels. 

These experiments will constitute the 1st OBJECTIVE of the present thesis. 

 

 

3.5.2 Intrinsic capacity of topoisomerase II to simplify DNA knots 
 

In 1997, Rybenkov et al. discovered that, when DNA is naked in free solution, 

topoisomerases II and IV are able to produce steady-state fractions of DNA catenates, 

knots and supercoils that are lower than their corresponding equilibrium fractions 

(Figure 27B). Since then, several studies have addressed the question of how these 

topoisomerases could simplify the level of DNA entanglements (Stuchinskaya et al., 

2009). Several models were proposed such as the sliding model (Rybenkov et al., 1997), 

the G-segment hairpin model ( Vologodskii et al., 2001) or the three-segment interaction 

model (Trigueros et al., 2004).  However, none of these models was satisfactory since 

they were experimentally disproven or did not fully explain the extent of DNA topology 

simplification experimentally observed.  

 

Years later, in vitro studies carried out in our laboratory clarified the mechanism by 

which topoisomerase II simplifies the DNA equilibrium topology (Martinez-Garcia et al., 

2014). These studies uncovered that topoisomerase II does not always release the T-

segment through the exit gate (C-gate). Sometimes, after crossing the G-segment, the 

T-segment backtracks and exits through the entrance gate (N-gate).  

 

Remarkably, when the backtracking of the T-segment is prevented by blocking the N-

gate or by keeping the C-gate open, topoisomerase II losses its capacity to simplify the 

DNA’s equilibrium topology (Martinez-Garcia et al., 2014). These observations opened 

the possibility to test whether topoisomerase II also simplifies the equilibrium topology 
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of nucleosomal fibers in vivo. These experiments will constitute the 2nd OBJECTIVE of 

the present thesis. 

 

 

3.5.3 Removal of DNA entanglements via loop extrusion  
 

As mentioned before, SMC complexes (i.e., condensin and cohesin) dictate the long-

range architecture of chromatin during interphase and mitosis through their capacity to 

form DNA loops (Zhang et al., 2019; Yatskevich et al., 2019; Davidson & Peters, 2021).  

 

Although the loop extrusion process is thought to allow the ordered folding of 

intracellular DNA, another possible outcome of this process is that it could push any 

entanglement towards the outside of the growing loop. Therefore, if an entanglement 

becomes constricted in a small domain, it would easily be removed by topoisomerase II 

(Figure 27C). In this respect, computer simulations have demonstrated  that the synergy 

of DNA loop extrusion activity with topoisomerase II could remove most of the interlinks 

and knots that are generated during the topological equilibration of intracellular DNA 

(Goloborodko, Marko, et al., 2016; Racko et al., 2018; Orlandini et al., 2019). 

 

Since yeast cells carrying thermo-sensitive mutations to inactivate the SMC complexes 

are available, it was possible for our laboratory to test whether inactivation of condensin 

or cohesin would alter the Pkn of intracellular chromatin. These experiments will 

constitute the 3rd OBJECTIVE of the present thesis.
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OBJECTIVES 
 
 
 

Find the mechanism that minimizes the entanglement of intracellular DNA. 

 

 

1. Determine how intracellular DNA supercoiling correlates with DNA knotting 

probability.  

 

 

2.  Determine whether the intrinsic capacity of topoisomerase II to simplify the 

topology of DNA in vitro affects the knotting probability of chromatin in vivo. 

 

 

3.  Determine whether the activity of SMC complexes, such as condensin and 

cohesin, affects the knotting probability of chromatin in vivo. 
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mechanism that minimizes the entanglement of intracellular DNA. 
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ABSTRACT

In vivo DNA molecules are narrowly folded within
chromatin fibers and self-interacting chromatin do-
mains. Therefore, intra-molecular DNA entangle-
ments (knots) might occur via DNA strand passage
activity of topoisomerase II. Here, we assessed the
presence of such DNA knots in a variety of yeast cir-
cular minichromosomes. We found that small steady
state fractions of DNA knots are common in intra-
cellular chromatin. These knots occur irrespective of
DNA replication and cell proliferation, though their
abundance is reduced during DNA transcription. We
found also that in vivo DNA knotting probability does
not scale proportionately with chromatin length: it
reaches a value of ∼0.025 in domains of ∼20 nucle-
osomes but tends to level off in longer chromatin
fibers. These figures suggest that, while high flexi-
bility of nucleosomal fibers and clustering of nearby
nucleosomes facilitate DNA knotting locally, some
mechanism minimizes the scaling of DNA knot for-
mation throughout intracellular chromatin. We pos-
tulate that regulation of topoisomerase II activity and
the fractal architecture of chromatin might be crucial
to prevent a potentially massive and harmful self-
entanglement of DNA molecules in vivo.

INTRODUCTION

DNA topoisomerases are nature’s solution for removing the
DNA entanglements that occur during the genome trans-
actions. In particular, the type-2A topoisomerases bacterial
topo IV and eukaryotic topo II use ATP to catalyze the pas-
sage of one segment of duplex DNA through an enzyme-
mediated transient double-strand break in another (1). By
this mechanism, inter-molecular passage of DNA segments
leads to the catenation or decatenation of different DNA
molecules, whereas intra-molecular DNA passage leads to
change the number of DNA supercoils within a topological
domain (1). The activity of topo IV and topo II is essential
for chromosome replication and segregation, during which
they remove the intertwines between the newly replicated
DNA molecules (2,3). Type-2A enzymes are also necessary
for the normal progression of DNA replication and tran-

scription, during which they relax the positive DNA super-
coils generated ahead of the DNA and RNA polymerases
(2,3).

Another possible outcome of the type-2A topoisomerase
activity is that intra-molecular DNA passage can lead to
the formation or removal of DNA knots (4). In vitro stud-
ies had shown that type-2A enzymes produce abundant and
complex DNA knots when juxtaposition of intra-molecular
DNA segments is enhanced by DNA supercoiling, protein–
DNA interactions or other DNA condensing agents (5–7).
In turn, when knotted DNA molecules are naked in free
solution, topo IV and topo II unknot them ef!ciently and
are able to reduce the fractions of knotted molecules to val-
ues below than those corresponding to the thermodynamic
equilibrium (8).

Whereas the implication of type-2A topoisomerases in
the modulation of DNA supercoiling and in the resolution
of intertwines between the newly replicated DNA molecules
has been widely studied, little is known about their DNA
knotting-unknotting activity in vivo. Indeed, the occurrence
of DNA knots has been scarcely documented in living cells.
In the context of bacteria, DNA knots have been found to
accumulate in plasmids hosted in Escherichia coli strains
that harbor mutations in topoisomerase genes (9,10). DNA
knot formation has also been observed in replication bub-
bles of bacterial plasmids when replication forks are stalled
(11,12). These knots are produced and eventually removed
by the activity of topo IV (13,14). In the case of eukaryotes,
to the best of our knowledge the occurrence of DNA knots
has not been reported to date. In this regard, in vitro experi-
ments had shown that DNA knots interfere with chromatin
assembly and DNA transcription (15,16). Thus, a gen-
eral assumption is that eukaryotic DNA is virtually knot-
free. Consistent with this view, genome-wide analyses of
chromosome architecture show little topological complex-
ity (knotting or inter-linking) between the self-interacting
domains (TADs) of eukaryotic chromatin (17,18). How-
ever, these experimental approaches have a resolution of
tens to hundreds of DNA kilobases and are unable to dis-
cern whether intracellular DNA is entangled in shorter
length scales. In that respect, computer simulations of poly-
mer physics predict a high knotting probability when DNA
molecules are condensed or con!ned in reduced volumes
(19–21). Consequently, the occurrence of knots in chroma-
tinized DNA could be signi!cant within short length scales
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given the high concentration of DNA segments packaged
within chromatin !bers and the abundant topo II activity
that can pass such DNA segments through each other.

Here, we present the !rst evidence and analysis of the oc-
currence of DNA knots in eukaryotic chromatin. To this
end, we used high resolution two-dimensional electrophore-
sis to assess the presence of DNA knots in yeast circu-
lar minichromosomes of distinct size and genetic con!gu-
ration. We examined the relation of knot formation with
DNA replication and transcription, and measured the de-
pendence of DNA knotting probability on the size of the
minichromosomes. We show that steady-state fractions of
DNA knots are common in eukaryotic chromatin. This ex-
perimental !nding sheds new light on the con!guration and
dynamics of nucleosomal !bers in vivo. We show also that
the occurrence of DNA knots does not scale proportionally
to the length of the nucleosomal !bers. This observation de-
notes the existence of a crucial mechanism that prevents the
massive entanglement of intracellular DNA.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Yeast strains, circular minichromosomes and knotted plas-
mids

Experiments were conducted with the Saccharomyces cere-
visiae strain FY251 (S288C genetic background MATa
his3-D200 leu2-D1 trp1-D63 ura3–52)) and its deriva-
tives. The !top1 deletion mutant and the thermo-sensitive
top2–4 mutant were obtained as described previously
(22). Minichromosomes YRp3, YRp4, YRp401, YEp24,
YCp50, YEp13 and YRp21 (Supplementary Figure S1)
were ampli!ed and puri!ed as bacterial plasmids from Es-
cherichia coli. Minichromosomes YRp1 and YRp2, which
lack bacterial sequences, were constructed by circulariza-
tion of linear DNA fragments. Monomeric forms of plas-
mids and DNA circles were gel-puri!ed to transform yeast
following standard procedures. Production of DNA knots
in vitro was done by reacting puri!ed bacterial plasmids
with molar excess of topo II as described in Supplementary
Figure S2.

Yeast culture and DNA extraction

Yeast cells were grown at 26◦C in yeast synthetic media
containing adequate dropout supplements and 2% glucose.
Liquid cultures were monitored by optical density and "ow
cytometry for DNA content. pGAL1 promoter was acti-
vated or repressed by transferring sedimented cells into YP
Broth media containing 2% galactose or 2% glucose, re-
spectively. Before harvesting yeast cells, the DNA topology
of circular minichromosomes was !xed in vivo as described
previously (23) by quickly mixing the liquid cultures with
one cold volume (–20◦C) of ETol solution (ethanol 95%,
28 mM Toluene, 20 mM Tris–HCl pH 8.8, 5 mM EDTA).
Fixed cells from a 25 ml culture were sedimented, washed
twice with water, resuspended in 400 !l of TE (10 mM Tris
HCl pH 8.8, 1 mM EDTA) and transferred to a 1.5-ml
microfuge tube containing 400!l of phenol and 400!l of
acid-washed glass beads (425–600 !m, Sigma). Mechanic
lysis of >80% cells was achieved by shaking the tubes in
a FastPrep® apparatus for 10 s at power 5. The aqueous

phase of the cell lysates was collected, extracted with chlo-
roform, precipitated with ethanol, and dissolved in 100 !l
of TE containing RNAse-A. Following 10 min incubation
at 37◦C, ammonium acetate was added to 0.5 M and DNA
was precipitated with ethanol. Each DNA sample was dis-
solved in 50 !l of TE.

DNA electrophoresis

To observe the Lk distribution of the minichromosomes,
10 !l of each DNA sample was electrophoresed in a
two-dimensional agarose gel in TBE buffer (89 mM Tris-
borate, 2m M EDTA) containing 0.6 !g/ml chloroquine
in the !rst dimension and 3 !g/ml chloroquine in the
second dimension. To observe the knot species present
in the minichromosomes, 40 !l of each DNA sample
was reacted with nicking endonuclease BstNB1 (NEB).
Serial dilutions of the nicked DNA samples were elec-
trophoresed in two-dimensional agarose gel in TBE buffer
and run at low and high voltage as described previously
(24). Electrophoresis settings (agarose concentration, volt-
age and running time) were adjusted to the size of each
minichromosome and are speci!ed in Supplementary Ta-
ble S1. Gels were blot-transferred to a nylon membrane
and probed with minichromosome-speci!c DNA sequences
labeled with AlkPhos Direct (GE Healthcare®) or radio-
labeled with 32P. Probe signals of increasing exposure peri-
ods were recorded on X-ray !lms and by phosphorimaging.

DNA topology and numerical analyses

Lk distributions were analyzed as described previously (23).
∆Lk was calculated by counting the number of Lk topoiso-
mers spanning from the center of the interrogated Lk distri-
bution to the center of the Lk distribution of relaxed DNA.
Individual knot populations were quanti!ed by using the
ImageJ software on non-saturated signals obtained with se-
rial dilutions (1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001) of DNA samples loaded in
the 2D gels. The relative abundancy of individual knot pop-
ulations was calculated with respect to total amount of un-
knotted and knotted DNA circles. The graph that correlates
knot complexity and the persistence length (PL) of a thin
chain was generated with the data of Frank-Kamenetskii
et al. (25). Using these data, the relative abundancy of knots
of more than three crossings (Kn > 3) was plotted as a func-
tion of the PL (nm) of a chain of contour length 380 nm.
The graph that correlates knot probability with the PL and
effective diameter dE of a simulated chain was generated
with the data of Rybenkov et al. (26), which described that
the probability KP of a knot of n statistical Kuhn lengths
(Kuhn length = 2.PL) and diameter d is given by the empir-
ical equation KP(n,d) = KP(n, d zero)exp(-r.d/b), where b is
the Kuhn length and r depends on the knot type and equals
22 for knot 31. Corresponding PL and dE values were deter-
mined for a chain of contour length 380 nm that produced
the 31 knot with a probability of 0.017 (like minichromo-
some YRp4).
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Figure 1. Identi!cation of DNA knot species by 2D gel electrophoresis. (A) Interconversion of the unknotted (top) and knotted (bottom) forms of a
double-stranded DNA circle by the DNA passage activity of topo II (ball). (B) The agarose gel shows a 4.4 kb DNA plasmid before (lane 1) and after
incubation with an excess of topo II to favor knot formation (lane 2). Before loading the gel, plasmid samples were nicked with a site-speci!c endonuclease
to eliminate DNA supercoils. N, unknotted nicked circles. L, linearized DNA. Kn, knotted nicked circles. (C) The previous sample of lane 2 was examined in
a 2D agarose gel electrophoresis. The !rst gel dimension (top to bottom at low voltage) separated knot species by their irreducible number DNA crossings,
Kn, indicated as 3, 4, 5, 6. The position corresponding to 0 crossings (un-knotted ring or trivial knot) and the two empty slots corresponding to 1 and 2
crossings are indicated. The second gel dimension (left to right at high voltage) segregated the ladder of knot forms from the linear DNA molecules (L),
which acquired higher gel velocity. Illustrations depict ideal shapes of the un-knotted nicked ring, the knot of three crossings (trefoil knot or 31), four
crossing (41), and the two knots of !ve crossings (51 and 52). The 2D-gel electrophoresis was conducted, blotted and probed as described in the methods
and Supplementary Table S1.

RESULTS

Electrophoretic characterization of knotted DNA

The DNA passage activity of topo II in a circular molecule
of double-stranded DNA can result in the inversion of
supercoil crossings but also in the formation or removal
of DNA knots (Figure 1A). When the resulting DNA
molecules are nicked, their helical tension (supercoiling)
dissipates because the duplex can swivel around the un-
cleaved strand. However, the knots remain entrapped in
the circular molecule. Since nicked DNA rings containing a
knot are more compacted than the unknotted nicked circles,
these forms have different velocities during agarose gel elec-
trophoresis (Figure 1B). However, identi!cation of knotted
nicked DNA circles in one-dimensional gels can be ambigu-
ous because they overlap with linear DNA fragments. This
overlying can completely mask knotted molecules in DNA
samples that contain abundant fragments of genomic DNA
(i.e. whole cell extracts). This problem is solved by running
a high resolution two-dimensional (2D) gel electrophoresis
(Figure 1C). In the !rst gel-dimension, which is done at low
voltage, knotted molecules have a gel velocity that corre-
lates about linearly to knot complexity (i.e. the irreducible
number of DNA crossings in a knot, Kn) (27). Accordingly,
relative to the position of the unknotted circle that has zero
crossings (trivial knot), positions corresponding to one and
two crossings are empty because the simplest knot that has
three crossings (trefoil knot or 31) (Figure 1C). Knot pop-
ulations of increasing complexity form then a ladder that
begins with 31 followed by the knot with four crossing (41),
two knots with !ve crossings (51 and 52), and so on (Figure
1C). In the second gel-dimension, the gel is turned in or-
thogonal direction and electrophoresis is done at high volt-
age. In these conditions, the ladder of knotted molecules is
retarded relative to the diagonal of linear DNA fragments

(L) (24), thereby allowing unambiguous identi!cation and
quanti!cation of individual knot populations (Figure 1C).

DNA knots occur in eukaryotic chromatin

In order to examine the occurrence of DNA knots in
vivo, we used yeast cells that hosted a variety of circu-
lar minichromosomes (Supplementary Figure S1). We grew
the cells to exponential phase and !xed them quickly with
a cold ethanol-toluene solution. As described in previous
studies (23), this !xation step inactivates the cellular topoi-
somerases and precludes plausible alterations of the DNA
topology of the minichromosomes during DNA extraction
and subsequent manipulations. We loaded one part of the
DNA sample in a 2D gel containing chloroquine in order to
examine the DNA linking number (Lk) of the minichromo-
somes. We enzymatically nicked the remaining DNA sam-
ple and loaded it in a 2D gel of low-high voltage to test
the presence of DNA knots. Figure 2 shows the results
obtained with cells containing the replicative minichromo-
some YRp4 (4.4 kb). This minichromosome presented a
Gaussian distribution of Lk values in vivo, which denoted
the absence of subpopulations with unconstrained positive
or negative DNA supercoiling. Comparison of the Lk dis-
tribution of YRp4 in vivo with that of the relaxed DNA
in vitro indicated that the minichromosome has a Lk dif-
ference (!Lk) of about –22 (Figure 2A). As indicated in
previous studies (28), this !Lk value was consistent with
the stabilization of about one negative supercoil (!Lk ≈
–1) per nucleosome (29) and the presence of 22 nucleo-
somes since the nucleosomal density of yeast chromatin is
about 1 nucleosome/200 base pairs (30). Upon nicking the
YRp4 DNA, all the supercoils were eliminated and the pres-
ence of knots was revealed (Figure 2B). A prominent knot
31 was followed by a monotonic ladder of knot species of
increasing complexity. Knots with more than eight DNA
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Figure 2. Yeast minichromosomes contain complex DNA knots. (A) Typical 2D gel electrophoresis of covalently closed DNA in presence of chloroquine,
which displays the DNA linking number (Lk) distribution of the YRp4 minichromosome in vivo and of the YRp4 DNA relaxed in vitro. The Lk difference
was calculated as the distance (!Lk units) between the center of both Lk distributions across the arch of individual Lk topoisomers. (B) The in vivo DNA
sample of YRp4 was enzymatically nicked and loaded in a 2D gel for analysis of DNA knotting. Gel lanes show 1:1 and 1:10 dilutions of the sample. Left
and right panels show, respectively, short (2 min) and long exposures (100 min) of the gel-blot. (C) Result of the incubation of the nicked DNA sample of
YRp4 with yeast topoisomerase I (TOPO I) and yeast topoisomerase II (TOPO II). (D) Lk distributions and knots species of the yeast 2-micron plasmid,
YCp50 and Yep24 minichromosomes. The 2D gels in A-D were conducted, blotted and probed as described in the methods and Supplementary Table S1.
The signals of nicked unknotted circles (N), linear DNA (L), Lk distributions (Lk) and knot populations with different irreducible number DNA crossings,
Kn, (3–8) are indicated. (E) Total DNA knot probability and of knots 31, 41, 51+52, and knot species of 6 to 8 crossings (Kn6, Kn7, Kn8) in the indicated
yeast minichromosomes. The plots show the mean and ±SD of three experiments.

crossings were discernible after long-exposure of the 2D
gel-blots (Figure 2B). We corroborated that this ladder was
formed by knotted double-stranded DNA circles because
it was reduced when we reacted the DNA sample with
topo II (Figure 2C). However, no change was produced
when we treated the sample with topo I (Figure 2 C). We
conducted analogous experiments to that of YRp4 with
other yeast minichromosomes (Supplementary Figure S1),
such as the yeast endogenous 2-micron plasmid (6.3 kb),
the episomal plasmid YEp24 (7.8 kb) and the centromeric
plasmid YCp50 (7.9 kb) (Figure 2D). We found that all
these minichromosomes had a DNA knotting probability
(kP

CHR) comparable to that of YRp4 (kP
CHR between 0.02

and 0.03) and presented similar patterns of knot complexity
(Figure 2E).

Chromatin knots are not a byproduct of DNA replication

Minichromosomes YRp4, YEp24, YCp50 and the endoge-
nous 2-micron plasmid differ in copy number and have dis-
tinct DNA replication origins and DNA transcription units
(Supplementary Figure S1). The observation that they all
presented similar DNA knotting probability and complex-
ity suggested that knot formation was not related to DNA

transactions (i.e. replication and transcription) or the pres-
ence of speci!c chromatin elements (i.e. centromeres). Con-
sistent with this, we found that the kP

CHR values were not
meaningfully altered when yeast cultures passed from ex-
ponential growth to stationary phase and quiescence (Fig-
ure 3A). Accordingly, kP

CHR values did not correlate with
the relative abundance of DNA replicating cells (Figure
3B). We next examined knot formation in yeast topoiso-
merase mutants. Knotted fractions did not present signif-
icant changes in cells lacking topo I (∆top1) or in cells with
reduced topo II activity (top2-ts) (Figure 3C and D). Upon
thermal inactivation of topo II, dimeric catenanes of newly
replicated minichromosomes accumulated. These replica-
tion catenanes migrated as compacted structures in the 2D
gels used for Lk analysis (Figure 3D). After nicking the
DNA, these catenanes produced a ladder of species that dif-
fered in the number of catenation links (Figure 3D). Even
in this condition, the fraction of knotted molecules was not
signi!cantly altered, thereby corroborating that the knots
observed were not a byproduct of DNA replication (Figure
3E).
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Figure 3. Chromatin knots occur irrespective of cell proliferation and DNA replication. (A) Cells containing the YRp4 minichromosome were sampled
during exponential growth (OD 0.5 and 1.0), during the shift to stationary phase (OD 2.5 and 4) and during the quiescent stage (OD > 6). The cellular
DNA content (1n, 2n), the Lk distribution and the knot species of YRp4 present in each sample are shown. (B) Comparison of kP

CHR values and the
abundance of replicating cells (2n/1n) (mean and ±SD of three experiments). (C and D) Lk distribution and knot species of YRp4 present in wt cells,
∆top1 mutants and top2-ts mutants before (26◦C) and after thermal inactivation of topoisomerase II (35◦C during 2 h). The 2D-gel electrophoreses in
A, C and D were run, blotted and probed as described in the methods and Supplementary Table S1. Gel signals are annotated as described in Figure 2.
Position of un-nicked and nicked replication catenanes (Cat) are indicated in the gels for Lk analysis and knot analysis, respectively. (E) kP

CHR values
(mean and ±SD of three experiments) in wt cells, ∆top1 mutants and top2-ts mutants.

Steady state fractions of knots are maintained by topoiso-
merase II

The above results suggested that the DNA knotting prob-
ability of yeast minichromosomes re"ected a general prop-
erty of the in vivo chromatin structure. We envisaged that
the occurrence of knots could be then altered by enforc-
ing a structural change in a whole population of minichro-
mosomes. To test this notion, we used the minichromo-
some YRp401 (8.1 kb), which carries the sugar-regulatable
pGAL1 promoter on a reporter LacZ gene (Supplementary
Figure S1). We examined knot formation in YRp401 be-
fore and after the induction of high rates of DNA tran-
scription (Figure 4). When pGAL1 was repressed in glucose-
containing media, YRp401 had a kP

CHR of 0.027, a knot-
ting probability comparable to that of the endogenous 2-
micron circle present in the same cells. However, when the
pGAL1 promoter was activated in galactose-containing me-
dia, the kP

CHR of YRp401 was reduced about four-fold,
and when transcription was repressed again in glucose-
containing media, the initial kP

CHR value of this minichro-
mosome was recovered. We next questioned whether this
unknotting and re-knotting process was mediated by topo
II activity. We therefore repeated the same experiment in

the top2-ts mutant strain, in which we inhibited topo II be-
fore activating pGAL1 (Figure 4). In this condition, tran-
scription of the LacZ gene was similarly induced and re-
pressed, as denoted by ß-galactosidase activity. However,
the unknotting and re-knotting process did not occur. These
observations indicated that the formation and resolution
of the DNA knots is a dynamic process that relies on the
DNA-strand passage activity of topo II and that steady-
state fractions of knots re"ect a general trait of chromatin
conformation in vivo.

DNA knot formation does not increase proportionally to
chromatin length

Computer simulations had predicted that the knotting
probability of a random chain increases proportionally to
the chain length (25). Subsequent in vitro experiments cor-
roborated that the knotting probability of DNA during the
circularization of linear DNA molecules in free solution in-
creases proportionally to their length (26,31). We have ob-
served that a similar length dependence appears also when
DNA plasmids of different sizes are knotted by treating
them with a molar excess of topo II in vitro (Supplemen-
tary Figure S2). In this regard, we noticed that such length
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Figure 4. Chromatin knots are removed and reformed by topoisomerase II. The 2D gels compare knot formation in the YRp401 minichromosome, which
carries pGAL1:LacZ. Experiments were conducted in TOP2 and in top2-ts yeast cells, and the knots produced in YRp401 were contrasted with the knots
produced in the endogenous 2-micron plasmid. Yeast cultures were sampled during exponential growth at 26◦C in glucose-containing media (glu), after
shifting them 3 h at 35◦C in galactose-containing media (GAL), and after 3 h back in glucose-containing media (glu). Lac Z transcription was monitored
by the ß-galactosidase activity of cell lysates. The 2D-gel electrophoreses were run, blotted and probed as described in the methods and Supplementary
Table S1. Gel signals are annotated as described in Figures 2 and 3. The plots show mean mean and ±SD of kP

CHR of the YRp401 minichromosome and
the 2-micron plasmid in two experiments.

dependence did not occur in vivo with the minichromo-
somes between 4.4 and 7.9 kb, since they all presented sim-
ilar kP

CHR values (Figure 2E). Thus, we measured kP
CHR

in a broader range of minichromosome sizes (Supplemen-
tary Figure S1). On the one hand, the episomal YEp13
(10.7 kb) and the replicative YRp21 (11.7 kb) presented
a kP

CHR of ∼0.028 (Figure 5A). This value was still com-
parable to that of minichromosomes of half their length.
Regarding knot complexity, YEp13 and YRp21 showed
a monotonic ladder of prime knots (i.e. indecomposable
knots) alike the minichromosomes between 4.4 to 7.9 kb.
However, YEp13 and YRp21 presented additional compos-
ite knots (i.e. 31+31 and 31+41), which we could not detect in
shorter constructs. These composite knots migrated accord-
ing to their minimal number of crossings in the !rst dimen-
sion, but moved faster than prime knots in the second di-
mension (Figure 5A). On the other hand, the kP

CHR values
dropped sharply in minichromosomes of size <4 kb (Fig-
ure 5B). Minichromosomes YRp3 (3.2 kb) and YRp2 (2
kb) had a kP

CHR of 0.015 and 0.005, respectively. Their knot
complexity was also reduced. We distinguished knot species
of up to seven crossings in YRp3, but we detected just the
knot 31 in YRp2. Finally, we did not !nd any trace of knot
formation in YRp1 (1.4 kb), a well characterized minichro-
mosome that results from the circularization of the genomic
TRP1ARS1 segment of yeast and contains only seven nu-
cleosomes (32). Therefore, kP

CHR appeared to scale quickly
in the minichromosomes of length up to about 4 kb. How-

ever, above this length, the slope of kP
CHR was reduced ∼5-

fold such that knot formation barely increased from 4 to 12
kb (Figure 5C). The probability of individual knot species
analyzed is speci!ed in Supplementary Table S2.

DISCUSSION

Our study provides the !rst evidence of the formation of
DNA knots in eukaryotic cells. The results revealed that
small amounts of DNA knots are present in vivo regardless
of structural and functional elements of chromatin. These
knots happen irrespective of DNA replication and cell pro-
liferation, though their abundance is transiently reduced
during DNA transcription in a topo II dependent manner.
All together, these observations strongly suggest that steady
state fractions of DNA knots produced by topo II are com-
mon in eukaryotic chromatin. This !nding is not surpris-
ing when considering the high concentration of DNA seg-
ments within chromatin !bers and the abundant topo II ac-
tivity that can potentially pass these segments through each
other. Alternatively, DNA knots could be generated via
intra-molecular DNA recombination. However, recombi-
nation events occur usually within speci!c DNA sequences,
produce DNA insertions or deletions, and create distinctive
populations of knot types (33–35). If the DNA knots uncov-
ered here are consequent to random DNA passage activity
of topo II, they should re"ect biophysical and conforma-
tional properties of chromatin in vivo, as we discuss below.
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Figure 5. Dependence of DNA knotting probability on chromatin length. (A) Lk distributions and knotted forms of the minichromosomes YEp13 (10.7
kb) and YRp21 (11.7 kb). Over-exposure of the gel-blots shows composite knots of six nodes (31 + 31) and of seven nodes (31 + 41). (B) Lk distributions
and knotted forms of the minichromosomes YRp1 (1.4 kb), YRp2 (2 kb) and YRp3 (3.2 kb). The 2D-gel electrophoreses in A and B were run, blotted
and probed as described in the methods and Supplementary Table S1. Gel signals are annotated as described in Figure 2. (C) DNA knotting probability
of yeast minichromosomes in the size range 1.4–11.7 kb. The plot shows the probability (mean and ±SD of three experiments) of all knot species (Total),
the trefoil knot (31) and knots with more than three irreducible nodes (Kn >3).

The probability of DNA knot formation in eukaryotic
chromatin (kP

CHR) reported here contrasts markedly with
the knotting probability of DNA during the circularization
of linear DNA molecules in free solution (kP

DNA) (Figure
6A). The value of kP

DNA increases proportionally to the
DNA length and has a slope that depends on the duplex
"exibility and its effective diameter (26,31). The DNA "ex-
ibility is denoted by its persistence length (PL), which is
about 50 nm (36). The DNA effective diameter (dE) depends
on the ionic environment and it was calculated to be about 5
nm in physiological salt concentrations (26,31). Our study
shows that, up to a minichromosome size of about 4 kb,
kP

CHR increases with a slope higher than that of kP
DNA and

that, above this size, the slope of kP
CHRis abruptly reduced.

These differences were more noteworthy when we plotted
kP

CHR against the actual contour length of the minichromo-
somes, which equals to the sum of inter-nucleosomal DNA
segments (Figure 6A).

The simplest interpretation of the sharp slope of kP
CHR

values is that juxtaposition of intramolecular DNA seg-
ments in vivo is much higher than in DNA in free solution
and, consequently, the probability of knot formation upon
topo II-mediated DNA passage. Since juxtaposition of in-
tramolecular DNA segments can be promoted by DNA su-
percoiling, some studies have already tackled the effects of
supercoiling on knot formation and resolution. On the one
side, several in vitro experiments with bacterial plasmids had
revealed that DNA supercoils enhance DNA knotting by
type-2 topoisomerases (5–7). On the other side, computer
simulations had led to the proposal that DNA supercoil-
ing could tighten existing DNA knots and facilitate their re-
moval (37). However, the Lk distributions of the minichro-
mosomes analyzed in our study showed no evidence of un-

constrained supercoils that could promote DNA knot for-
mation or resolution in vivo. Therefore, we excluded a sig-
ni!cant role of DNA supercoiling to explain the observed
kP

CHR values. A more plausible explanation is that juxta-
position of DNA segments is due to the high "exibility of
nucleosomal !bers in comparison to naked DNA. In this re-
spect, in vivo analyses of DNA looping (38) and single par-
ticle tracking (39) evidenced the high "exibility of nucleoso-
mal !bers, its PL being qualitatively estimated to be shorter
than the DNA linker length (10–20 nm). Here, we deter-
mined the apparent PL and dE values of the nucleosomal
!bers in vivo by comparing our kP

CHR data with previous
simulations of knot formation in random polymer chains
(25,26,40). To this end, we had to assume that the minichro-
mosome knots were produced by topo II-mediated random
passage of DNA segments. By considering the knot com-
plexity (Figure 6B) and the probability of the 31 knot (Fig-
ure 6C), we calculated that nucleosomal !bers in vivo have
knotting probability similar to that of a thin random poly-
mer chain with a PL of 8 and 14 nm, respectively. Larger PL
values would imply a negative dE value, as if DNA linker
segments were strongly attracted instead of repelled by elec-
trostatic potential. Conversely, dE values approaching the
physical thickness of DNA (2 nm) would imply extremely
low PLvalues (<3 nm), less than one turn of the double he-
lix.

The high "exibility of nucleosomal !bers is mainly due to
the adaptable angle between the entry and exit segments of
the nucleosomal DNA, (41). In this respect, if DNA linker
segments were to behave as nearly rigid sticks, another way
to qualitatively interpret our kP

CHR data is based on the
minimum stick number to form a knot (42). This theory sta-
blishes that at least six self-avoiding sticks are required to
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Figure 6. Properties of nucleosomal !bers deduced from DNA knot analysis. (A) Comparison of knotting probability of naked DNA in free solution
(orange) with that of nucleosomal !bers (blue) as a function of their contour length (nm). Values of naked DNA are from previous studies (26,31).
Values of chromatin are plotted against the total DNA length (dashed line) and against the length of a stretched 10 nm nucleosomal !ber (solid line). (B)
Relative abundance of knot 31 and knots of more than three crossings (Kn > 3) as a function of PL of a thin chain that has contour length 380 nm (as
minichromosome YRp4). (C) PL and dE values of a simulated chain with a contour length of 380 nm that would produce the knot 31 with a probability
of 0.017 (as the minichromosome YRp4). (D) At least six self-avoiding sticks are required to conform the trefoil knot. (E) Juxtaposition of DNA linker
segments in solenoid, zig-zag and irregular folding models of nucleosomal !bers.

conform the knot 31 (Figure 6D). This view could explain
why we did not detect knots in the YRp1 minichromosome
(1.4 kb), which has only seven nucleosomes, a stick num-
ber close to the theoretical minimum. However, the 31 knot
was readily formed in the slightly larger YRp2 minichromo-
some (2 kb) and knots of up to seven crossings were pro-
duced in YRp3 (3.2 kb). Then, in terms of chromatin archi-
tecture, our kP

CHR data support zig-zag or intricate fold-
ing models of the nucleosomal !ber (43,44), in which DNA
linker segments cross each other with higher frequency than
in solenoid packaging models (45) (Figure 6E). Finally, an-
other indication that DNA knot formation might be facili-
tated by intricate clustering of nearby nucleosomes was the
decrease of knot abundance induced by DNA transcription
(Figure 4). During DNA transcription, chromatin locally
unfolds and thereby the juxtaposition of intra-molecular
DNA segments is reduced (46) (Figure 7 A). Other pro-
cesses, such as DNA supercoiling waves and topoisomerase
activities associated to DNA transcribing complexes, could
also alter steady state fractions of DNA knots. Future re-
search might determine in more detail the interplay between
chromatin dynamics and DNA knot turnover.

The abrupt reduction of the kP
CHR slope when the size

of the minichromosomes surpassed 4 kb (about 20 nucle-
osomes) was striking but likely to have a strong biologi-
cal relevance. Computer simulations (25), circularization of
linear DNA molecules in free solution (26,31), and topo
II-mediated knotting of DNA plasmids in vitro (Supple-
mentary Figure S2) indicated that DNA knotting proba-
bility increases proportionally to the DNA length. There-
fore, some mechanism prevents the high knotting probabil-
ity of nucleosomal !bers to keep climbing as their length
increases, which would produce a massive entanglement of
intracellular DNA. One possibility is that this in"ection is
achieved via the topo II ability to simplify the equilibrium
DNA topology (8). In this regard, previous in vitro studies
indicated that topo II is less ef!cient in simplifying thermal
supercoils when the contour length of DNA decreases (47).
A similar length dependence could explain why intracellu-
lar topo II unknots more ef!ciently the large than the small
minichromosomes. Other mechanisms might direct also the
activity of topo II to prevent the scaling of DNA knot for-
mation. In this respect, recent studies indicated that the tor-
sional state of chromatinized DNA (48) and the activity of
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Figure 7. Model of chromatin architecture inferred from DNA knotting probability. (A) Intricate folding of nucleosome arrays favors topo II-mediated
knotting of intracellular DNA. Knotted fractions are reduced when nucleosomal clusters unfold during DNA transcription. (B) Uninterrupted expansion
of nucleosomal !bers would produce proportional scaling of DNA knot formation (orange dashed line). Fractalization of the chromatin architecture
minimizes instead the potentially harmful scaling of DNA entanglements (green line). The kP

CHR data supports a fractal model, in which the ‘beads on a
string’ architecture of the 10 nm nucleosomal !ber reiterates in its next level of organization by forming clusters of about 20 nucleosomes.

condensins (49,50) can regulate DNA passage preferences
of topo II in vivo.

A different feature that could explain the in"ection of the
kP

CHR slope is a length-dependent transition in the pack-
aging mode of the nucleosomal !ber. The folding architec-
ture of chromatin !bers has been hotly debated (51–53).
In addition to regular packing models (43–45), irregular
folding models that incorporate variability in the nucleo-
some repeat length and other heteromorphic structures have
been proposed in recent years (54–56). We envision two
models that might explain the leveling of DNA knotting
when a chromatin !ber reaches a length of about 20 nucle-
osomes. Both models invoke the transition from a globu-
lar to a !brillary architecture. One possibility is that, below
this length, strings of nucleosomes fold into intricate disor-
dered structures that can be entangled by topo II. Above
this length, nucleosomal !bers adopt a highly ordered or
compacted con!guration, which hampers the access of topo
II to entangle the embedded DNA. However, no experimen-
tal evidence supports such abrupt length-dependent tran-
sition during the folding of nucleosome arrays (41,56). A
more plausible mechanism through which the scaling of
knot formation could be minimized is the fractalization of

chromatin architecture. In this regard, our results support a
model in which ‘beads on a string’ organization of the 10-
nm nucleosome !ber reiterates in the next level of organiza-
tion, in which the ‘bead’ unit is a cluster of about 20 nucle-
osomes (Figure 7B). As a result, DNA knot abundancy and
complexity do not scale as would occur in an uninterrupted
mesh of nucleosomes. According to this fractal organiza-
tion, the small minichromosomes (<4 kb) examined in our
study con!gured a single cluster of nucleosomes, whereas
the larger ones con!gured two or more clusters. This ar-
chitecture could explain the presence of composite knots in
the larger minichromosomes, where prime knots might con-
cur in separate nucleosome clusters. Remarkably, this frac-
tal con!guration is in line with most recent observations of
intracellular chromatin. Mapping chromosome folding at
nucleosome resolution indicated that yeast chromatin folds
into clusters of 10–50 nucleosomes (57). Super-resolution
nanoscopy showed that chromatin !bers are formed by het-
erogeneous clutches of nucleosomes (54). EM tomography
revealed that intracellular chromatin is a disordered 5- to
24-nm-diameter granular chain (58). Minimization of DNA
knot complexity might be therefore a fundamental outcome
of the fractal architecture of intracellular chromatin.
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In this discussion, we have assumed that the small frac-
tions of DNA knots present in eukaryotic chromatin are
merely a side effect of the ubiquitous DNA passage activity
of topo II. However, it cannot be discarded that DNA knot
formation in vivo might have regulatory and structural roles
in other instances. Future research might clarify whether
topo II activity and chromatin structure are modulated not
only to lessen the potentially harmful entanglement of in-
tracellular DNA but also to promote DNA knotting at spe-
ci!c sites. In this respect, earlier studies had been able to in-
fer the spatial path of DNA in macromolecular ensembles
from the characterization of DNA knots produced in vitro
(59,60). Similar analyses with DNA knots formed in vivo
might constitute a unique non-invasive approach to disclose
the spatial trajectory of DNA during genome transactions.
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Supplementary Figure 1. Size and genetic configuration of yeast minichromosomes 
analyzed in the study. YRp3, YRp4, YRp401, YEp24, YCp50, YEp13 and YRp21 were 

amplified as bacterial plasmids in Escherichia coli. YRp1 and YRp2, which lack bacterial 

sequences, were constructed by circularization of linear DNA fragments generated via PCR 

amplification. Minichromosomes were transfected into Saccharomyces cerevisiae cells by 

electroporation. The 2-micron plasmid was endogenous in the yeast strains used. 
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Supplementary Figure 2. Dependence of topo II-mediated knotting of DNA on plasmid 
size. (A) DNA knots produced by topo II in bacterial plasmids YRp2 (2 kb), YRp4 (4.4 kb), 

YEp24 (7.8 kb), and YRp21 (11.7 kb). Reactions were done in 20 µl of 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 1 

mM EDTA, 50 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 7 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 100 mg/ml of bovine serum 

albumin, and contained 10 ng of plasmid DNA and 10 ng of yeast topo II. Following incubation 

at 30ºC for 5 min, AMPPNP was added to 1 mM final concentration to effect DNA transport. 

Reactions were terminated after 10 min and each sample was phenol-extracted and ethanol 

precipitated. Recovered DNA samples were nicked with endonuclease BstNB1 (NEB) and 

examined in a two-dimensional agarose gel electrophoresis as described in Supplementary 

Table I. Gels were blotted and probed as described in the methods. Signals of nicked unknotted 

circles (N), linear DNA (L), and knots (Kn) with increasing number of crossings (3 to 9) are 

indicated. (B) The graph plots the fraction of knotted molecules (%) produced by plasmid size 

(kb).  
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Electrophoresis of Lk distributions 

Agarose gel of 20 x 20 cm 
Electrophoresis of DNA knots 

Agarose gel of 20 x 20 cm 

DNA (Kb) 
 

Dimension I 
Chloroquine 
0.6 µg/mL 

Dimension II 
Chloroquine 
3.0 µg/mL 

 
Dimension I Dimension II 

Agarose 
(w/v) volts x time volts x time Agarose  

(w/v) volts x time volts x time 

YRp1  (1.5 
kb) 2 % 40V x 24h 100V x 4h 2 % 40V x 24h 200V x 3h 

YRp2  (2 kb) 1.8 % 65V x 15h 100V x 4h 1.8 % 65V x 15h 165V x 3h 

YRp3  (3.2kb) 1.2 % 65V x 15h 100V x 4h 1.2 % 65V x 15h 150V x 3h 

YRp4  (4.4kb)  0.7 % 50V x 16h 70V x 4h 0.9 % 33V x 42h 150V x 3h 

2-micron 
(6.3kb) 0.6 % 22V x 42h 90V x 4h 0.6 % 22V x 42h 125V x 3h 

YEp24  (7.8 
kb) 
YCp50  (7.9 
kb) 

0.6 % 22V x 42h 90V x 4h 0.45 % 22V x 42h 125V x 4h 

YEp13  (10.7 
kb) 
YRp21  
(11.7kb) 

0.4 % 20V x 42h 90V x 4h 0.4 % 33V x 42h  125V x 4h 

 

 

Supplementary Table 1 

Settings for 2D-gel electrophoresis 
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Chromosome Length 
( Kb ) KP

CHR Kn 3 Kn 4 Kn 5 Kn 6 Kn 7 Kn 8 

YRp1 1,4 0,00       
YRp2 2,0 0,52 0,52      
YRp3 3,2 1,49 1,20 0,21 0,06 0,02   
YRp4 4,4 2,31 1,72 0,39 0,12 0,05 0,02 0,01 

2-micron 6,3 2,62 1,90 0,44 0,17 0,05 0,04 0,02 

YEp24 7,8 2,72 1,95 0,46 0,18 0,08 0,04 0,01 

YCp50 7,9 2,79 1,95 0,45 0,22 0,10 0,05 0,02 

YEp13 10,7 2,89 2,10 0,40 0,23 0,09 0,05 0,02 

YRp21 11,7 2,93 2,10 0,40 0,25 0,11 0,05 0,02 
 
KP

CHR: Total DNA knotting probability  

Kn3 to Kn8: Probability (100 x) of DNA knot species of different number of crossings (3 to 8) 

 

 
 

Supplementary Table 2 

DNA knotting probability of yeast minichromosomes 
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ABSTRACT

Recent studies have revealed that the DNA cross-
inversion mechanism of topoisomerase II (topo II)
not only removes DNA supercoils and DNA replica-
tion intertwines, but also produces small amounts
of DNA knots within the clusters of nucleosomes
that conform to eukaryotic chromatin. Here, we ex-
amine how transcriptional supercoiling of intracel-
lular DNA affects the occurrence of these knots. We
show that although (−) supercoiling does not change
the basal DNA knotting probability, (+) supercoil-
ing of DNA generated in front of the transcribing
complexes increases DNA knot formation over 25-
fold. The increase of topo II-mediated DNA knotting
occurs both upon accumulation of (+) supercoiling
in topoisomerase-deficient cells and during normal
transcriptional supercoiling of DNA in TOP1 TOP2
cells. We also show that the high knotting proba-
bility (Pkn ≥ 0.5) of (+) supercoiled DNA reflects a
5-fold volume compaction of the nucleosomal fibers
in vivo. Our findings indicate that topo II-mediated
DNA knotting could be inherent to transcriptional
supercoiling of DNA and other chromatin condensa-
tion processes and establish, therefore, a new crucial
role of topoisomerase II in resetting the knotting–
unknotting homeostasis of DNA during chromatin
dynamics.

INTRODUCTION

During DNA transcription, rotation of the duplex rela-
tive to the RNA polymerase produces positive supercoil-
ing of DNA ((+)S) in front of the transcribing complex and
negative supercoiling ((−)S) behind it (1,2). In eukaryotic
cells, topoisomerases I and II (topo I and topo II) facilitate
RNA synthesis by relaxing the transcriptional supercoiling
of DNA (3,4). Topo I produces transient DNA nicks to al-
low swiveling of the duplex and thus relaxation of (+)S and

(−)S (5). Topo II produces transient DNA double-strand
breaks and passes across them another segment of DNA
(6). This DNA cross-inversion mechanism allows the relax-
ation of (+)S and (−)S, as well as the elimination of the
DNA intertwines that arise during chromosome replication
(3,4) (Figure 1A).

Although either topo I or topo II suf!ces to relax (+)S
and (−)S in vivo, !ne-tuning of chromosomal DNA topol-
ogy requires the interplay of both topoisomerases with
chromatin architecture (7,8). Whereas topo I relaxes ef!-
ciently naked DNA regions, topo II is more pro!cient in
chromatinized DNA (9). Accordingly, topo I is recruited
in adjoining DNA-transcribing complexes, where nucleo-
somes are transiently disrupted and spinning of the duplex
is fast (10), whereas topo II is recruited mainly in inter-
genic regions, away from open reading frames (11,12) (Fig-
ure 1A).

The chromatin architecture also determines the dissipa-
tion and relaxation rates of (+)S and (−)S. The organiza-
tion of cellular chromosomes into topological domains and
the rotational drag of chromatin !bers delay the diffusion
and cancellation of DNA supercoiling waves (13,14). Ac-
cordingly, domains with different levels of (+)S and (−)S
have been mapped within transcriptionally active regions
throughout chromosomes of yeast (15), Drosophila (16) and
human cells (17,18). Detection of these (+)S and (−)S do-
mains also indicates that transcriptional supercoiling of
DNA is not instantaneously relaxed or dissipated. In this re-
spect, the activity of intracellular topoisomerases has been
found to relax (+)S domains faster than (−)S domains (19).
Since (+)S and (−)S are generated at similar rates during
DNA transcription, their asymmetric rate of relaxation pro-
duces a homeostatic excess of (−)S, thereby overcoming the
necessity of a DNA-unwinding topoisomerase (i.e. bacterial
DNA gyrase) in eukaryotic cells (19).

Ef!cient relaxation of (+)S facilitates transcriptional
elongation, and the activity of either topo I or topo II can
ful!l this task. However, studies in mouse and human cells
demonstrate that a combined function of topo I and topo II
is required for proper transcription elongation, particularly
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Figure 1. Topoisomerase activities that modulate supercoiling and knot-
ting of intracellular DNA. (A) Both topo I and topo II can relax the
(+)S and (−)S of DNA generated, respectively, in front of and behind the
transcribing complex. The DNA-swiveling mechanism of topo I performs
nearby the RNA polymerase, whereas the DNA cross-inversion mecha-
nism of topo II performs at DNA crossings formed within nucleosomal
!bers. Exogenous expression of Escherichia coli TopA relaxes (−)S only
and thereby leads to the accumulation of (+)S, when topo I and topo II are
inactivated. (B) The mechanism of topo II can produce and remove DNA
knots by inverting juxtapositions of DNA linker segments (*) within nu-
cleosomal !bers. The scheme illustrates the formation and resolution of a
trefoil knot (31) in a circular minichromosome of ∼25 nucleosomes, whose
DNA knotting probability (PKn) in vivo is ≈ 0.02.

during the synthesis of long RNA transcripts (20–22). This
requirement affects long genes involved in neural develop-
ment (20) and synaptic function (23) and linked to autism
(24). Likewise, in yeast cells, proper transcription of long
genes requires both topoisomerases and becomes blocked
when topo II is inactivated (25). Strikingly, this stalling of
RNA polymerases can be rescued by exogenous expression
of type-2 (topo II), but not type-1 (topo I) topoisomerases
(25). These observations led us to hypothesize that the con-
straints impairing transcription elongation could be DNA
knots (i.e. intramolecular entanglements of DNA), since
only type-2 topoisomerases can knot–unknot duplex DNA
(3,6). Supporting this hypothesis, in vitro studies have shown
that DNA knots are able to impair DNA transcription (26).
In this respect, we recently uncovered that DNA knots are
present in intracellular chromatin (27). Topo II-mediated
knotting of DNA occurs within stretches of ∼25 nucleo-
somes with a probability of ∼0.02 (Figure 1B). These !nd-

ings opened up the question of how the knotting probability
of intracellular DNA affects or is affected by genome activ-
ities and chromatin architecture.

Here, we examine how the occurrence of intracellular
DNA knots is affected by transcriptional supercoiling of
DNA. We show that (+)S increases topo II-mediated knot-
ting of DNA over 25-fold and that this increase is conse-
quent to chromatin compaction. Our !ndings show that
DNA knotting concurs normally with transcriptional su-
percoiling and other chromatin condensation processes,
and establish therefore a new crucial role of topo II in re-
setting the DNA knotting–unknotting balance during the
conformational transitions of intracellular chromatin.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Yeast strains, plasmids and enzymes

All experiments were conducted in Saccharomyces cere-
visiae strains JCW25 (TOP1 TOP2) and JCW28 (∆top1
top2–4), which are derivatives of FY251 (MATa his3-∆200
leu2-∆1 trp1-∆63 ura3–52). JCW28 carries the null muta-
tion ∆top1 and the thermosensitive mutation top2–4 (28).
When indicated, JCW25 and JCW28 were transformed
with pJRW13, a plasmid that carries the Escherichia coli
TopA gene under the constitutive pGPD yeast promoter
(9). Circular minichromosomes YRp4 (27), YEp24 (27)
and pYR121 (29) were ampli!ed as bacterial plasmids in
E. coli and used to transform S. cerevisiae following stan-
dard procedures. Topo I of vaccinia virus was puri!ed from
E. coli cells harboring the expression clone pET11vvtop1
as described previously (30). Topo II of S. cerevisiae was
puri!ed from yeast cells harboring the expression clone
YEpTOP2GAL1 as described previously (31). The DNA-
nicking endonuclease BstNB1 was purchased from NEB.

Yeast culture and DNA extraction

Yeast cells were grown at 26◦C in yeast synthetic media
containing adequate dropout supplements and 2% glucose.
Thermal inactivation of topo II was carried out during
exponential growth (OD ≈ 0.8) by shifting cell cultures
to 37◦C for the indicated time periods. Activation of the
GAL1GAL10 promoter of pRY121 was performed by trans-
ferring the cells that grew in media containing 2% glucose
into YP Broth media containing 2% galactose for 3 h. Be-
fore harvesting yeast cells, intracellular DNA topology was
!xed as described previously (32) by quickly mixing the liq-
uid cultures with one cold volume (−20◦C) of ETol solution
(ethanol 95%, 28 mM toluene, 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.8,
5 mM EDTA). Fixed cells from a 25 ml culture were sed-
imented, washed twice with water, resuspended in 400 !l
of TE (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.8, 1 mM EDTA) and trans-
ferred to a 1.5-ml microfuge tube containing 400 !l of phe-
nol and 400 !l of acid-washed glass beads (425–600 !m,
Sigma). Mechanic lysis of >80% cells was achieved by shak-
ing the tubes in a FastPrep® apparatus for 10 s at power
5. The aqueous phase of the cell lysates was collected, ex-
tracted with chloroform, precipitated with ethanol and dis-
solved in 100 !l of TE containing RNAse-A. Following 10
min of incubation at 37◦C, DNA was precipitated with am-
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monium acetate and ethanol, and then dissolved in 40 !l of
TE.

DNA topology analysis by 2D-gel electrophoresis

To examine the Lk distribution of minichromosomes, 2D-
electrophoreses of YRp4 and 2-micron circles were carried
out in 0.8% agarose gels (20 cm × 20 cm) in TBE buffer (89
mM Tris-borate, 2 mM EDTA) plus 0.6 !g/ml of chloro-
quine at 50 V for 14 h in the !rst dimension, and TBE buffer
plus 3 !g/ml of chloroquine, at 60 V for 8 h in the sec-
ond dimension. 2D-electrophoreses of YEp24 and pRY121
were carried out in 0.6% agarose in TBE buffer plus 0.6
!g/ml of chloroquine at 30 V for 36 h in the !rst dimen-
sion, and TBE buffer plus 3 !g/ml of chloroquine, at 80
V for 4 h in the second dimension. To examine the DNA
knots formed in the minichromosomes, their DNA were
nicked with endonuclease BstNBI and loaded in a 20 cm ×
20 cm agarose gel. 2D-electrophoreses of YRp4 were car-
ried out in a 0.9% agarose gel in TBE buffer at 33 V for 40
h in the !rst dimension, and at 150 V for 3 h in the second
dimension. 2D-electrophoreses of 2-micron circles, YEp24
and pYR121 were carried out in 0.6% agarose (2-micron) or
0.45% agarose (YEp24 and pYR121) in TBE buffer at 25 V
for 40 h in the !rst dimension, and at 125 V for 4 h in the
second dimension. 2D-gels were blot-transferred to a ny-
lon membrane and probed with minichromosome-speci!c
DNA sequences labeled with AlkPhos Direct (GE Health-
care®). Probe signals of increasing exposure periods were
recorded on X-ray !lms. DNA knot probability (PKn) was
calculated as described previously (27), as the total fraction
of nicked knotted DNA circles (irrespectively of the knot
complexity) relative to the total amount of nicked DNA cir-
cles (knotted and unknotted).

Numerical simulation of DNA knotting in modeled nucleoso-
mal !bers

The YRp4 minichromosome was modeled as a ring made
of 25 spherical beads of diameter D, each representing a
nucleosome, and in!nitely thin straight segments connect-
ing the centers of neighboring beads, such that the free por-
tion of a segment, of length L, represented a DNA linker.
A Metropolis Monte Carlo scheme based on crankshaft
moves was used to evolve the system, which was initially
prepared in a circular arrangement. Excluded volume ef-
fects were introduced by assigning in!nite energy to con-
!gurations with overlapping beads, and zero energy other-
wise. The Monte Carlo moves allowed the linkers to cross
so that the sampled space corresponded to torsionally re-
laxed and topology unrestricted minichromosomes. For dif-
ferent combinations of the D/L ratio in the [0:1] range,
we collected 105 uncorrelated conformations (i.e. picked at
time intervals larger than the autocorrelation time of the
radius of gyration radius, Rg) that were topologically pro-
!led by comparing the Dowker code of their 2D projections
against tabulated values. The Knotscape software (http://
pzacad.pitzer.edu/~jhoste/hostewebpages/kntscp.html) was
used for this purpose. As the basal PKn ∼ 0.02 of YRp4
in vivo was recovered for D/L ∼ 0.47, the effect of com-
paction at this value of D/L was accounted for by keep-
ing only con!gurations with relative gyration radius smaller

than a threshold value, max Rg, out of a more extensive set
of ∼4 × 106 uncorrelated conformers, which yielded an av-
erage (root mean square) gyration radius Rg

0/(D + L) of
1.63. Absolute writhe (|Wr|) was computed by averaging the
sum of the signed crossings (de!ned according to the right-
hand rule after orienting the curve) over hundreds of pro-
jections. For each sampled conformation, Rg/Rg

0 was aver-
aged for different (binned) ranges of |Wr|.

RESULTS

DNA knotting probability changes differently during (+) and
(−) supercoiling of intracellular chromatin

As in previous studies, we used yeast circular minichro-
mosomes to analyze DNA knot formation in intracellu-
lar chromatin (27). Since (+)S and (−)S cancel each other
in circular DNA domains, we accumulated (+)S and (−)S
separately to reproduce the conformations generated dur-
ing transcriptional supercoiling of chromosomal DNA. We
generated (+)S upon topo II inactivation in ∆top1 top2–4
cells that constitutively expressed E. coli TopA (2). In these
conditions, TopA relaxes the (−)S but not the (+)S gen-
erated during DNA transcription. Likewise, we generated
(−)S upon thermal inactivation of topo II in ∆top1 top2–
4 cells. In these conditions, preferential relaxation of (+)S
by residual topo II leads to the accumulation of (−)S (19)
(Figure 1A).

Upon !xing the DNA topology of the minichromosomes
in vivo (32), we examined the superhelicity of their DNA
by means of 2D-gel electrophoresis (33). In these gels (Fig-
ure 2A), linking number topoisomers (Lk) of circular DNA
distribute along an arch, in which Lk values increase in
the clockwise direction. Accumulation of (+)S is thus de-
noted by a clockwise displacement of the Lk distribution,
whereas increase of (−)S is denoted by a counterclockwise
shift. To examine the presence of DNA knots in the super-
coiled minichromosomes, we nicked their DNA to eliminate
any supercoiling and conducted a different kind of 2D-gel
electrophoresis (34). In these gels (Figure 2B), nicked DNA
circles that contain knots move faster than the unknotted
nicked circle, and their velocity correlates to the knot com-
plexity (the number of irreducible DNA crossings of a knot,
Kn#).

Figure 2C shows the DNA supercoiling (top gel) and
DNA knotting (bottom gel) states of YRp4, a 4.5-kb
minichromosome, in ∆top1 top2–4 cells. Before topo II in-
activation (lane 1), the Lk distribution re"ected the negative
supercoils that are normally constrained by native nucleo-
somes. Upon thermal inactivation of topo II (lane 2), accu-
mulation of (−)S was evidenced by a counterclockwise shift
of the Lk distribution. However, the signals of DNA knots
did not signi!cantly change with the generation of (−)S
(bottom gel, compare lanes 1 and 2). Figure 2D shows the
analogous experiment conducted in ∆top1 top2–4 TopA+
cells. In this case, the typical Lk distribution constrained
by native nucleosomes (top gel, lane 1) was shifted entirely
clockwise after the thermal inactivation of topo II (lane
2), denoting the accumulation of (+)S in all the minichro-
mosomes. Strikingly, in this condition, the signals of DNA
knots increased markedly with the accumulation of (+)S

http://pzacad.pitzer.edu/~jhoste/hostewebpages/kntscp.html
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Figure 2. DNA knotting probability during (+) and (−) supercoiling of chromatin. (A) Lk distribution of DNA topoisomers (Lk) in a 2D-gel electrophoresis
(!rst dimension, top to bottom; second dimension, left to right). Arrows denote Lk displacement upon increasing (+)S and (−)S of DNA; N, nicked DNA
circles; L, linear DNA. (B) Relative position of unknotted (N) and knotted nicked DNA circles (Kn) in a 2D-gel electrophoresis. The velocity of knotted
molecules in the !rst gel dimension (top to bottom) correlates with their number of irreducible of DNA crossings (Kn#). Knots 31, 41, 51 and 52 are
depicted. (C and D) DNA topology of YRp4 in ∆top1 top2–4 (C) and in ∆top1 top2–4 TopA+ (D) cells. Cells were sampled at 26◦C (lane 1) and following
120 min at 37◦C (lane 2). (E) Incubation of the nicked DNA sample of (+)S YRp4 (no E) with topo I and topo II activities in vitro. (F) DNA knotting
probability (PKn) of YRp4 in the four conditions analyzed in panels (C) and (D). Data in panel (F) are presented as mean ± SD of three experiments.

(bottom gel, compare lanes 1 and 2). We corroborated that
the increased signals were knots of double-stranded DNA
by incubating the sample with topo I and topo II in vitro.
As expected, only topo II was able to unknot the DNA and
so reduce the increased signals (Figure 2E). Quanti!cation
of the DNA knot probability (PKn) of YRp4 indicated that,
prior to accumulation of (−)S or (+)S, PKn was ∼0.02, sim-
ilar to that previously observed in TOP1 TOP2 cells (27).
PKn did not change signi!cantly with (−)S, but increased
∼10-fold with (+)S (Figure 2F).

(+) Supercoiling boosts DNA knotting probability and knot
complexity

In previous studies, we showed that no signi!cant changes
of PKn occur in ∆top1 or top2–4 cells, at either 26 or 37◦C
(27). For both these single mutants, since the action of topo
II or topo I alone suf!ces to relax both (+)S and (−)S, the
amount of transcriptional supercoiling is the same as TOP1
TOP2 cells and so is the DNA knotting probability. There-
fore, it is not likely that the boost of DNA knot formation
observed in ∆top1 top2–4 TopA+ cells is an artifact due
to manipulation of cellular topoisomerases. To discard the
possibility that the increase of DNA knotting could be a
product of the exogenous TopA activity, we examined knot
formation in TOP1 TOP2 TopA+ cells sampled at 26◦C and
following 120 min at 37◦C (Figure 3A). In either condition,
(+)S did not occur and PKn was about 0.02, similar to that
observed in TOP1 TOP2 cells (27) (Figure 3B). Likewise, to
exclude the possibility that the increase of knot formation
could be a singularity of YRp4, we examined the effect of

(−)S and (+)S on DNA knot formation in other chromatin
constructs, such as the 2-micron circle, an endogenous 6.3-
kb plasmid of S. cerevisiae (Figure 3C and D), and YEp24,
a 7.6-kb circular minichromosome (Figure 3E and F). In
all cases, PKn did not change signi!cantly with (−)S, but in-
creased about 10-fold with (+)S (Figure 3G and H).

To substantiate further the correlation of (+)S and knot
formation, we compared the accumulation rate of (+)S
molecules with that of knotted molecules by sampling the
cells at different time points after inducing topo II inactiva-
tion (Figure 4A). DNA knot formation increased rapidly as
soon as (+)S molecules started to appear, not before. How-
ever, whereas the accumulation of (+)S molecules contin-
ued until it became nearly complete after 100 min, the ac-
cumulation of DNA knots reached a plateau (PKn of ∼0.2)
after 40–60 min of inducing topo II inactivation (Figure
4B, yellow bars). These distinct accumulation rates re"ect
the different mechanisms involved in DNA supercoiling and
DNA knotting in the minichromosomes. Namely, upon in-
ducing topo II inactivation, DNA transcription and relax-
ation of (−)S by TopA continue until virtually all minichro-
mosomes are (+)S. Conversely, since PKn values result from
the DNA knotting/unknotting balance produced by topo
II, they change only as long as there is residual topo II ac-
tivity. Consequently, PKn values stop increasing once topo II
inactivation is complete. Since after 20–40 min of inducing
topo II inactivation, the increased amount of knotted DNA
molecules was nearly half the amount of (+)S molecules, the
actual PKn in (+)S chromatin was ∼0.5 (Figure 4B, green
bars). Therefore, the residual activity of topo II, assuming it
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Figure 3. Increased knot formation is caused by (+) supercoiling of DNA. (A) DNA supercoiling and knotting of YRp4 in TOP1 TOP2 TopA+ cells
sampled at 26◦C and following 120 min at 37◦C. (B) PKn of YRp4 in TOP1 TOP2 TopA+ cells. (C–F) DNA supercoiling and knotting of the 2-micron
plasmid (C and D) and the YEp24 minichromosome (E and F) in ∆top1 top2–4 and in ∆top1 top2–4 TopA+ cells. Cells were sampled at 26◦C (lane 1) and
following 120 min at 37◦ (lane 2). (−)S and (+)S, negatively and positively supercoiled DNA; Lk, linking number topoisomers; Kn, knotted DNA forms;
N, nicked DNA circles; L, linear DNA molecules. (G and H) PKn of 2-micron and YEp24 in the conditions analyzed in panels (C) to (F). Data in panels
(B), (G) and (H) are presented as mean ± SD of three experiments.

Figure 4. Correlation of (+)S with knot probability and complexity. (A) DNA supercoiling and knotting of YRp4 in ∆top1 top2–4 TopA+ cells sampled
at different time points (min) after shifting the cultures to 37◦C. (B) Comparison of the accumulation rate of (+)S (red), PKn values relative to total DNA
(yellow) and PKn values relative to the fraction of (+)S DNA (green). (C) Probability of individual knot populations (Kn# 3–8) in cells sampled at 0 min
(relaxed chromatin, blue) and after shifting them to 37◦C for 100 min ((+)S chromatin, orange). (D) Enhancement of individual knot populations shown
in panel (C) (Kn# 3–7) upon accumulation of (+)S.
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to be the same for the wild-type and the thermosensitive mu-
tant, increased 25-fold the basal PKn of intracellular DNA
with accumulated (+)S.

We examined next whether the burst of DNA knot for-
mation during (+)S of chromatin also changed the complex-
ity of the knots. Both in relaxed and in (+)S chromatin, the
knot 31 was the most abundant form followed by knot pop-
ulations that gradually diminished as their Kn# increased
(Figure 4C). However, the enhancement of individual knot
populations in (+)S markedly increased with knot complex-
ity. The probability of knot 31 increased ∼12 times, that of
knot 41 ∼25 times and that of knots 51 + 52 over 60 times
(Figure 4D). Therefore, (+)S increased both knot formation
and knot complexity.

Transcriptional supercoiling of DNA in TOP1 TOP2 cells
also increases DNA knot formation

Since (+)S is normally generated in front of the transcrib-
ing complexes, our results suggested that topo II-dependent
DNA knotting should also increase during normal tran-
scription in TOP1 TOP2 cells. However, in our previous
studies, we observed not only that transcription did not in-
crease DNA knot formation, but also that it actually re-
duced the PKn values of the minichromosomes (27). These
observations can be reasoned by considering that the life-
time of the transcriptional supercoils produced in the circu-
lar minichromosomes is probably extremely short. Not only
are the transcriptional supercoils rapidly relaxed by cellular
topoisomerases in TOP1 TOP2 cells, but also the (+)S and
(−)S waves quickly cancel each other at the opposite side of
the transcribing complex in these circular constructs (Fig-
ure 5A). The transient wave of (+)S may thereby be too brief
to establish a signi!cant boost of topo II-mediated DNA
knotting and alter the PKn values of the total population of
minichromosomes. Basal PKn values could instead diminish
due to the unfolded state of transcriptionally active chro-
matin (27).

The above premises led us to hypothesize that the tran-
sient increase of DNA knotting during DNA transcription
in TOP1 TOP2 cells could be perhaps detected in circular
minichromosomes by preventing the cancellation of tran-
scriptional supercoiling waves. To this end, we analyzed
DNA knotting in a minichromosome (pRY121), in which
high rates of bidirectional transcription are induced from
the galactose-inducible GAL1–GAL10 divergent promoter
(29). In this minichromosome, high transcription rates pre-
clude quick relaxation of DNA by cellular topoisomerases,
whereas bidirectional transcription prevents the cancella-
tion of (+) and (−) supercoiled domains (Figure 5A). We
found that shifting TOP1 TOP2 cells containing pRY121
from glucose- to galactose-containing media did not al-
ter the basal DNA knot probability of the endogenous 2-
micron plasmid (Figure 5B). However, the DNA knot prob-
ability of pRY121 increased ∼3-fold following the galactose
induction (Figure 5C and D). Remarkably, this increase of
knot formation occurred with no net accumulation of (+)S
or (−)S (Figure 5C), in agreement thus with the coexistence
of twin supercoiled domains (Figure 5A). These results in-
dicated that the boost of DNA knotting observed upon ac-
cumulation of (+)S in ∆top1 top2–4 TopA+ can also oc-

cur during normal transcriptional supercoiling of DNA in
TOP1 TOP2 cells.

DNA knots increase due to chromatin compaction driven by
(+)S

In vitro studies have shown that topo II produces abundant
and complex knots when DNA molecules are compacted
(35–37). In vitro and in vivo studies have also indicated that
(+)S rapidly compacts nucleosomal !bers (18,38,39). There-
fore, we hypothesized that the burst of DNA knots observed
in vivo was consequent to chromatin compaction driven
by (+)S. In this respect, computer simulations of polymer
chains have been useful to study the effect of compaction
on knot probability and complexity (40–42). To test our
notion, we then conducted numerical simulations of knot
formation in nucleosomal !bers and examined the effect of
compaction.

To obtain a representative beads-on-a-string model of
the nucleosomal !ber, we generated random conformations
of rings of N beads (nucleosomes) of diameter D con-
nected by straight in!nitely thin segments of length L (DNA
linker) (Figure 6A). We then computed the knot probabil-
ity of rings of 25 beads as a function of D/L. We found
that the basal PKn of ∼0.02 observed in vivo in uncon-
strained minichromosomes containing ∼25 nucleosomes
(e.g. YRp4) was matched by a D/L ratio of 0.47 (Figure
6B). We next used this reference model of the nucleosomal
!ber to generate millions of random conformers and pro-
!led this unbiased sample in terms of the impact of com-
paction on knot probability. To this end, we set various
cutoff values for the gyration radius (Rg) of the con!gu-
rations and computed knot probabilities considering only
those with a lower Rg (max Rg). We then plotted the knot
probability obtained for max Rg values relative to Rg

0, the
gyration radius of the unconstrained distribution of con-
formers (Figure 6C). As expected, PKn values increased dra-
matically with increasing compaction. To reach the PKn of
∼0.5 produced by (+)S in vivo, Rg had to be reduced more
than 60% relative to Rg

0, corresponding thus to a 5-fold vol-
ume compaction. We calculated next the enhancement of
individual knot populations (31, 41 and 51 + 52) produced
by increasing compaction (Figure 6D). Akin to what was
observed in vivo, the more complex a knot population the
higher was its enhancement. Moreover, the enhancements
of knots 31, 41 and 51 + 52 produced by (+)S in vivo (12, 25
and 60 times, respectively) all matched compression levels
similar to those needed to increase PKn to 0.5 (i.e. a max Rg

of ∼60% of Rg
0). The simulation thus reproduced fairly well

the spectrum of experimentally observed knots.
Finally, we asked how the compaction levels inferred

from the simulation would correlate to DNA supercoiling.
As an approximation to this problem, we computed the re-
duction of the radius of gyration of the conformers con-
taining 25 beads (<Rg>/Rg

0) as a function of their abso-
lute writhe (|Wr|) (Figure 6E). Rg reduction correlated to
increasing values of |Wr|, and the compaction levels needed
to obtain the knot spectrum induced by (+)S in vivo involved
|Wr| values ≥9. These high Wr values are reachable in vivo,
considering that the Lk of YRp4 increases more than 40
units when the minichromosome accumulates (+)S, and that
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Figure 5. Transcriptional supercoiling increases knot formation in TOP1 TOP2 cells. (A) Cancellation of the (+)S and (−)S waves generated by DNA tran-
scription in circular minichromosomes (top) is precluded during bidirectional transcription, which produces separated (+)S and (−)S domains (bottom).
(B and C) DNA supercoiling and knotting of the 2-micron plasmid (B) and the pRY121 minichromosome (C), which carries the GAL1–GAL10 divergent
promoter. TOP1 TOP2 cells containing 2-micron and pRY121 were sampled during exponential growth at 26◦C in glucose-containing media (glu) and
after shifting them for 3 h in galactose-containing media (GAL); Lk, linking number topoisomers; Kn, knotted DNA forms; N, nicked DNA circles; L,
linear DNA molecules. (D) PKn of 2-micron and pRY121 in the conditions analyzed in panels (B) and (C).

Figure 6. Computer simulations of the effect of chromatin compaction on DNA knot probability. (A) Beads-on-a-string model that simulates nucleosomal
!bers. Beads of diameter D are connected by straight in!nitely thin linkers of length L, such that the centers of two consecutive beads have a distance D + L.
(B) Knot probability (PKn) of random con!gurations of rings of 25 beads as a function of D/L. The PKn of 0.02 experimentally observed in unconstrained
minichromosomes containing ∼25 nucleosomes is interpolated and matches D/L = 0.47. (C) Effect of compaction of knot probability. PKn values of the
reference model of the nucleosomal !ber (N = 25, D/L = 0.47) are plotted as a function of the gyration radius (Rg) of the random con!gurations. Each
point computes the PKn of those con!gurations of Rg below a cutoff value (max Rg) relative to the average gyration radius of the entire distribution of
conformers (Rg

0). (D) Enhancement of individual knot populations by the effect of compaction. The enhancement of knots 31, 41 and 51 + 52 is computed
for con!gurations of Rg below a cutoff value (max Rg /Rg

0). (E) Reduction of Rg/Rg
0 as a function of the absolute writhe (|Wr|). For each sampled

conformation, Rg/Rg
0 was computed and averaged for different (binned) ranges of |Wr|.
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this Lk difference translates mostly into changes of Wr (9).
The overall simulation data thus supported that the basal
DNA knotting probability of minichromosomes (PKn 0.02)
increases ∼25-fold (PKn 0.5) as their nucleosomal !bers be-
come compacted (a 5-fold volume reduction) during (+)S
of DNA.

DISCUSSION

The burst of DNA knots induced by (+)S in intracellu-
lar chromatin was not anticipated by previous theoretical
models of the effect of supercoiling on knot formation and
resolution. Computer simulations of polymer chains pre-
dicted that DNA supercoiling would inhibit DNA knotting
(43). Supercoiling was also expected to facilitate DNA un-
knotting by topoisomerases by tightening the tangled re-
gions (44–46) or con!ning them over biologically relevant
timescales (44,47). Other mechanisms irrespective of DNA
supercoiling were also expected to minimize knot forma-
tion in intracellular DNA. Topo II could use its in vitro ca-
pacity to reduce DNA knotting probability to levels below
that of equilibrium conformations (48). DNA tracking mo-
tors, such as polymerases and condensins, could push and
tighten DNA knots to facilitate their removal by topoiso-
merases (49). Clearly, none of these mechanisms appear to
be effective to prevent the observed burst of DNA knots.

The alternative and simplest explanation for the increase
of DNA knot formation is that (+)S compacts the nucleo-
somal !ber. In this respect, since interphase chromatin has
a scaling behavior not dissimilar to that of a fractal glob-
ule (50,51), there is very little intermingling and so possi-
ble entanglements of DNA across topologically associating
domains (TADs) and other high-order folds of chromatin
(52,53). However, this is not the case within the length scales
of nucleosomal !bers. Intramolecular DNA segments come
in close proximity when nucleosome arrays are compacted
by supercoiling or other mechanisms, thus increasing the
incidence of DNA juxtapositions and thereby the chance
that the DNA cross-inversion activity of topo II leads to
DNA knots. Supporting this notion, topo II produces in
vitro abundant and complex knots when DNA is compacted
by supercoiling or other condensing agents (35–37). Like-
wise, numerical simulations demonstrated that the knotting
probability and complexity of polymer chains largely in-
crease by the effect of compaction (40–42). Our study ex-
tended these simulations of knot formation into a simpli!ed
model of the nucleosomal !ber. The results support that in-
tracellular DNA knots are the statistically inevitable out-
come of topo II activity, and show that the 25-fold increase
of PKn and the knot spectrum induced by (+)S can be re-
produced by reducing to 60% the radius of gyration of the
nucleosomal !bers, which corresponds to a 5-fold volume
compaction.

The burst of DNA knot formation as a consequence
of chromatin compaction also accounts for the differen-
tial effects of (+)S and (−)S of DNA. In vitro studies
have shown that DNA over-twisting compacts nucleosomal
!bers quicker and further than DNA untwisting (38,39). In
vivo studies have also indicated that chromosomal domains
under (+)S are more compacted than those under (−)S (18).
This asymmetry in the conformational response of chro-

matin to helical tension of DNA has already explained why
topo II is more pro!cient in relaxing (+)S than (−)S in vivo
(9,19). The possibility that (−)S was inhibiting DNA knot-
ting by means of other mechanisms then seems unlikely.
For instance, (−)S could promote the formation of extended
RNA/DNA hybrids (54), which could preclude the activity
of topo II (55). In this respect, our previous studies indi-
cated that there are no R-loops or other molecular interac-
tions stabilizing the (−)S accumulated in the minichromo-
somes (19). The different effects of (+)S and (−)S on DNA
knot formation thus corroborate that (+)S compacts intra-
cellular chromatin to a much larger extent than (−)S. DNA
knot analysis thereby proved to be very revealing about the
elusive architecture of chromatin in vivo.

The (+)S in the circular minichromosomes examined in
our study is driven by DNA transcription (1,2). Eukaryotic
RNA polymerases transcribe DNA at rates of ∼100 bp/s,
which means that DNA becomes over-twisted ∼10 turns/s
(56). The degree of (+)S attained in circular minichromo-
somes (supercoiling density > +0.04) thus denotes the lower
limit against which the transcription machinery is able to
elongate in vivo (9). This capacity of RNA polymerases to
confront (+)S may be crucial to transcribe DNA along na-
tive chromosomes, in which twin supercoiling domains can-
not be cancelled as in the case of circular minichromosomes.
Moreover, high levels of (+)S may occur when transcribing
complexes encounter twist diffusion barriers or converge
with other transcribing units or replication forks. Topo II-
mediated knotting of DNA in native chromosomes might
then reach levels comparable to those observed in the cir-
cular minichromosomes. In normal conditions, though, the
occurrence of these knots is likely to be short-lived because,
as soon as (+)S is relaxed or dissipated, topo II activity must
restore the basal knotting probability of intracellular chro-
matin. However, if (+)S levels remain elevated or topoiso-
merase activity is altered, DNA knots could then persist
and obstruct DNA transcription and chromatin assembly,
as it has been demonstrated in vitro with knotted DNA tem-
plates (26,57). Remarkably, this scenario could explain why
inactivation of topo II in TOP1 top2-ts yeast cells produces
the stalling of RNA polymerases during the transcription
of long genes (25), and why this stalling is rescued by exoge-
nous expression of type-2, but not type-1 topoisomerases
that relax supercoils but cannot remove DNA knots (Fig-
ure 7A). The concurrence of DNA supercoiling and knot-
ting might also account for the effects of topoisomerase dys-
function during the transcription of long genes in mammal
cells (20–24). This dark side of the topo II activity should
therefore be taken into account when interpreting structural
and functional alterations of intracellular chromatin.

As in the case of transcriptional supercoiling, our re-
sults highlight that other processes that compact chromatin
might concur with topo II-mediated knotting of the embed-
ded DNA. In this respect, an interesting possibility is that
DNA knotting might be exploited to stabilize speci!c chro-
matin conformations. Previous studies indicate that mitotic
chromosomes are shaped by topo II-sensitive DNA entan-
glements (58), and that topo II activity is required for both
resolution and formation of facultative heterochromatin
(59). DNA knot formation and removal could operate, for
instance, to lock and unlock conformational states of chro-
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Figure 7. Implications of DNA knotting during gene transcription and chromatin compaction. (A) During normal DNA transcription, (+)S compacts
chromatin and increases topo II-mediated knotting of DNA. Upon relaxation of (+)S, topo II dissolves DNA knots and transcription can continue.
However, since topo I is not able to unknot DNA, the RNA polymerase is stalled by DNA knots when topo II fails to remove them. (B) Topo II-mediated
knotting of DNA could be regulated to stabilize different conformational or compaction states of chromatin.

matin (Figure 7B). Future research will uncover whether in-
tracellular DNA knots are the only statistically inevitable
outcome of topo II activity or whether DNA knot forma-
tion is also actively regulated. So far, we have uncovered that
the DNA knotting probability changes dramatically with
chromatin dynamics. Therefore, in addition to removing
DNA supercoils and replication intertwines, topo II plays a
crucial role in setting the DNA knotting–unknotting home-
ostasis of eukaryotic chromatin.
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Condensin minimizes topoisomerase II-mediated
entanglements of DNA in vivo
Sílvia Dyson, Joana Segura, Belén Martínez-García, Antonio Valdés & Joaquim Roca*

Abstract

The juxtaposition of intracellular DNA segments, together with the
DNA-passage activity of topoisomerase II, leads to the formation of
DNA knots and interlinks, which jeopardize chromatin structure
and gene expression. Recent studies in budding yeast have shown
that some mechanism minimizes the knotting probability of intra-
cellular DNA. Here, we tested whether this is achieved via the
intrinsic capacity of topoisomerase II for simplifying the equilib-
rium topology of DNA; or whether it is mediated by SMC (struc-
tural maintenance of chromosomes) protein complexes like
condensin or cohesin, whose capacity to extrude DNA loops could
enforce dissolution of DNA knots by topoisomerase II. We show
that the low knotting probability of DNA does not depend on the
simplification capacity of topoisomerase II nor on the activities of
cohesin or Smc5/6 complexes. However, inactivation of condensin
increases the occurrence of DNA knots throughout the cell cycle.
These results suggest an in vivo role for the DNA loop extrusion
activity of condensin and may explain why condensin disruption
produces a variety of alterations in interphase chromatin, in addi-
tion to persistent sister chromatid interlinks in mitotic chromatin.
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Introduction

Type-2A topoisomerases, such as bacterial topo IV and eukaryotic

topo II, pass one segment of duplex DNA through the transient

double-stranded DNA break that they produce in another segment

(Wang, 1998). This DNA-passage activity is essential to remove the

intertwines generated between newly replicated DNA molecules and

to modulate DNA supercoiling during genome transactions (Corbett

& Berger, 2004; Nitiss, 2009). However, the activity of type-2A

topoisomerases also entails important threats. Firstly, the DNA

cleaving step can be a source of chromosomal damage (Nitiss &

Wang, 1996). Secondly, the DNA-passage activity can entangle DNA

molecules that are closely packed or folded via protein-DNA interac-

tions (Hsieh, 1983; Wasserman & Cozzarelli, 1991; Roca et al,

1993). Indeed, computer simulations have predicted that DNA mole-

cules confined in biological systems would be massively entangled

if type-2A topoisomerases could freely equilibrate their global topol-

ogy (Arsuaga et al, 2002; Micheletti et al, 2008; Dorier & Stasiak,

2009). Fortunately, this prospect does not occur because the hierar-

chical folding of chromatin, which has a scaling behavior similar to

that of a fractal globule, drastically reduces the topological complex-

ity of chromosomes (Lieberman-Aiden et al, 2009; Mirny, 2011).

Accordingly, 3D analyses of the eukaryotic nuclear architecture

revealed little intermingling of chromosomal territories and large

chromatin domains (Denker & de Laat, 2016; Schmitt et al, 2016).

Reconstruction of 3D paths of high-order chromatin fibers in indi-

vidual cells also evidenced the scarcity of long-range entanglements

(Siebert et al., 2017, Stevens et al, 2017; Sulkowska et al, 2018).

The hierarchical architecture of chromatin, however, cannot

prevent the formation of DNA interlinks between chromatin

fibers that come in close proximity or the formation of DNA

knots within clusters of nucleosomes. Another mechanism must

thereby operate to avoid these local DNA entanglements. This is

exemplified by the sister chromatid interlinks (SCI), which are

eliminated during prophase, even though sister chromatids

remain cohesed until metaphase (Nagasaka et al, 2016). Further

evidence of such mechanism also emerged from the analysis of

the knotting probability (Pkn) of intracellular chromatin (Valdes

et al, 2018). These studies revealed that topo II-mediated knot-

ting and unknotting of DNA normally occur within stretches of

10 to 60 nucleosomes (Fig 1A). However, the Pkn of chromatin

does not scale proportionately to DNA length, as would be

expected for any polymer chain. The slope of Pkn is progres-

sively reduced in domains larger than 20 nucleosomes (Valdes

et al, 2018), as if some mechanism were counteracting the

potential entanglement of intracellular DNA (Fig 1B).

Two mechanisms have been hypothesized that could minimize

the entanglement of DNA in vivo. The first one relies on the intrinsic

capacity of type-2A topoisomerases to simplify the equilibrium

topology of DNA molecules in free solution (Rybenkov et al, 1997).

Namely, topo II uses a three-gate mechanism to pass one segment of

DNA (T-segment) through another (G-segment) in an ATP-depen-

dent manner (Wang, 1998). Upon topo II binding to the G-segment,
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the T-segment is captured by closing the entrance gate (N-gate) of

the enzyme. The T-segment is then passed through the transiently

cleaved G-segment (DNA-gate), and it is released outside the

enzyme through the exit gate (C-gate) (Fig 1C). This mechanism

allows DNA supercoils, knots, and catenates to be reduced.

However, when topo II relaxes supercoiled DNA, it produces a link-

ing number (Lk) distribution of DNA topoisomers that is narrower

than the equilibrium Lk distribution (Figs 1D and EV1A). Likewise,

when topo II unknots or decatenates DNA molecules, it reduces the

fraction of knotted and catenated molecules to values below the

topological equilibrium (Figs 1D and EV1B). The mechanism by

which topo II is able to assess and locally reduce the equilibrium

topology of large DNA molecules remains mysterious (Vologodskii,

2016). Moreover, the physiological relevance of this simplification

activity is unknown since it has never been assessed in vivo. Yet,

in vitro studies have shown that topo II does not simplify the equi-

librium topology of DNA when the enzyme activity is quenched

with the inhibitor ICRF-193 (Fig EV2A) or when the C-gate of the

enzyme is deleted (Fig EV2B) (Martinez-Garcia et al, 2014;

Thomson et al, 2014). These two observations opened up the

possibility to target the simplification activity of intracellular topo II

and test whether that affects the Pkn of chromatin.

The second mechanism that could reduce intracellular DNA

entanglements relies on the activity of structural maintenance of

chromosomes (SMC) complexes, which are mainly identified as

cohesin, condensin, and the Smc5/6 complex in eukaryotic cells

(Uhlmann, 2016; Yatskevich et al, 2019). Cohesin generates the

DNA loops that organize chromatin during interphase and holds

sister chromatids together from S-phase until metaphase (Onn et al,

2008; Nasmyth & Haering, 2009). Condensin plays a key role in the

compaction and individualization of chromatids during cell divi-

sions (Hirano, 2012). The Smc5/6 complex has been mainly impli-

cated in DNA repair via homologous recombination (Aragon, 2018).

Despite their distinct roles, SMCs have similar architecture. They

are large rod-shaped proteinic ensembles composed of a trimeric

core formed by a heterodimer of Smc ATPases and a conserved

kleisin, in addition to several additional regulatory subunits

(Fig 1E). ATP binding and hydrolysis produce the opening and

closure of distinct SMC compartments, which can embrace one or

more segments of DNA (Hassler et al, 2018; Yatskevich et al, 2019).

A

B

C E

D F

Figure 1. Knotting probability of intracellular DNA and plausible regulatory mechanisms.

A Topo II activity on random juxtapositions of DNA segments (*) produces steady-state fractions of DNA knots in intracellular chromatin.
B DNA knotting probability (Pkn) of intracellular chromatin (observed) does not scale proportionally to the length of DNA (expected). The slope of Pkn is reduced in

chromatin stretches larger than 20 nucleosomes. Data from (Valdes et al., 2018).
C Three-gate mechanism of topo II to pass one segment of DNA (T-segment) through another (G-segment). Upon ATP binding, the T-segment is captured by the

entrance gate (N-gate) and passed through the transiently cleaved G-segment (DNA-gate). Upon re-ligation of the G-segment, the T-segment is released through the
exit gate (C-gate).

D Topo II activity reduces the fractions of DNA supercoils, knots and catenates to below the topological equilibrium values (see details in Fig EV1).
E Architecture of the SMC complexes of S. cerevisiae. The Smc heterodimers (Smc1-Smc3, Smc2-Smc4, Smc5-Smc6) and kleisin (Scc1, Brn1, Nse4) subunits of cohesin,

condensin, and the Smc5/6 complex are indicated.
F SMC complexes entrap segments of DNA to form chromatin loops and/or bridge nearby chromatin domains. Their loop extrusion activity (LE) ensures the

co-entrapment of contiguously oriented intramolecular DNA segments.
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Moreover, ATP usage can produce the translocation of the SMC

complex along DNA (Terakawa et al, 2017) and the extrusion of

DNA loops (Ganji et al, 2018; Davidson et al, 2019; Kim et al, 2019)

(Fig 1F). The notion that SMCs can promote the removal of DNA

entanglements was proposed in the context of sister chromatid reso-

lution (Sen et al, 2016; Piskadlo et al, 2017). Former studies

suggested that positive supercoils generated by condensin in mitotic

chromosomes could produce a bias in topo II activity to eliminate

the SCIs (Baxter et al, 2011; Sen et al, 2016). Subsequent computa-

tional simulations showed that DNA loop extrusion activity of SMCs

would constrict DNA entanglements and so bias topo II to disentan-

gle intermixed chromosomes (Goloborodko et al, 2016a) and

minimize the occurrence of DNA knots (Racko et al, 2018; Orlandini

et al, 2019).

Here, we show that precluding the capacity of topo II to simplify

equilibrium topology of DNA does not alter the low knotting proba-

bility of intracellular chromatin. Inactivation of cohesin or the

smc5/6 complex also does not increase knot formation. However,

inactivation of condensin markedly increases the occurrence of

chromatin knots throughout the cell cycle. We propose that the

requirement of condensin to minimize DNA entanglements might

rely on its DNA loop extrusion activity. This function could explain

the wide range of alterations that condensin inactivation produces

both in interphase and mitotic chromatin.

Results

Topoisomerase II does not minimize the knotting probability
of chromatin

We used two experimental approaches to assess whether the capac-

ity of topo II to simplify the equilibrium topology of DNA was

sustaining the low knotting probability (Pkn) of intracellular chro-

matin. First, we used the topo II inhibitor ICRF-193 to impair the

simplification activity of cellular topo II (Fig EV2A) (Martinez-

Garcia et al, 2014). We carried out this experiment in a ∆top1 TOP2

yeast strain that hosted the circular minichromosome YEp13

(10.7 Kb) as the reporter of Pkn (Fig 2A). To verify that the simplifi-

cation capacity of yeast topo II was targeted by ICRF-193, we added

to crude lysates of the cells a negatively supercoiled DNA plasmid

(YEp24, 7.8 Kb), which served as internal control of topo II activity

(Fig 2A). When YEp24 was relaxed by a purified type-1B topoiso-

merase (topo I) (Fig 2B, lanes 1 and 2), it produced an equilibrium

distribution of Lk topoisomers (Fig EV1A). However, when YEp24

was relaxed by the topo II activity present in the cell lysates, it

produced a distribution of Lk topoisomers that was narrower than

the equilibrium Lk distribution generated by topo I (Fig 2B, compare

Lk plots of lanes 2 and 3). When we quenched the topo II activity

by adding ICRF-193 to the mixture, the Lk distribution of YEp24

became broadened to an extent similar to that of the equilibrium Lk

distribution (Fig 2B, compare Lk plots of lanes 2 and 4). Therefore,

cellular topo II was able to simplify the equilibrium topology of

naked DNA and this capacity was canceled by ICRF-193. We then

examined what happened to the topology of the YEp13 minichromo-

some present in the above mixtures before and after the addition of

ICRF-193 (Fig 2C). To this end, we first ran a 2D-gel electrophoresis

containing chloroquine (Hanai & Roca, 1999) to resolve the Lk

distribution of the YEp13 DNA (Fig EV3). Before adding ICRF-193,

YEp13 presented a distribution of topoisomers of negative ∆Lk
values (Fig 2C, Lk) consistent with the negative supercoils

constrained by nucleosomes (Segura et al, 2018) (Fig EV3). Follow-

ing the addition of ICRF-193, the Lk distribution of YEp13 was not

significantly altered, which contrasted to what was observed in the

control plasmid YEp24 (compare Lk plots in Fig 2C and 2B). Next,

we nicked the DNA samples and ran a different 2D gel electrophore-

sis to reveal DNA knots (Trigueros et al, 2001)(Fig EV4). Both

before and after adding ICRF-193, YEp13 presented a similar ladder

of knotted molecules (Fig 2C, Kn), which started with the knot of

three irreducible crossings (trefoil knot or 31) as the most abundant

form (Fig EV4). We calculated PKn as the relative abundance of total

knotted molecules with respect to the total amount of unknotted

and knotted DNA circles. In agreement with previous studies, the

Pkn of YEp13 was about 0.03 (Valdes et al, 2018), three times lower

than the value expected if Pkn scaled proportionally to DNA length

(Fig 1B). Following the addition of ICRF-193, the Pkn of YEp13 was

not significantly altered (Fig 2C).

Our second approach to test the simplification activity of topo II

on chromatin was via the expression of a truncated topo II (Top2-

∆83), in which the C-gate was removed (Martinez-Garcia et al,

2014) (Fig 2D, Fig EV2B). Similar to the type-2B class of topoiso-

merases that innately lack a C-gate (Fig EV2C), Top2-∆83 is able to

reduce DNA topology constraints but cannot simplify the equilib-

rium topology of free DNA (Martinez-Garcia et al, 2014; Thomson

et al, 2014). We used the galactose-inducible pGal1 promoter to

express in ∆top1 top2-4 yeast cells either Top2-∆83 or TOP2 (full-

length topo II) enzymes (Fig 2D). Upon inactivation of the top2-4

thermo-sensitive allele, we examined the effects of the expressed

enzymes on the topology of the control plasmid YEp24 and the

minichromosome Yep13 present in these cells. As expected, in cells

expressing TOP2, YEp24 was relaxed and presented a narrow (i.e.,

simplified) distribution of Lk topoisomers, whereas in cells express-

ing Top2-∆83, the resulting Lk distribution was wider (Fig 2E).

However, neither the Lk distribution nor the knotting probability of

the Yep13 minichromosome was altered in the presence of the TOP2

and Top2-∆83 activities (Fig 2F). Therefore, in concordance with

the ICRF-193 results, precluding the simplification capacity of topo

II did not produce any significant effect on the topology of chroma-

tinized DNA.

Condensin inactivation boosts the occurrence of chromatin knots

To test whether the low knotting probability of intracellular DNA

was achieved via the activity of SMC complexes, we examined the

DNA topology of the Yep13 minichromosome in yeast strains previ-

ously characterized for carrying thermo-sensitive mutations that

inactivate either condensin (smc2-8) (Freeman et al, 2000), cohesin

(scc1–73)(Michaelis et al, 1997), or the Smc5/6 complex (smc6-9)

(Torres-Rosell et al, 2005) (Appendix Fig S2). In each case, we grew

the cells at a permissive temperature (26°C) and, upon reaching the

exponential phase (OD 0.6-0.8), we shifted one half of the cultures

to 35°C for 60 min. We then fixed the topology of intracellular DNA

by quenching the cells with a cold ethanol-toluene solution and

extracted their total DNA (Diaz-Ingelmo et al, 2015). As in the fore-

going experiments, we ran a 2D-gel electrophoresis to examine the

distribution of Lk topoisomers of YEp13; and we nicked the DNA to
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examine the occurrence of DNA knots in a different 2D gel

electrophoresis.

The Lk distribution of YEp13 in the three strains presented nega-

tive ∆Lk values, which were not significantly altered upon inactiva-

tion of condensin, cohesin, or the Smc5/6 complex (Fig 3A-C).

Likewise, before inactivation of the SMCs, the knotting probability

of YEp13 was low and similar in the three strains (Pkn!0.03)

(Fig 3A-C). This concordance indicated that the knot minimization

mechanism is robust and performs equally in most cells. However,

upon inactivation of condensin, Pkn of YEp13 increased about

A

B

C

D

E

F

Figure 2.
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threefold (Pkn !0.09) (Fig 3A). Inactivation of cohesin produced a

slight yet not significant reduction (Pkn !0.02) (Fig 3B). Inactivation

of the Smc5/6 complex did not change the knot abundance (Fig 3C).

To verify that the smc2-8 allele was causing the threefold increase of

Pkn, we introduced this mutation in strains JCW25 (TOP2) and

JCW26 (top2-4) (Trigueros & Roca, 2001). Upon shifting these cells

to 35°C, the Pkn of YEp13 increased again about threefold in the

smc2-8 TOP2 cells (Fig EV5). However, DNA knot formation did not

change in the smc2-8 top2-4 double mutant, which corroborated that

topo II activity is required to produce the Pkn changes induced by

condensin (Fig EV5).

Since the above experiments were done in asynchronous cell

cultures, we considered whether the effects of SMC inactivation on

Pkn would occur at different stages of the cell cycle. We conducted

analogous experiments in cells arrested in G1 and in metaphase

(Fig 3D-3I). Arrested cells were sampled at 26°C and after shifting

them to 35°C for 60 min during the arrest. Prior inactivation of the

SMCs, Pkn of YEp13 in the G1 and the metaphase-arrested cells were

similar to that observed in the asynchronous cell cultures

(Pkn!0.03) (Fig 3D-3I). This observation corroborated previous

indications that the knotting probability of intracellular chromatin is

not cell cycle-dependent (Valdes et al, 2018). Upon inactivation of

condensin, the occurrence of knots in YEp13 increased about three-

fold both in G1 (Pkn !0.10) and in metaphase-arrested cells (Pkn

!0.09) (Fig 3D and 3E). Inactivation of cohesin produced a slight

reduction of Pkn in G1 (Pkn !0.017) and metaphase cells (Pkn

!0.022) (Fig 3F and 3G). Inactivation of the Smc5/6 complex did

not alter the knot abundance at any stage (Fig 3H and 3I). Thus, we

concluded that inactivation of condensin markedly increases the

occurrence of DNA knots throughout the cell cycle. Remarkably,

this change of Pkn occurred without any notable alteration of the Lk

distribution of the minichromosome. Therefore, the regulation of

Pkn by condensin did not involve changes of DNA supercoiling or a

major disruption of chromatin structure.

Condensin inactivation restores the DNA length-dependent
entanglement of chromatin

Next, we asked whether the effects of condensin, cohesin, and Smc5/

6 activity on the knotting probability of YEp13 were reproduced in

other chromatin constructs. To this end, we transformed the SMCs

mutant strains with circular minichromosomes that contained distinct

functional elements (replication origins, transcription units, centro-

meres) and differed in DNA length. We inspected the topology of

minichromosomes YRp3 (3.2 kb), YRp4 (4.4 kb), YRp5 (5.0 kb),

YCp50 (7.9 kb), YRp21(11.7 Kb), and of the endogenous 2-micron

plasmid (6.3 kb) present in yeast cells (Appendix Fig S1). As in the

foregoing experiments, we sampled exponentially growing cultures

before and after inactivation of the SMCs.

In the smc2-8 mutant (Fig 4), condensin inactivation did not

significantly change the knot probability of YRp3, YRp4, and the 2-

micron plasmid (Fig 4A–C). However, it augmented the occurrence

of knots about twofold in YCp50 (Fig 4D), and over threefold in

YRp21 (Fig 4E). Therefore, the effect of condensin inactivation on

Pkn values appeared to vary with DNA length rather than with the

presence of specific functional elements. Furthermore, plotting the

Pkn changes of the distinct minichromosomes revealed that the inac-

tivation of condensin increased Pkn to the levels expected if knot

formation was to escalate proportionally to DNA length (Fig 4F).

In the scc1–73 mutant (Fig 5), YRp3 and YRp4 could not be

analyzed since the strain was TRP+. Cohesin inactivation did not

change the knot probability of YRp5 and the 2-micron plasmid

(Fig 5A and B). However, similar to that observed in YEp13

(Fig 3B), cohesin inactivation produced a slight reduction of Pkn in

YCp50 and YRp21 (Fig 5C and D). Plotting these Pkn values versus

the size of the minichromosomes revealed that the reduction of knot

formation observed in the large minichromosomes (YCp50, YEp13,

and YRp21) was overall significant (Fig 5E). Finally, as in the case

of YEp13, inactivation of the Smc6/5 complex did not change DNA

knotting probability in any of the constructs inspected (YRp4, 2-

micron plasmid, YCp50 and YRp21) (Fig 6A–E).
The above experiments corroborated that the Lk distribution of

the different minichromosomes did not change upon inactivation of

the SMCs, thereby excluding that Pkn changes were consequent to

alterations of DNA supercoiling or chromatin structure. The above

results also evidenced that, before inactivation of the SMCs, the

slope of Pkn as minichromosomes increased in size (Figs 4F, 5E, 6E)

was alike in all the strains. This similarity corroborated that the knot

minimization mechanism is constitutive and robust. This mecha-

nism is apparently sustained by the activity of condensin, since its

◀ Figure 2. Topoisomerase II does not minimize the knotting probability of chromatin.

A Experimental layout to test the DNA topology simplification activity of cellular topo II upon the addition of ICRF-193.
B Lanes 1 and 2: negatively supercoiled plasmid (YEp24) and its equilibrium distribution of Lk topoisomers upon its relaxation with Topo I. Lanes 3 and 4: distribution of

Lk topoisomers of YEp24 upon its relaxation in lysates of ∆top1 TOP2 yeast cells in absence and after the addition of ICRF-193. Plots compare the relative intensity of
individual topoisomers of the Lk distributions in lanes 2, 3, and 4.

C Top: 2D gel electrophoresis of the Lk distributions of the YEp13 minichromosome present in the lysates of ∆top1 TOP2 yeast cells before and after the addition of
ICRF-193 (see details in Fig EV3). Plots compare the relative intensity of the Lk distributions (divided into ten sections). Bottom: 2D gel electrophoresis of the same
samples upon nicking the DNA in order to reveal the occurrence of knots (see details in Fig EV4). The graph shows Pkn of YEp13 (mean " SD from three independent
experiments). P-values (Student’s t test): ns, P > 0.05.

D Experimental layout to compare the activities of TOP2 and Top2-∆83 on DNA and chromatin. Arrowheads indicate the extrachromosomal expression of TOP2 and
Top2-∆83 under the inducible pGAL1 promoter.

E Lk distributions of the control plasmid (YEp24) relaxed by lysates of ∆top1 top2-4 yeast cells that expressed TOP2 or Top2-∆83. Plots compare the relative intensity of
individual Lk topoisomers.

F Top: 2D gel electrophoresis of the Lk distributions of the YEp13 minichromosome produced in the presence of TOP2 or Top2-∆83. Plots compare the relative intensity
of the Lk distributions (divided into ten sections). Bottom: 2D gel electrophoresis of the same samples upon nicking the DNA in order to reveal the occurrence of
knots. Graph: Pkn of YEp13 (mean " SD from three independent experiments).

Gel signals are: N, nicked DNA circles; S, supercoiled DNA; L, diagonal of linear DNA fragments; Lk, distribution of Lk topoisomers; 0, unknotted DNA (nicked); Kn, ladder of
knotted forms (nicked). P-values (Student’s t test): ns, P > 0.05.
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B C

Figure 3. Condensin inactivation boosts the occurrence of chromatin knots.

A Top, DNA content (n/2n) of exponentially growing (OD600 = 0.6–0.8) smc2-8 yeast cells. First blot: 2D gel electrophoresis of the distribution of Lk topoisomers (Lk) of
the YEp13 DNA in cells quenched at 26°C and after shifting the culture to 35°C for 60 min. Second blot: 2D gel electrophoresis of the same samples upon nicking
the YEp13 DNA in order to reveal the occurrence of knots (kn). Graph: Pkn of YEp13 before and after the inactivation of condensin.

B Experiments conducted as in (A) but in scc1-73 yeast cells. Graph: Pkn of YEp13 before and after the inactivation of cohesin.
C Experiments conducted as in (A) but in smc6-9 yeast cells. Graph: Pkn of YEp13 before and after the inactivation of the Smc5/6 complex.
D, E Experiments conducted as in (A), but in cells arrested in G1 with alpha-factor (D) or in metaphase with nocodazole (E) for 2 h at 26°C and for one additional hour

at 26°C or 35°C.
F, G Experiments conducted as in (B), but in cells arrested in G1 with alpha-factor for 2 h at 26°C (F) or in metaphase with nocodazole (G) and for one additional hour

at 26°C or 35°C.
H, I Experiments conducted as in (C), but in cells arrested in G1 with alpha-factor (H) or in metaphase with nocodazole (I) for 2 h at 26°C and for one additional hour

at 26°C or 35°C.

Data information: Gel signals (N, Lk, 0, Kn) are as described in Fig 2. Graphs show mean " SD from three independent experiments in (A, B, D, E, F, G); and from two
independent experiments in (C, H, I). P-values (Student’s t test): ns, P > 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001.
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E

Figure 5. DNA length dependence of the topological effects of cohesin inactivation.

A–D DNA topology of the indicated minichromosomes of increasing DNA length (kb) before (26°C) and after inactivation of cohesin (35°C) in scc1-73 cells. In each case,
the first 2D gel resolves the Lk topoisomers (Lk), the second 2D gel uncovers the knotted forms (Kn). Gel signals are denoted as in Fig 2. Bottom graphs compare the
Pkn before and after the inactivation of cohesin (mean " SD from three independent experiments). P-values (Student’s t test): ns, P > 0.05.

E Plot of Pkn values of minichromosomes of increasing DNA length (including YEp13) before and after inactivation of cohesin. P-values (Student’s t test): **P < 0.01.

A B C D E F

Figure 4. DNA length dependence of the topological effects of condensin inactivation.

A–E DNA topology of the indicated minichromosomes of increasing DNA length (kb) before (26°C) and after inactivation of condensin (35°C) in smc2-8 cells. In each
case, the first 2D gel resolves the Lk topoisomers (Lk), the second 2D gel uncovers the knotted forms (Kn). Gel signals are denoted as in Fig 2. Bottom graphs
compare the Pkn before and after the inactivation of condensin (mean " SD from three independent experiments). P-values (Student’s t test): ns, p> 0.05;
**p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.

F Plot of Pkn values of minichromosomes of increasing DNA length (including YEp13) before and after inactivation of condensin.
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inactivation restored the DNA length-dependent entanglement of

chromatin (Fig 4F).

Discussion

The intrinsic capacity of topoisomerase II to simplify the equilib-

rium topology of DNA in free solution is commonly stated as

the mechanism that prevents indiscriminate entanglement of

intracellular DNA. This assumption, however, had never been

experimentally tested until the present study. Our results show

that disrupting the simplification activity of cellular topo II does

not increase DNA knotting in chromatin. Apparently, the equilib-

rium topology of chromatinized DNA is not recognized by topo

II in the same way as in free DNA. While these negative results

cannot formally discard some role of the simplification capacity

of topo II in vivo, the marked effects produced by condensin

indicate that minimizing the entanglement of intracellular DNA

mainly depends on this SMC complex.

Mechanism of condensin to minimize DNA entanglements

Our finding that condensin minimizes the knotting probability of

intracellular DNA seems a priori counterintuitive. Normally, any

condition that folds or compacts DNA should promote its topologi-

cal entanglement, not the opposite. Consistent with this notion,

early in vitro studies found that condensin markedly increases topo

II-mediated knotting of DNA (Kimura et al, 1999; Losada & Hirano,

2001). DNA knotting and catenation were also found stimulated by

cohesin (Losada & Hirano, 2001), the Smc5/6 complex (Kanno et al,

2015), and bacterial SMCs (Petrushenko et al, 2006; Bahng et al,

2016). These observations supported the notion that SMCs can

embrace or bring in close proximity two or more segments of DNA.

However, since SMCs had to be added in large molar excess

(> 30:1) over circular DNA molecules to stimulate knotting or cate-

nation, these experiments did not reflect a physiological context.

Conversely, current evidence that individual condensin complexes

can translocate along DNA (Terakawa et al, 2017) and produce the

extrusion of DNA loops (Ganji et al, 2018) explain how condensin

might promote the removal of DNA knots. Computational simula-

tions of LE activity indicated that the extrusion process would

tighten any intra- or inter-molecular entanglement of DNA and

enforce its removal by topo II (Goloborodko et al, 2016a; Racko

et al, 2018; Orlandini et al, 2019). As a result, LE activity would

reduce the equilibrium fractions of DNA links and knots, whereas

LE inactivation would reestablish the equilibrium fractions (i.e.,

random entanglements of the DNA), which escalate proportionally

to DNA length (Frank-Kamenetskii et al, 1975; Rybenkov et al,

1993; Shaw & Wang, 1993). Remarkably, this prospect matches with

the effects of condensin inactivation on minichromosomes of

increasing size (Fig 4F).

Since condensin minimizes intramolecular entanglements of

DNA (knots), it might operate similarly to remove inter-molecular

DNA tangles such as the sister chromatid interlinks (SCI) that arise

A B C D

E

Figure 6. DNA length dependence of the topological effects of Smc5/6 complex inactivation.

A–D DNA topology of the indicated minichromosomes of increasing DNA length (kb) before (26°C) and after inactivation of Smc5/6 complex (35°C) in smc6-9 cells. In
each case, the first 2D gel resolves the Lk topoisomers (Lk), and the second 2D gel uncovers the knotted forms (Kn). Gel signals are denoted as in Fig 2. Bottom
graphs compare the Pkn before and after the inactivation of Smc5/6 complex (mean " SD from two independent experiments).

E Plot of Pkn values of minichromosomes of increasing DNA length (including YEp13) before and after inactivation of Smc5/6 complex.
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during DNA replication. A compaction-independent role of

condensin has been involved in the removal of these linkages

(D’Amours et al, 2004; Renshaw et al, 2010). Moreover, although

sister chromatids remain in very close proximity by the effect of

cohesin until anaphase, the removal of SCI is nearly completed at

the end of prophase (Nagasaka et al, 2016). However, inactivation

of condensin during metaphase results in de novo formation of SCI

(Sen et al, 2016; Piskadlo et al, 2017), which implies that condensin

promotes the unlinking of sister chromatids while their close prox-

imity still favors interlinking. In this respect, it was proposed that

positive DNA supercoils generated by condensin in mitotic chro-

matin produce a bias in topo II function to remove the SCIs (Baxter

et al, 2011; Sen et al, 2016). However, in vitro studies indicated that

condensin does not compact DNA by inducing DNA supercoiling

(Eeftens et al, 2017). Moreover, recent in vivo studies have shown

that positive supercoiling of DNA markedly increases the formation

of DNA knots (Valdes et al, 2019). Accordingly, if condensin were

generating supercoils to promote the removal of SCI, that would in

turn increase knot formation in mitotic chromatin. This prospect is

inconsistent with our results, which show that condensin minimizes

the occurrence of knots without altering DNA supercoiling both in

interphase and mitotic chromatin. Therefore, our findings support

the notion that the removal of intra- and inter-molecular DNA

entanglements could be promoted via the LE activity of condensin

(Fig 7).

Distinct effects of condensin and cohesin

In contrast to condensin, inactivation of cohesin and the smc5/6

complex did not increase knot formation. Moreover, cohesin inac-

tivation slightly reduced Pkn both in G1 and mitotic cells. This

observation indicates that the plausible implication of cohesin on

knot formation must be independent of its role in sister chromatid

cohesion. In that case, the distinct effects of condensin and

cohesin on Pkn are striking since both complexes have LE activity

(Davidson et al, 2019; Kim et al, 2019). Indeed, LE activity of

cohesin in vivo accounts for the peaks and strikes observed in Hi-

C matrices, which are commonly translated as topological associ-

ated regions (TADs) in G1 cells (Fudenberg et al, 2016, Sanborn

et al., 2015). Recent studies confirmed that cohesin-mediated loops

and the positions of TADs emerge quickly after telophase by

producing contact patterns consistent with a LE process (Abramo

et al, 2019; Zhang et al, 2019).

We can postulate several non-excluding hypotheses to explain

the different effects of condensin and cohesin on DNA knotting.

One possibility could rely on the dynamics of their LE activity

(Fig 7). Cohesin is likely to conduct discrete LE events to generate

structural loops within specific boundaries. Subsequent stabiliza-

tion of such loops would then favor intramolecular entanglement

of DNA, as has been demonstrated with polymer simulations

(Najafi & Potestio, 2015). Conversely, condensin may perform

more dynamic rounds of LE without specific boundaries to scan

the presence of DNA entanglements and promote their removal

genome-wide. This scenario might be analogous to that occurs in

mitotic chromatin, where cohesin may favor SCI formation by

maintaining sister chromatids in close proximity (Sen et al, 2016;

Goloborodko et al, 2016b; Piskadlo et al, 2017), whereas

condensin might be performing continuous rounds of LE to enforce

the removal of SCI. A second possibility could rely on distinct

coordination of condensin and cohesin with topo II activity. Based

on immunofluorescence and ChIP data, topo II occupies similar

genomic loci to condensin and cohesin, but their functional inter-

play remains unknown. Some studies suggested that condensin

can physically interact with topo II and stimulate its activity (Bhat

et al, 1996; D’Ambrosio et al, 2008a). Yet, other studies have

failed to confirm a physical interaction (Bhalla et al, 2002; Lavoie

et al, 2002; Cuvier & Hirano, 2003) or a stimulatory effect (Charbin

et al, 2014). Likewise, a physical or functional interaction of

cohesin and topo II has been proposed, as both complexes colocal-

ize at DNA loop boundaries (Uuskula-Reimand et al, 2016; Canela

et al, 2017). Lastly, the distinct effects of condensin and cohesin

could result from unequal binding to minichromosomes. This

possibility, however, seems less likely considering the comparable

abundance and broad chromosomal distribution of both complexes

in budding yeast (Glynn et al, 2004; Wang et al, 2005). Accord-

ingly, the effects of condensin and cohesin on Pkn are accentuated

with DNA length independently of the functional elements present

A

B C

Figure 7. Model of condensin role in the minimization of
DNA entanglements.

A Cohesin generates and stabilizes DNA loops to organize interphase
chromatin into topological domains.

B Random DNA strand passage activity of topo II can either remove or
produce DNA entanglements within and across such topological domains.
Juxtapositions of DNA segments within a loop can lead to the formation of
knots (i), whereas juxtapositions of DNA segments belonging to nearby
loops or adjacent domains can lead to the formation of intra- (ii) or inter-
molecular (iii) DNA interlinks.

C To minimize the occurrence of these entanglements, condensin might use
its DNA loop extrusion activity to constrict intra- and inter-molecular
interlinks and so bias the DNA strand passage activity of topo II to remove
them. This condensin function may operate during interphase to facilitate
chromatin transactions and during cell division to enforce the removal of
sister chromatid interlinks.
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in the minichromosomes. Only the lack of effects observed upon

the inactivation of the Smc5/6 complex could be attributed to the

lower abundance of this complex in comparison with cohesin and

condensin (Aragon, 2018).

Role of condensin during interphase

The generally established essential function of condensin is the

compaction and individualization of sister chromatids to facilitate

their segregation during cell divisions (Strunnikov et al, 1995;

Hirano et al, 1997). To this end, condensin might play both an

active role in promoting the removal of SCI (Sen et al, 2016;

Piskadlo et al, 2017) and a structural role in organizing the axial

architecture of mitotic chromosomes (Maeshima & Laemmli,

2003; Ono et al, 2003; Walther et al, 2018). These mitotic roles

are achieved by the single condensin complex found in yeast

cells and by the two condensin complexes (condensin I and II)

found in metazoans (Hirota et al, 2004; Hirano, 2012). However,

former studies in budding yeast revealed that condensin is also

present in interphase chromatin (Freeman et al, 2000; Lavoie

et al, 2002), where it is distributed over the length of every chro-

mosome throughout the cell cycle (Wang et al, 2005; D’Ambrosio

et al, 2008b). Likewise, condensin II is also present in interphase

chromatin in metazoans (Hirano, 2012; Frosi & Haering, 2015).

The role of condensin during interphase is unknown, but its

inactivation causes large-scale changes in the chromatin structure

of budding yeast (Bhalla et al, 2002; Lazar-Stefanita et al, 2017;

Paul et al, 2018). Inactivation of condensin II produces intermix-

ing of chromosomal territories in Drosophila (Rosin et al, 2018;

Rowley et al, 2019) and an increase of inter-chromosome associa-

tions in mammals (Nishide & Hirano, 2014). Other studies concur

that condensin disruption alters a wide range of processes includ-

ing gene regulation, DNA repair and recombination (Frosi &

Haering, 2015; Paul et al, 2019). It is intriguing how so many

functions and phenotypes are connected to condensin activity.

According to our findings, the answer could be that condensin is

promoting the removal of harmful DNA knots and interlinks that

topo II activity might produce during topological equilibration of

chromatin fibers and domains (Fig 7). Such DNA entanglements

can alter, for instance, the progression of RNA polymerases and

the assembly of nucleosomes, as demonstrated by in vitro studies

(Portugal & Rodriguez-Campos, 1996; Rodriguez-Campos, 1996).

Therefore, the failure of condensin to promote DNA untangling is

expected to interfere with multiple genome transactions during

interphase, in addition to the individualization of chromosomes

during cell division.

The unanticipated role of condensin in minimizing DNA entan-

glements raises new questions, such as how the LE activities of

condensin and cohesin may interplay with each other throughout

the cell cycle. A similar issue arises in mitotic chromatin, in which

the cohesion of sister chromatids, the removal of SCI, and DNA

looping along the axial architecture of chromosomes involve the

coordination of distinct SMC activities. Another relevant matter is

the interplay of SMCs and type-2 topoisomerases, which are highly

conserved from bacteria to eukaryotes. The coordination of these

two essential machineries might have been primordial throughout

evolution to minimize DNA entanglements as genomes increased in

size and complexity.

Materials and Methods

DNA constructs and yeast strains

Plasmids YEp13, YEp24, YRp21, YCp50, YRp5, YRp4, and YRp3

(Appendix Fig S1) were amplified in Escherichia coli and, when indi-

cated, converted into circular minichromosomes by transforming

Saccharomyces cerevisiae using standard procedures (Valdes et al,

2018). Cellular topo II assays were done in the topo I-deficient

strains JCW27 (MATa, ∆top1, his3-D200, leu2-D1, trp1-D63, ura3–
52) and JCW28 (MATa, ∆top1, top2-4, his3-D200, leu2-D1, trp1-D63,
ura3–52) (Trigueros & Roca, 2001). Condensin function was tested

in AS330 (MATa, smc2-8, ura3, leu2, lys2, his3, ade2) (Freeman

et al, 2000). The smc2-8 mutation was introduced in yeast strains

JCW25 (MATa, his3-D200, leu2-D1, trp1-D63, ura3–52) and its

derivative JCW26 (top2-4) by two-step gene replacement involving

the counter selectable marker URA3 (Rothstein, 1991). Cohesin

function was tested in the strain K5832 (MATa, scc1-73, ade2-1,

ura3–52, TRP+, can1-100, leu2-3, 112, his3-11) (Michaelis et al,

1997). Smc5/6 function was tested in CCG1428 (MATa, smc6-9,

bar1∆, leu2-3 112, ura3-52, his3-D200, trp1-D63, ade2-1, lys2-801,

pep4) (Torres-Rosell et al, 2005). Thermo-sensitivity of SMC

complexes and topoisomerase mutants was corroborated by drop

growth assays (Appendix Fig S2).

Topo II activity in crude yeast lysates

To target cellular topo II activity with ICRF-193 (Sigma-Aldrich),

JCW27 (∆top1) cells bearing YEp13 were grown at 30°C in synthetic

dropout -LEU media containing 2% glucose. Exponential 50 ml

cultures (OD600 = 0.6–0.8) were harvested and washed twice in TE

(Tris–HCl 10 mM (pH 8) EDTA 1 mM) and resuspended at 4°C in

1 ml of lysis buffer (Tris–HCl 10 mM pH 8.0, EDTA 1 mM, EGTA

1 mM, NaCl 150 mM, DTT 1mM, Triton X-100 0.1%, pepstatin

1µg/ml, leupeptin 1µg/ml, PMSF 1 mM). Resuspended cells were

transferred to 15-ml conic tubes and mixed with 1 ml of acid-

washed glass beads (425–600 µm, Sigma). Mechanic lysis of> 80%

cells was achieved by stirring six times with a vortex apparatus for

30 sec at 4°C. Glass beads and large cell debris were removed by

centrifugation (2000 g x 2 min at 4°C). Cell lysates (0.5 ml) were

supplemented with 5 mM MgCl2 and 2 mM ATP and with 100 ng of

a negatively supercoiled control plasmid (YEp24). Following incuba-

tion at 30°C for 20 min, ICRF-193 was added (100 lM) and incuba-

tion continued at 30°C for 10 min. Reactions were quenched by

adding EDTA (20 mM) and SDS (0.2%) and extracted twice with

phenol and once with chloroform. Nucleic acids were precipitated

with ethanol and dissolved in 100 µl of TE containing RNAse-A.

Following 10-min incubation at 37°C, ammonium acetate was added

to 0.5 M and DNA was precipitated with ethanol. Each DNA sample

was dissolved in 40 µl of TE prior gel electrophoresis. To test Top2-

∆83 activity in yeast, JCW28 (∆top1 top2-4) cells bearing YEp13 and

the expression plasmids pGAL1T2 or pGAL1T2D83 (Martinez-Garcia

et al, 2014) were grown at 26°C in synthetic dropout -URA -LEU

media containing 2% glucose. Exponentially growing cultures were

diluted to OD600 = 0.1 in YEP containing 2% raffinose. When

OD600 = 0.6-0.8 was reached at 26°C, galactose was added to a 2%

final concentration and the cell cultures were shifted to 35°C for

2 h. Cells were harvested and crude lysates were prepared by
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stirring with glass beads as described above. A sample of the lysates

was loaded in SDS–PAGE gels to confirm the extrachromosomal

expression of TOP2 and Top2-∆83 proteins. Upon addition of 5 mM

MgCl2, 2 mM ATP and 100 ng of negatively supercoiled plasmid

YEp24, the lysates were incubated for 30 min at 35°C. Reactions

were quenched and nucleic acids isolated for gel electrophoresis

analyses as described above.

SMC mutants culture and DNA extraction

Yeast strains bearing distinct circular minichromosomes were grown

at 26°C in the adequate synthetic dropout media supplemented with

2% glucose. Exponentially growing cultures OD600 = 0.6–0.8 were

maintained at 26°C or shifted to 35°C for 60 min to inactivate the

temperature-sensitive alleles. To arrest the cells in G1, alpha-factor

to a final concentration of 2 mg/L was added to exponentially grow-

ing cultures every 30 min for 2 h at 26°C and then for one addi-

tional hour upon shifting one half of the cultures to 35°C. To arrest

the cells in metaphase, nocodazole was added to exponentially

growing cultures to a final concentration of 15 mg/mL for 2 h at

26°C and then for one additional hour upon shifting one half of the

cultures to 35°C. Following the inactivation of the temperature-

sensitive alleles, the DNA topology of circular minichromosomes

was fixed in vivo by quickly mixing the liquid cultures with one cold

volume (#20°C) of ETol solution (Ethanol 95%, 28 mM Toluene,

20 mM Tris–HCl pH 8.8, 5 mM EDTA) (Diaz-Ingelmo et al, 2015).

To measure cellular DNA content (1n, 2n), about 106 of ETol fixed

cells were washed with saline-sodium citrate (SSC) buffer, incu-

bated for 1 h at 37°C in SSC containing 0.1 mg/mL RNase-A and

again incubated for 1 h at 50°C in SSC containing 1 mg/mL Protei-

nase K. Cell samples in 1 mL SSC were sonicated for two 30 sec

cycles at 4C and incubated at 25°C for 1h in presence of 3 mg/mL

propidium iodide prior flow cytometry reading on a Gallios (Beck-

man Coulter) cell analyzer. To extract total DNA, ETol fixed cells

from 25 ml cultures were sedimented, washed twice with TE, resus-

pended in 400µl of TE, and transferred to a 1.5-ml microfuge tube

containing 400µl of phenol and 400µl of acid-washed glass beads

(425–600 µm, Sigma). Mechanic lysis of> 80% cells was achieved

by shaking the tubes in a FastPrep! apparatus for 10 sec at power

5. The aqueous phase of the cell lysates was collected, extracted

with chloroform, precipitated with ethanol, and dissolved in 100 µl
of TE containing RNAse-A. Following 10-min incubation at 37°C,
ammonium acetate was added to 0.5 M and DNA was precipitated

with ethanol. Each DNA sample was dissolved in 40 µl of TE prior

gel electrophoresis.

DNA electrophoresis for topology analyses

Lk distributions of control plasmid YEp24 were examined with 1D-

electrophoreses carried out in 0.8% agarose gels in TBE buffer

(89 mM Tris-borate, 2 mM EDTA) plus 0.2 µg/ml of chloroquine

and run at 50V for 14 h. Lk distribution of minichromosomes

YEp13, YRp21, and YCp50 were examined with 2D-electrophoreses

carried out in 0.6% agarose gels (20 × 20 cm) in TBE buffer plus

0.6 µg/ml of chloroquine in the first dimension (30V for 36 h) and

in TBE buffer plus 3 µg/ml of chloroquine in the second dimension

(80V for 4 h). 2D electrophoreses of YRp3, YRp4, YRp5, and 2-

micron circles were carried out in 0.8% agarose gels (20 × 20 cm)

in TBE buffer plus 0.6 µg/ml of chloroquine in the first dimension

(50V for 14 h) and TBE buffer plus 3 µg/ml of chloroquine in the

second dimension (60V for 6 h).

To examine the DNA knots formed in the minichromosomes,

DNA samples were nicked with endonuclease BstNBI (NEB). 2D-

electrophoreses of nicked DNA of YRp3, YRp4, and YRp5 circles

were carried out in a 0.9% agarose gel (20x20 cm) in TBE buffer at

33V for 40 h in the first dimension and at 150V for 3 h in the

second dimension. 2D-electrophoreses of nicked DNA of 2-micron

and YCp50 circles were carried out in a 0.6% agarose in TBE buffer

at 25V for 40 h in the first dimension and at 125V for 4 h in the

second dimension. 2D-electrophoreses of nicked DNA of YEp13

and YRp21 circles were carried out in a 0.4% agarose in TBE buffer

at 25V for 40 h in the first dimension and at 125V for 4 h in the

second dimension.

All 2D-gels were blot-transferred to positively charged nylon

membranes (Hybond-N+, Amersham Biosciences). Blots were

hybridized with minichromosome DNA probes labeled with

AlkPhos Direct (GE Healthcare!). Probe signals were visualized

following incubation with CDP-Star detection reagent (GE Health-

care!) for 10 min at room temperature and recorded on X-ray

films. DNA knot probability (PKn) was calculated as described

previously (Valdes et al, 2018) by quantifying non-saturated

signals obtained with serial dilutions of DNA knot samples or

with different exposure periods, using the ImageJ software. PKn

values are the relative abundance of total knot populations with

respect to the total amount of unknotted and knotted DNA

circles.

Expanded View for this article is available online.
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Expanded View Figures

A

B

Figure EV1. Equilibrium DNA topology and its simplification by Topo II.

A Either the self ligation of a linear DNA duplex into a covalently closed ring or the relaxation of a DNA plasmid with a type-1B topoisomerase (topo I) produce identical
equilibrium distributions of Lk topoisomers, which reflect the thermal fluctuations (twisting and bending) of DNA molecules in free solution. ATP-dependent DNA
passage catalyzed by topo II simplifies (i.e., reduces the variance, narrows) the equilibrium distribution of Lk topoisomers. ∆Lk values indicate the Lk difference relative
to the distribution center (Lk = 0).

B Circularization of linear DNA molecules in free solution can also produce knotted and/or catenated DNA rings. Knotting probability increases with DNA length,
whereas catenane probability increases with DNA concentration. As in the case of the Lk distribution, the knotting and catenation probability reflect the equilibrium
topology of DNA in free solution. ATP-dependent DNA passage catalyzed by topo II markedly reduces (i.e., simplifies) the equilibrium fractions of knotted and
catenated forms.

Sílvia Dyson et al The EMBO Journal
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A

B C

Figure EV2. Conditions that preclude topo II capacity to simplify DNA topology.

A The topo II inhibitor ICRF-193 impedes the reopening of the N-gate once the T-segment has been captured and passed across the G-segment. ICRF-193 blocks thereby
the enzyme turnover and the plausible backtracking of the T-segment across the G-segment. When topo II activity is quenched with ICRF-193, the last DNA-passage
event conducted by the enzyme does not simplify the equilibrium DNA topology.

B The topo II construct top2-∆83, in which the C-gate has been deleted, is able to perform DNA passage and the T-segment cannot backtrack since it is freed upon
crossing the G-segment. This truncated enzyme can relax and unlink DNA molecules but has lost the capacity to simplify the equilibrium DNA topology.

C Type-2B topoisomerases are mechanistically similar to type-2A topoisomerases (topo II). The T-segment is captured by the N-gate and is passed across the bended G-
segment at the DNA-gate. However, type-2B topoisomerases do not have a C-gate, so the passed T-segment is naturally freed upon crossing the G-segment. As in the
case of top2-∆83, type-2B topoisomerases relax and unlink DNA molecules but do not simplify equilibrium DNA topology.

A B C

Figure EV3.
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Figure EV3. 2D gel electrophoresis of the DNA linking number distribution of circular minichromosomes.

A DNA molecules extracted from yeast circular minichromosomes are negatively supercoiled since each nucleosome constrains about one negative supercoil
(∆Lk ! "1).

B 2D gel electrophoresis of covalently closed DNA circles, in which the first and second gel dimensions are run in the presence of low and high concentrations of
chloroquine, respectively, allow the Lk distribution of DNA topoisomers to be resolved along an arch, in which Lk values increase clockwise. The 2D gel shows highly
negatively supercoiled (S), partially relaxed (+topo I), and fully relaxed (R) forms of the YEp13 plasmid. Numbers in red indicate approximate ∆Lk values relative to the
center of the relaxed (R) Lk distribution (∆Lk = 0).

C 2D gel electrophoresis of DNA of the YEp13 minichromosome (as in Fig 2C). Comparison of the gels in (B and C) indicates that DNA in the YEp13 minichromosome is
negatively supercoiled and has ∆Lk close to "50. This value is consistent with the plausible number of nucleosomes assembled in YEp13 (10.7 Kb). However, note that
since the outline of Lk distributions can vary in separate 2D gels (i.e., due to differences in tank dimensions, power supply and temperature during electrophoresis),
only DNA samples that ran in the same gel (side by side) can be accurately compared.

A B C

Figure EV4. 2D gel electrophoresis of DNA knots formed in yeast circular minichromosomes.

A DNA molecules extracted from yeast minichromosomes might contain knots due to the knotting-unknotting activity of intracellular topo II. Knotted and unknotted
molecules are hard to distinguish when DNA is supercoiled because all of them present similar compaction. Upon nicking the DNA, supercoiling is dissipated and
knotted molecules remain more compact than unknotted ones.

B 2D gel electrophoresis of nicked DNA of the YEp13 minichromosome (as in Fig 2C). The first and second gel-dimensions run at low and high voltage, respectively. In
the first dimension, knotted molecules (Kn) are more compacted and so move faster than unknotted ones (N). In the second gel-dimension, knotted molecules are
retarded from the diagonal of linear DNA fragments (L), which produces a strong signal due to genomic DNA present in the samples.

C Identification of DNA knot populations according to the irreducible number of DNA crossings of each knot (Kn#). From the position of the unknotted circle that has
zero crossings (0), a ladder of knot populations of increasing complexity begins with the knot of three crossings (31), followed by the knot with four crossing (41), two
knots with five crossings (51 and 52), and so on.

◀
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Figure EV5. Topo II dependence of knot formation upon inactivation
of condensin.

The smc2-8 mutation was introduced by gene replacement in yeast strains
JCW25 (TOP2) and JCW26 (top2-4). The 2D gel electrophoresis shows the
knotted forms of the minichromosome YEp13 in the resulting smc2-8 TOP2
and smc2-8 top2-4 mutants sampled at 26°C and after shifting the cell
cultures to 35°C for 60 min. Gel signals: 0, unknotted DNA circles; Kn, knotted
forms. L, linear DNA fragments. Graphs: Pkn of YEp13 before and after
inactivation of the thermo-sensitive alleles.
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Appendix Figure S1. Plasmids and minichromosomes analyzed in the study. 

 

Minichromosomes containing pBR sequences were amplified as bacterial plasmids in Escherichia coli 

and used to transform Saccharomyces cerevisiae. The 2-micron plasmid was endogenous in all the 

yeast strains used. Minichromosomes differed in size, replication origins (autonomous replication 

sequences (ARS) or 2-micron origin), presence of centromere (CEN), and selectable gene markers 

(TRP1, URA3, LEU2) as indicated. 

 
 
 
 
  



 
 

 
 
 

  
 
 
 

 
Appendix Figure S2.  Drop assays of yeast strains used in the study.  
 
 
Yeast strains carrying thermo-sensitive mutations that inactivate SMC complexes and/or 

topoisomerase activities were grown to late-log phase at 26oC and spotted in 10-fold dilutions on YPD. 

Plates were incubated at 26oC or 35oC.  JCW25 was used as the wild-type (wt) control in all plates.  
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GENERAL DISCUSSION: 
 

Studies carried out in our laboratory provided the first evidence of DNA knot formation 

in eukaryotic cells (Valdes et al., 2018). These studies showed that intracellular DNA 

knots occur regardless of chromatin’s structural or functional elements and also 

regardless of the stage of the cell cycle. The presence of knots only changed during DNA 

transcription in a topoisomerase II dependent manner (Valdes et al., 2019). These 

findings were not surprising considering the high concentration of DNA segments within 

chromatin fibers and the abundant topoisomerase II activity that can pass these 

segments through one another. However, the most striking observation was the 

nonlinear correlation found between the DNA knotting probability (Pkn) and chromatin 

length. The results uncovered that in circular minichromosomes of up to about 5 Kb in 

size, the Pkn increased linearly, reaching a value of around 0.025. However, in 

minichromosomes above this size the slope of Pkn was abruptly reduced, such that in 

larger chromatin domains (5 to 12 Kb) the Pkn was maintained at around 0.03. This 

inflection of the Pkn value was in conflict with polymer simulations (Rybenkov et al., 

1993) and DNA in vitro studies (Shaw & Wang, 1993), which demonstrated that the Pkn 

always increases proportionally to chain length. 

 

Remarkably, short chromatin domains (i.e., minichromosomes of 2-5 Kb) presented a 

higher Pkn than naked DNA with the corresponding size (Figure 28). This difference is 

likely reflecting the flexibility that nucleosomes grant to linker DNA regions, which 

markedly increase the juxtaposition probability of the chromatinized DNA segments in 

comparison to naked DNA. By comparing the Pkn of in vivo chromatin with the one 

obtained via polymer simulations, we estimated that the nucleosomal fiber behaves like 

a chain with persistence length (PL) of about ≈ 10 nm and effective diameter (dE) ≈ 0 nm. 

These values contrast with those of naked DNA which has a PL = 50 nm and an dE = 5 nm 

(Valdes et al., 2018).   

 

The abrupt reduction of the chromatin’s Pkn slope when the size of the 

minichromosomes surpassed 4-5 kb (about 25 nucleosomes) evidenced that some 
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mechanism was preventing knot formation from escalating. The goal of this thesis has 

been to find this mechanism.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 28 – Chromatin vs naked DNA knotting probability. Chromatin is much more flexible than naked 
DNA. As an example (red arrow), when comparing a DNA length of 5kb, the Pkn increases four times more 
in chromatinized DNA than in naked DNA. However, the Pkn of chromatin attenuates at a DNA length of 
about 25 nucleosomes, whereas naked DNA keeps increasing linearly with DNA length. 
 

As explained in the introduction, it seems unlikely that a length-dependent transition in 

the conformation of nucleosomal fibers could be the mechanism that minimizes DNA 

knot formation. In the length scales where knot minimization occurs in vivo, 

nucleosomal fibers are folded quite irregularly forming heterogeneous clusters rather 

than a highly ordered structure (Hsieh et al., 2015; Ou et al., 2017).  

Therefore, the purpose of the present thesis has been to test whether DNA supercoiling, 

the simplification activity of topoisomerase II and/or the loop extrusion activity of SMC 

complexes were responsible for minimizing the entanglement of DNA in vivo. The main 

findings of these studies are discussed below. 
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1. DNA supercoiling markedly increases DNA knotting probability in 

chromatin 

 

Considering that DNA supercoiling increases the juxtaposition of intramolecular DNA 

segments, several studies had already tackled the idea that supercoiling had a direct 

connection with knot formation and resolution. On one hand, several in vitro 

experiments carried out with DNA plasmids had revealed that type-2A topoisomerases 

produce more knots in supercoiled plasmids than in relaxed ones (Wasserman & 

Cozzarelli, 1991; Roca et al., 1993). But on the other hand, computer simulations 

proposed that DNA supercoiling could tighten existing DNA knots and facilitate their 

removal by type-2A topoisomerases (Witz et al., 2011). Thus, there was no clear 

consensus on this matter. Moreover, nobody had tested the effect of supercoiling on 

knot formation in native chromatin, which is why it was the first objective of this thesis. 

 

The Lk distributions of yeast minichromosomes containing DNA knots presented no 

evidence of unconstrained supercoiling that could possibly be promoting DNA knot 

formation or resolution in vivo (Valdés et al., 2018). However, changes in the DNA 

supercoiling in vivo are likely to be transient (i.e., quickly relaxed) and hence not 

captured when analyzing the Lk distributions. This is why, in a subsequent study, we 

used an experimental approach that accumulated positive ((+)S) and negative ((-)S) 

supercoils in minichromosomes in vivo, which allowed us to catch the effect of 

supercoiling on the Pkn (Figure 29) (Valdes et al., 2019). 

 

Surprisingly, whereas (-)S did not alter the Pkn of the minichromosomes, (+)S produced 

a 25-fold increase in knot formation (Figure 29). Therefore, (+)S produced the opposite 

effect of minimizing the Pkn. One possible explanation for this robust increase in the Pkn 

was to consider that (+)S produces a strong compaction of the nucleosomal fibers. To 

test this notion, we asked Dr. Cristian Micheletti (our collaborators at SISSA, Trieste) to 

conduct the first computer simulation of DNA Pkn in nucleosomal fibers with increasing 

levels of compaction. The results showed that a 5-fold volume compaction, which is 

equivalent to reducing the radius of gyration of the nucleosomal fibers to 60%, would 

suffice to increase the Pkn by 25-fold  (Valdes et al., 2019). Thus, the strong rise in knot 
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formation is likely to result from the compaction effect that (+)S has on in vivo 

chromatin. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 29 – Supercoiling and DNA knotting. Both (-)S or (+)S generated during DNA transcription can be 
accumulated in vivo by enforcing an unbalanced relaxation of (+)S or (-)S. Accumulation of (-)S and (+)S is 
shown in the 2D-gels of Lk topoisomers. Upon nicking the DNA, the relative abundance of DNA knots (Pkn) 
was found to be 25-fold higher in (+)S than in (-)S DNA molecules. Computer simulations (balls and sticks) 
illustrate that a 5-fold volume compaction of the nucleosomal fibers can produce this large increase in the 
Pkn. 
 
 

To explain why (-)S did not alter the Pkn  in the same way as (+)S, a different level of 

chromatin compaction could be responsible. In fact, previous in vitro studies had shown 

that (-)S (DNA un-twisting) does not compact nucleosomal fibers to the same extent as 

(+)S (DNA over-twisting) (Bancaud et al., 2006; Lavelle et al., 2010). Moreover, in vivo 

studies had also indicated that, chromosomal domains with (+)S seem more compacted 

than the ones with (-)S (Naughton et al., 2013). The differential response that chromatin 
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conformation has to (+)S and (-)S was also inferred by our laboratory when we found 

that topoisomerase II relaxes (+)S faster than (-)S in vivo (Salceda et al., 2006; Fernández 

et al., 2014). Therefore, the differences in the Pkn obtained in this thesis further confirm 

that (+)S compacts intracellular chromatin to a much larger degree than (-)S. 

 

 

2. Transient DNA knotting is common during transcriptional supercoiling of 

DNA 

 

The (+)S that we accumulated in yeast minichromosomes was generated through DNA 

transcription (Liu & Wang, 1987). Eukaryotic RNA polymerases transcribe DNA at rates 

of around 100 bp/s, which allows the DNA domain found in front of a polymerase to 

become over-twisted at a rate of around 10 turns/s (Dundr et al., 2002). Since yeast 

minichromosomes are circular domains, such (+)S is usually cancelled by the (-)S 

generated behind the RNA polymerase. For this reason, in order to accumulate (+)S in 

circular minichromosomes, we have to increase the relaxation rate of (-)S by expressing 

E.coli topoisomerase I in yeast (which is a type-1A topoisomerase that is only able to 

relax (-)S but not (+)S). 

 

Contrary to circular minichromosomes, when (+)S is generated during gene transcription 

along the much larger and linear cellular chromosomes, twin domains with (+)S and (-)S 

cannot be cancelled (Nelson, 1999; Joshi et al., 2010). In this case, accumulation of (+)S 

is likely to occur when RNA polymerases run into barriers that block the twist diffusion 

of the double helix, or when RNA polymerases converge or run into a replication fork.  

In all these scenarios, the RNA polymerase would still be able to transcribe until (+)S 

reached levels comparable to those experimentally generated in the circular 

minichromosomes (σ > +0.05)  (Salceda et al., 2006). When these values are reached, it 

is likely that the (+)S DNA domains found in front the RNA polymerases become knotted 

to the same extent observed in the circular minichromosomes (Figure 30). However, the 

presence of these knots is likely to be ephemeral since they will only persist as long as 

the (+)S does. In normal conditions, the (+)S is rapidly relaxed by cellular topoisomerase 
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I and/or topoisomerase II. Therefore, the knots produced will be resolved by 

topoisomerase II concomitantly to the relaxation of (+)S. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 30 – DNA knotting during gene transcription. When (+)S increases during chromosomal DNA 
transcription, (+)S DNA is likely to become knotted to the same extent observed in circular 
minichromosomes. Then, progression of the transcribing RNA polymerases requires, not only the 
relaxation of (+)S by topoisomerase I or topoisomerase II, but also the concomitant removal of DNA knots 
by topoisomerase II. 

 

However, if (+)S were relaxed but DNA knots persisted, in vivo RNA polymerases would 

likely be stalled when they ran into a knot. In vitro studies had already demonstrated 

that RNA polymerases are not able to transcribe in knotted DNA templates (Portugal & 

Rodriguez-Campos, 1996; Rodriguez-Campos, 1996). Remarkably, this scenario explains 

an intriguing observation made in our laboratory years ago. Our observations showed 

that when inactivating topoisomerase II during the transcription of long genes, RNA 

polymerases were stalled (Joshi et al., 2012). Strikingly, this stalling could not be rescued 

by solely relaxing the (+) S with topoisomerase I, however, it was rescued by 

topoisomerase II. This finding excluded the idea that the polymerases were stalled just 

by the action of (+)S. Now, with our current knowledge, we envision that the 

polymerases were stalled by the presence of DNA knots formed due to the accumulation 
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of (+)S. Since topoisomerase II is able to unknot the DNA, it was the only enzyme able to 

restore the transcription process (Figure 30). 

 

 

3. Topoisomerase II activity alone does not minimize intracellular DNA knots 

 

As mentioned in the introduction, type-2A topoisomerases are able to produce steady-

state fractions of catenates, knots and supercoil crossovers that are many times lower 

than the corresponding equilibrium fractions (Rybenkov et al., 1997).  

However, the mechanism by which type-2A topoisomerases simplified the DNA’s 

equilibrium topology was controversial for a long time (Stuchinskaya et al., 2009; 

Vologodskii, 2016). It wasn’t until our laboratory studied in detail the passage of the 

DNA T-segment across the three gates of topoisomerase II that the simplification 

mechanism was uncovered (Martinez-Garcia et al., 2014). The results of this study 

indicated that after T-segment capture and passage, the topoisomerase challenges the 

release of the T-segment through the C-gate. This hindering allows either the 

completion or the cancellation (backtracking) of DNA transport. The exit of the T-

segment through the C-gate is likely to be quick when the topoisomerase inverts DNA 

crossovers that are generated by topological stress. For example, in the case of 

catenates between newly replicated DNA duplexes or supercoils arising during DNA 

replication and transcription. However, the release of the T-segment by the C-gate may 

be delayed when the topoisomerase inverts juxtaposed DNA segments that are 

randomly produced during the DNA’s topological equilibration. In this case, if the 

entrance gate (N-gate) re-opens before the exit gate (C-gate), the T-segment might 

backtrack and consequently cancel the DNA transport.  

 

Remarkably, when the backtracking of the T-segment was prevented by blocking the N-

gate or by keeping the C-gate open, the capacity of topoisomerase II to simplify the 

equilibrium topology of the DNA was abolished (Martinez-Garcia et al., 2014). 

Interestingly, the role of the C-gate in the simplification mechanism is consistent with 

the observation that type-2B topoisomerases, which innately lack the C-gate domain, do 

not have the capacity to simplify the DNA’s equilibrium topology (Thomson et al., 2014). 
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For many years, it has been assumed that the intrinsic capacity of topoisomerase II to 

simplify the DNA equilibrium topology in vitro, was the mechanism that prevents 

indiscriminate entanglement of intracellular DNA. In this thesis we conducted the first 

experimental study to check this assumption. In order to target the simplification 

mechanism of intracellular topoisomerase II, two experimental approaches were used 

(Dyson et al., 2021).  

 

Our first approach was to hinder the backtracking of the T-segment by blocking the N-

gate of intracellular topoisomerase II with ICRF-193 (Figure 31A) (Roca et al., 1994; 

Classen et al., 2003). The results showed that the Pkn of the minichromosomes was not 

significantly altered (Figure 31C) (Dyson et al., 2021). 

 

Our second approach was to impede any possible T-segment backtracking by expressing 

a truncated topoisomerase II (Top2- Δ83), in which the C-gate domain was removed 

(Figure 31B) (Martinez-Garcia et al., 2014).  The results showed that the Pkn of the 

minichromosomes was not significantly altered by the activity of Top2-Δ83 in vivo 

(Figure 31C) (Dyson et al., 2021). 

 

Therefore, the in vitro capacity of topoisomerase II to simplify the DNA equilibrium 

topology was not minimizing the occurrence of DNA knots in vivo (Figure 31C). These 

results corroborate the knowledge that topoisomerase II does not perform in 

chromatinized DNA in the same way as in naked DNA (Salceda et al., 2006). Moreover, 

the topological equilibrium of chromatinized DNA in vivo is much more complex and 

variable than in naked DNA molecules in free solution (Stuchinskaya et al., 2009). We 

hypothesize that the C-gate of type-2A topoisomerases might have another role in vivo. 

The C-gate could provide further stability to the dimeric topoisomerase during DNA 

cleavage, or could play a structural role by keeping both the T-segment and G-segment 

entrapped together. 
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Figure 31 – Topoisomerase II simplification activity. (A) Locking the N-gate after T-segment entry allows 
topoisomerase II to complete DNA passage but precludes the simplification of the DNA equilibrium 
topology (B) Removal of the C-gate allows topoisomerase II to perform DNA passage but abolishes its 
capacity to simplify the equilibrium topology. (C) Comparison of the Pkn of in vivo chromatin in the 
presence of wildtype, C-gateless (Top2-∆83), and N-locked (+ ICRF193) topoisomerase II enzymes.  
 
 

4. Condensin is required to minimize DNA knotting in chromatin 
 

Computer simulation studies have shown that DNA loop extrusion processes can 

robustly compact and at the same time disentangle entire chromosomes (Goloborodko, 

Marko, et al., 2016). Subsequent molecular dynamic simulations also indicated that DNA 

loop extrusion processes would tighten any intra- or inter-molecular DNA entanglement 

and enforce their removal by topoisomerase II (Racko et al., 2018; Orlandini et al., 2019). 

Consequently, the last objective of this thesis was to test whether the minimization of 

intracellular DNA knots depended on the activity of the DNA loop extruders (i.e., cohesin 

and condensin). 

 

The results clearly show that, upon inactivation of condensin, knot formation in large 

circular minichromosomes (5 to 12 Kb) increases to levels that restore a linear 

correlation between Pkn and DNA length. In other words, condensin activity is 

responsible for the observed inflection in the Pkn. Remarkably, this effect occurs 

A 

B 

C 
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irrespective of DNA sequence and is observed throughout the cell cycle. Therefore, the 

activity of condensin is necessary to minimize the Pkn of chromatin (Dyson et al., 2021). 

Surprisingly, inactivation of cohesin produced the opposite effect from condensin, as 

discussed further below.    

 

 

5. Condensin mediated knot minimization supports that its DNA loop 

extrusion activity performs in vivo 

 

Whereas in vitro single-molecule studies have shown that condensin and cohesin are 

able to extrude DNA into loops (Ganji et al., 2018; Davidson et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2019), 

there is no definitive proof of this activity in vivo. Only some indirect evidence supports 

the loop extrusion activity of intracellular SMC complexes. For instance, it has been 

proposed that the TADs that were uncovered from analyzing the DNA-DNA contact 

matrices obtained during Hi-C analyses (Dixon et al., 2012), are the result of DNA loop 

extrusion processes conducted by cohesin (Sanborn et al., 2015; Fudenberg et al., 2016). 

Moreover, the different contacts of the HI-C matrix, are likely to be loop extrusion 

processes stalled at different positions before the loop is anchored by cohesin at specific 

boundary sites. Regarding condensin, direct sign of its DNA loop extrusion activity in vivo 

is still missing. 

 

Our findings, which show that condensin activity is necessary to minimize DNA knots, 

are consistent with computer simulations that demonstrated how loop extrusion 

processes can tighten DNA entanglements and enforce their removal by topoisomerase 

II (Goloborodko, Marko, et al., 2016; Racko et al., 2018; Orlandini et al., 2019). Thereby, 

our results strongly support that the loop extrusion activity of condensin does perform 

in vivo, however, we cannot discard that condensin may be using another mechanism 

to promote DNA knot removal.  
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6. Opposite effects of condensin and cohesin 
 

In contrast to condensin, inactivation of cohesin did not increase knot formation but 

instead it produced a slight decrease in the Pkn (Figure 32) (Dyson et al., 2021). The 

opposite effects of condensin and cohesin were quite puzzling since both complexes are 

able to perform loop extrusion. We have two hypotheses to explain why condensin and 

cohesin behave differently when it comes to DNA knotting.   

  

The first possibility relies on distinct kinetics or turnover of the loop extrusion activity of 

condensin and cohesin. As previously commented, cohesin is essential to establish TADs. 

Therefore, cohesin might only perform one or very few rounds of loop extrusion to 

generate structural loops within specific boundaries. In the case of vertebrates, these 

boundaries are determined by CTCF binding sites (Ong & Corces, 2014 ; Wendt et al., 

2008). In yeast and drosophila, there are no CTCF sites, which means that other 

mechanisms might define such boundaries. Once these loops or TADs are stabilized, 

they would favor the DNA’s intramolecular entanglement due to the increased 

juxtaposition of nearby DNA segments (Figure 32). This notion is backed by polymer 

simulations which show that bridging distant DNA sites to form a loop increases its Pkn 

(Najafi & Potestio, 2015). In contrast to cohesin, condensin might not produce long-

lasting DNA loops with defined boundaries. Instead, condensin might perform 

continuous rounds of loop extrusion. This reiteration could allow condensin to scan the 

presence of DNA entanglements genome-wide and drag them until they are tightened 

and removed by topoisomerase II (Figure 32).  

A second possibility could rely on a distinct cooperation of condensin and cohesin with 

topoisomerase II. Based on immunofluorescence and ChIP data, topoisomerase II often 

colocalizes with condensin and cohesin, however their collaborative role remains 

unknown. Some studies suggested that condensin physically interacts with 

topoisomerase II and stimulates its activity (Bhat et al., 1996; D’Ambrosio et al., 2008). 

However, other studies have denied a physical interaction between the two (Bhalla et 

al., 2002; Lavoie et al., 2002; Cuvier & Hirano, 2003). Likewise, a functional interaction 

of cohesin and topoisomerase II has been proposed because both complexes colocalize 

at DNA loop boundaries, but there is no evidence of a physical interaction (Uuskula-
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Reimand et al., 2016; Canela et al., 2017). Thus, it is plausible that condensin and cohesin 

interact differently with topoisomerase II to produce opposite DNA knotting and 

unknotting outcomes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 32 – Opposite effects of condensin and cohesin on the Pkn of chromatin. Inactivation of condensin 
increases the Pkn to levels that restore a linear correlation with DNA length, whereas inactivation of 
cohesin slightly reduces the Pkn. Representative 2D-gel electrophoreses of the knot formation are shown. 
Condensin’s loop extrusion activity displaces and constricts DNA knots outside the extruded loop. The 
tightening of the DNA knot crossovers promotes their dissolution (unknotting) by topoisomerase II. 
Cohesin’s loop extrusion can generate long-lasting loops, which could favor topoisomerase II-mediated 
intramolecular DNA entanglement. 
 

 

7. Condensin’s loop extrusion activity might resolve sister chromatid 

interlinks 

 

When DNA replication is completed and cells enter the G2 phase, the newly synthesized 

DNA molecules are highly interlinked (catenated) and also remain cohered by cohesin 

bridges all across the DNA molecule (Hirano, 2005; Farcas et al., 2011). However, 

experimental evidence shows that, even though sister chromatids are in very close 

proximity until anaphase by the effect of cohesin, sister chromatids interlinks (SCIs) are 

almost completely removed at the end of prophase via topoisomerase II (Nagasaka et 
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al., 2016). This is surprising because the topological equilibration of two huge DNA 

molecules that are in close proximity should favor their entanglement, not their 

resolution. In this regard, a crucial observation revealed that newly formed SCIs 

reappeared when condensin was inactivated during metaphase (Sen et al., 2016; 

Piskadlo et al., 2017). This observation indicated that condensin has an active role in 

disentangling sister chromatids throughout mitosis despite the close proximity of the 

DNA molecules which favors their interlinking (Figure 33). 

 

To explain the active removal of SCIs, it  had been proposed that condensin could be 

generating positive DNA supercoils to compact sister chromatids and that such (+)S 

would perhaps direct the activity of topoisomerase II towards the removal of SCIs 

(Baxter et al., 2011; Sen et al., 2016). However, subsequent in vitro studies showed that 

condensin does not compact DNA by inducing supercoiling (Eeftens et al., 2017). 

Additionally, our results clearly show that (+)S strongly promotes knot formation, not 

the opposite (Valdes et al., 2019). Accordingly, if condensin were generating (+)S, it 

would increase knot formation in mitotic chromatin and such increase is not observed. 

Consequently, our observations support that, like in the case of knots, the removal of 

SCIs is promoted via the loop extrusion activity of condensin. This inference is supported 

by in silico studies that show how DNA loop extrusion is sufficient to yield the 

compaction of mitotic chromosomes and disentanglement of their SCIs (Goloborodko, 

Imakaev, et al., 2016).  Therefore, the loop extrusion activity of condensin may enforce 

topoisomerase II to remove both intra- and inter-molecular DNA entanglements (i.e., 

knots and SCIs) (Figure 33).  

Remarkably, in both cases condensin activity somehow counteracts the effect of 

cohesin, which stimulates DNA knotting within TADs during interphase and also 

promotes the persistence of SCIs up until metaphase.  
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8. Short- and long-range DNA entanglements of intracellular chromatin 

 

When cells exit mitosis, individual chromosomes decondense as they maintain their 

territorial organization intact (Cremer & Cremer, 2001). Inside each territory, 

chromosomes are compartmentalized holding domains of active and inactive 

chromatin, which cluster together to form, respectively, euchromatic and 

heterochromatic compartments (Tavares-Cadete et al., 2020). Inside each domain, the 

DNA is folded into sub-domains or TADs. This overall organization has led to propose 

that chromatin has a similar behavior to a fractal globule (Baù et al., 2011; Mirny, 2011). 

One property of such fractal architecture is that it drastically reduces the topological 

complexity of intracellular DNA in long range-scales. Yet, as indicated by our results, 

topoisomerase II can still randomly pass neighboring DNA segments through one 

another and consequently produce knots within nucleosomal fibers in short-length 

scales. Then, it could be expected that, if DNA segments from different chromosome 

territories or chromatin domains come into close contact, topoisomerase II could also 

accidentally interlink them. Moreover, given enough time, these interface DNA 

entanglements would result in the complete intermixing of chromosomal territories and 

domains (Dorier & Stasiak, 2009). However, when looking the high-order organization 

of chromatin, such DNA entanglements are rarely found (Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009; 

Stevens et al., 2017). Multi-contact 3C analyses show that chromatin domains from one 

chromosome can locally invade another territory or domain to some extent, without 

apparently becoming topologically linked (Branco et al., 2008; Tavares-Cadete et al., 

2020).  

 

We believe that the loop extrusion activity of condensin might also operate to remove 

these interface DNA entanglements, which are similar to SCIs (Figure 33). Therefore, we 

envision that the fractal architecture of chromatin along with the loop extrusion activity 

of condensin are the main operators that keep the genome untangled. Yet, the efficiency 

of these two operators might be lost in very short length scales (<5Kb). This would 

explain why the DNA’s Pkn increases up to a length of about 25 nucleosomes and then 

tends to flatten for longer length scales.  
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Figure 33 – Plausible general role of condesin in minimizing DNA entanglements both in mitotic and 

interphase chromatin. The loop extrusion activity of condensin might tighten SCIs and enforce their 

removal by topoisomerase II during mitotic prophase. Likewise, the loop extrusion activity of condensin 

might tighten and promote the removal of local DNA knots (i), and DNA interlinks produced within (ii) and 

across (iii) nearby chromatin domains in interphase chromatin. 

 

 

9. Relevance of condensin in interphase  
 

For many years, the most common and well-known function of condensin has been the 

compaction and individualization of sister chromatids during mitosis to facilitate their 

segregation (Strunnikov et al., 1995; Hirano et al., 1997). However, many studies have 

proven the presence of condensin in budding yeast along every chromosome 

throughout all the cell cycle (Lavoie et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2005; D’Ambrosio et al., 

2008). Likewise, studies in metazoans, which contain two condensin complexes 

(condensin I and II) that associate with mitotic chromosomes at different stages (Ono et 

al., 2003; Gibcus et al., 2018; Walther et al., 2018b), show that condensin II is not only 

present during mitosis but also in interphase chromatin (Hirano, 2012). 

  

Although the function of condensin in interphase remains unclear, its inactivation causes 

large-scale structural and functional alterations. In budding yeast inactivation of 

condensin provokes genome decompaction leading to a global decrease in close-range 
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intra-chromosomal interactions (Paul et al., 2018). In Drosophila, inactivation of 

condensin II during interphase produces changes in the shape and level of intermixing, 

causing stronger chromosomal interactions between different chromosome territories 

(Rosin et al., 2018; Rowley et al., 2019). In mammals, depletion of condensin II displays 

hyper-clustering of pericentric heterochromatin and consequently provokes an increase 

of inter-chromosome associations, indicating that condensin II plays a critical role in 

establishing the nuclear architecture during interphase (Nishide & Hirano, 2014). A 

recent comparison of the nuclear architecture across the tree of life revealed that 

species having condensin II share a similar architecture type during interphase 

(Hoencamp et al., 2021). Additionally, condensin disruption is also found to alter a wide 

range of gene processes including transcriptional regulation, DNA repair and 

recombination (Frosi & Haering, 2015; Paul et al., 2019).  

 

The studies mentioned above strongly suggest that, as in the case of cohesin, condensin 

also plays a structural role in organizing chromosome folding patterns during interphase. 

This role seems to prevent the disruption of chromosomal territories, which are 

unusually stable across different cell types (Rosin et al., 2018). In this respect, the results 

from this thesis indicate that what condensin may be doing in interphase is promoting 

the removal of DNA knots and links that topoisomerase II may accidentally produce 

during the topological equilibration of intracellular DNA. If such entanglements were not 

removed, they would affect critical processes such as the progression of RNA 

polymerases or the proper assembly of nucleosomes, as some in vitro studies have 

demonstrated (Portugal & Rodriguez-Campos, 1996; Rodriguez-Campos, 1996). Failing 

to remove these DNA entanglements would explain the diversity of structural and 

functional alterations that occur in interphase chromatin upon condensin inactivation. 
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10. An ancestral solution to the general problem of DNA entanglement  

 

During the establishment of the modern DNA world, one of the main challenges has 

been to keep DNA molecules properly organized within small volumes, as the cell 

genomes continuously increased in size and functional complexity. Today, we can see 

that the three cellular domains of life (Archaea, Bacteria and Eukarya) have developed 

a great variety of proteins and interaction modes to compact the DNA. However, a 

common trait in the three kingdoms is the presence of type-2 topoisomerases and SMC 

complexes. Type-2 topoisomerases conserve very similar structure and mechanistic 

properties in Archaea, Bacteria and Eukarya (Forterre et al., 2007). Similarly, SMCs are 

evolutionarily conserved multi-subunit protein complexes that present a very similar 

architecture in the three kingdoms (Hirano, 1998; Jessberger et al., 1998).  

 

From the results of this thesis, it is tempting to speculate that some coordination 

between type-2 topoisomerases and SMC complexes might have originated in the last 

universal common ancestor and has been conserved throughout evolution to minimize 

DNA entanglements as genomes increased in size and complexity.  

 

Lastly, in the same way that cells strive to minimize DNA entanglements, it is also 

plausible that DNA knot formation might have been exploited to stabilize specific 

chromatin conformations. Some studies have suggested that mitotic chromosomes are 

stabilized by the presence of specific DNA entanglements produced by topoisomerase II 

(Kawamura et al., 2010). Moreover, topoisomerase II activity has been found necessary 

in both formation and resolution of facultative heterochromatin (Miller et al., 2017). 

Future research will uncover whether DNA knots are just an inevitable outcome of 

topoisomerase II activity that needs to be minimized or whether DNA knot formation 

has deeper implications in the regulation of chromatin structure and functions.  
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CONCLUSIONS   
 

1. DNA supercoiling does not bias topoisomerase II activity towards the removal of 

DNA knots. Positive supercoiling generated during gene transcription markedly 

increases DNA knot formation, whereas negative supercoiling does not 

significantly affect DNA knotting probability. 

 

2.  The different effects of positive and negative supercoiling on DNA knot 

formation indicate that transcriptional supercoiling produces a much larger 

degree of DNA compaction in front of RNA polymerases rather than behind 

them.  

 
3. The intrinsic capacity of topoisomerase II to simplify the equilibrium topology of 

naked DNA in vitro does not affect the knotting probability of DNA in vivo.  

Therefore, this ability of topoisomerase II might not function in chromatinized 

DNA. 

 

4.  Inactivation of cohesin slightly decreases knot formation in intracellular 

chromatin. Therefore, cohesins are somewhat favouring DNA knotting, rather 

than minimizing it. 

 

5. Inactivation of condensin markedly increases knot formation in vivo and restores 

the expected linear correlation between DNA knot formation and chromatin 

length throughout the entire cell cycle. Thereby, condensin is responsible for 

minimizing the overall entanglement of intracellular DNA. 

 

6. The opposite effects of cohesin and condensin on DNA knot formation suggest 

different kinetics of their DNA loop extrusion activities and/or a different 

interplay with topoisomerase II. 

 

7.  Condensin’s newly identified role in minimizing DNA entanglements throughout 

the entire cell cycle clarifies why condensin inactivation produces many 

dysfunctions both in interphase and mitotic chromatin.   
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